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Doc Johnson launches traveling

sex toy vending machine campaign

letter from the editor

Dear readers

The US tour started on October 6th

Given the many different opinions,
standpoints, and expectations
exhibitors and visitors had going
into eroFame 2017, their individual
verdicts may vary, but one thing
cannot be disputed: The show goes
down in the eroFame annals as
another big success. At every trade
show, there are small fluctuations,
sometimes so miniscule that you
hardly notice them, sometimes
rather plain to see. Obviously, this is
not a phenomenon that is limited to
eroFame, it is common among most
shows in our industry. For instance,
this year, eroFame had more visitors
than in previous years. But why
was that? We all know that the
number of adult retailers isn’t exactly
skyrocketing. Citing the quality and
quantity of the exhibitors as a reason
doesn’t really work, either; after all,
the biggest and best companies in
the industry have always presented
their products at eroFame. The
who is who of the industry meets in
Hanover, that is not just an empty
advertising phrase. Was it maybe
this year’s line-up of new products
that drew bigger crowds? Maybe.
However, this year wasn’t really
different from previous shows –
every year, eroFame is filled with
big, new, often ground-breaking
products. Could it be that, maybe,
there is more money to go around?
Many European countries are in
better economic shape than they
were in recent years. Or does this increase in visitors have to do with the
developments in the adult market?
There have been some big changes
in the distributor segment, some of
them quite recent, and of course,
the retailers are interested to see
how the cards have been reshuffled.
Well, it could be any of these things,
really, or none of them. So maybe
we should just stick with the fact
that there were more visitors and
not begrudge eroFame its success
and hope that next year’s show will
be just as well-attended.

North Hollywood, USA - Prepare to see the world’s most eye-popping vending machine
as Doc Johnson launched its temporary, traveling installation on Friday, October 6th.

The ‘Pop Up Pleasure
Machine’ will travel
to various locations
across the USA

D

oc Johnson has transformed a
traditional vending machine into a
technicolor touring pop-up, which will
feature a curated selection of high-design
Doc Johnson products (including the
TRYST multi-erogenous Silicone Massager,
the BUZZ Liquid Vibrator, and the multicolored American POP! Mode plug), as well
as select Doc Johnson swag. The ‘Pop Up
Pleasure Machine’ will travel to various
locations across the USA for a few days at
a time, and will tour the country throughout
the next few months and into early 2018.
“Our new campaign, the ‘Pop Up Pleasure
Machine’, aims to expand our reach, and
drive awareness of the Doc Johnson brand
amongst a millennial audience in particular,”
said Doc Johnson Marketing Executive
Erica Braverman. “We’re finding that
people, and millennial men and women
especially, want to break the ‘sex toy taboo’
with us; and they also want to engage with
brands in an authentic, experiential way.”

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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“The point of this project is really not
about the sale of individual products, but is
more so a unique and interesting way to
connect with a new audience— while also
sparking conversation and generating
excitement for pleasure products in
general,” said Doc Johnson COO/CCO
Chad Braverman. “I think that this pop-up
concept is right on brand for us, and
something that people will love getting
involved in.”
Scott Watkins, Doc Johnson VP of
Sales and Marketing, said: “While customers can already see our products in retail
stores across the country, we wanted to
provide another way to create top-of-mind
awareness for people who wouldn’t have
otherwise thought of sex toys as a holiday
gift. Our retail and distributor partners
should prepare for an influx of demand for
Doc Johnson products in general—with a
particular focus on TRYST, BUZZ, and our
American POP! Collection.”
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Erotic Advent calendar from ORION Wholesale
Every year a top seller
Flensburg. Germany - Here we are again, just like every year it is only a few more weeks to go until we can say: Christmas is
coming! And to sweeten the meantime, there are once again neutral, erotic Advent calendars from ORION Wholesale in new
designs.

Q

uite noble is the XXL Advent calendar
made of stable cardboard with folding
doors and 24 removable boxes behind the
doors. There are extremely erotic surprises
in all 24 boxes: high-quality sex toys, lingerie,
massage oil, lubricant, condoms, cheeky sex
games, joke items and much, much more!
There is also a hot sex tip on the side of every
box (in German and English).The calendar‘s
beautiful look is topped by the ‘box trick’ – the
empty boxes can be turned around and then
put back in the calendar so that an erotic
picture slowly appears! Size: 45.4 x 41.5 x 8.8
cm. Including an insert showing the customer
what articles there are in the calendar, though
not revealing on what day these can be found.
If a customer wants to give this Advent
calendar as a present, the included insert can
be removed. (Item number 0633658 0000) A
very special highlight is for sure the Fetish
Advent calendar that also comes in an XXL
format with 24 doors until “Silent Night”!
Bittersweet pleasure is hiding behind the 24
doors instead of sweet chocolate. There are
lots of saucy items waiting, e.g. floggers,
restraints, nipple clamps and hot wax, anal toys
with or without vibration, unusual sex toys for
the penis, items for spanking, restraints (from
soft to hard), a bondage rope and accessories
like condoms and lubricant for intensifying fun.
Size 68 x 44 x 5 cm! (Item number 0636460
0000)
But if you like it rather sweet and sexy
instead, the sexy chocolate Advent calendars
may be the very thing for you: “Sweet Xmas”
with sexy Christmas women – erotic figures
made of delicious milk chocolate are hiding
behind the 24 doors. (Item number 0777331
0000) “Sexy Xmas” with sexy Santas – a
chocolate heart and an erotic picture of a man

This picture shows
ORION‘s Avent
calendar for couples

is hiding behind each of the 24 doors.
(Item number 0777099 0000)
And the heart-shaped
couple’s Advent calendar ensures a
“seductive
Christmas time“ due to the 24 tasks
that are getting hotter and hotter each
day. It is marked on the outside which
door is for HER, for HIM or for BOTH
together. German and English.(Item number
0776122 0000)

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
PAIN AND PLEASURE
STRUBBI.COM
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eroFame 2017 trade show

big success for SHOTS
4 awards for the SHOTS team

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - SHOTS introduced a total of four new brands at this
year’s fair: ELECTROSHOCK, SLT (Self Lubrification Technology), MANCAGE and PUMPED.

A

The SHOTS booth on eroFame

part from that, the company offered
hundreds of new products from their
existing lines, like: GC, OUCH, JILL,
SIMPLICITY, SHOTS TOYS, GOODFELLAS
and SONO. A number of these brands were
so successful, causing the first production
rounds to be already sold out at the show.
The big attention and enthusiastic reactions
from clients around the world established
again the fact that the company is on the
right track to even greater things. To confirm
this, both SIGN and EAN granted SHOTS
the award‚ Company of the Year‘, for the
7th time in a row. Making the party

complete, the brand JILL was given the
‚Most Innovative Product Line‘ award. To
cap it all, Oscar Heijnen was granted the
‚Lifetime Achievement Award‘ from SIGN
Magazine, making him (according to
SHOTS’ information) the youngest
entrepreneur ever to receive this prize.
SHOTS likes to thank everyone for the
overwhelming attention and plentiful
compliments. All of this gives the company
an enormous boost to keep on developing
more beautiful products and conquer the
market even further, SHOTS stated in a
press release.

All hail the new King Cock arrivals at SCALA!
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The King Cock
range by Pipedream has already
established a world-wide fanbase with its
super realistic, lifelike designs. The
premium, hand-crafted detailing on the
dildos and dongs is simply exceptional/
Made of premium materials and with great
eye-for-detail, consumers won’t be able to
resist their royal, realistic pleasure.
The newest arrival in the King Cock range at
SCALA is the Stiffy Brown. As its name

suggest, this lifelike vibe is ready to take
consumers on rock-hard ride to a thrilling
climax. The Stiffy Brown features the same
realistic details the King Cock range is
famous for, including pulsing veins and a
lifelike head, plus offers powerful
multi-speed vibrations – easy to control by a
twist-cap base. It’s currently ready to order
at SCALA in the 6, 7 8, 9 and 10 inch
version, whilst the smaller 5 inch design
coming soon to the SCALA assortment.

SECURA condoms in new packaging
The condom label
SECURA is one of
ORION Wholesale’s
best-selling labels

08

Flensburg, Germany - The condom label
SECURA has stood for extremely high
quality “Made in Germany” for over 50 years
and is one of ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. The popular SECURA condoms
will not only be delivered in the familiar
packaging, but also in new packaging with
a puristic flat design. The packaging is

available in four different sizes and can be
stood up or hung up in store. The high quality condoms from SECURA are available in
lots of different versions: colourful, dotted,
grooved, flavoured, with a tingling effect,
with an integrated cock ring, extra large or
extra small – there is a perfect condom for
everyone.
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Sway NO2 at EDC Wholesale
Luxurious rabbit vibrator
Veendam, The Netherlands - Sway NO2 was launched at
eroFame and is now available to order at EDC Wholesale.
The modern rabbit vibrator is a luxurious toy, equipped with
2 powerful motors in each head.

T

he entire vibrator is covered
with a silky smooth silicone
layer. As a result, Sway NO2 feels
wonderful and smoothly finds its
way to the finest spots, with the
usage of water-based lubricants. The curved shaft
provides a pleasant G-spot stimulation while the
poweful clitoris stimulator gives an explosive
external treat. The Sway N02 is a waterproof and
USB rechargeable sex toy for carefree fun between
the sheets and in the bathroom. Available in 3
colors: Black, Pink & Purple. Sway NO1 was
launched at eroFame 2016 and with great
success. Beautiful package, sleek design, and 2
powerful motors were the things people loved
about these items. The successor, Sway NO2, is a
luxurious rabbit vibrator in the 3 similar colors as
the first series.

Sway NO2 was
launched at
eroFame and is
now available
to order

Eropartner wins three
awards at eroFame
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - At
eroFame Eropartner Distribution
received three awards in two
important categories: ‘Distributor
Happy winners: the
of the Year’ and ‘Best Customer
Eropartner team
Service’. The ‘Best Distributor of the Year’ award
was given by both Sign Magazine and EAN
Magazine, a double appreciation in this category.
They also received the EAN Erotix award for ‘Best
Customer Service’. Eropartner got these prestigious awards multiple years in a row. Eropartner
Distributions CEO Chris Bakker says “Big thanks
goes to our vendor partners and customers for
their great support. We will remain to be progressive and improve wherever we can!”
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SHOTS is ready to shock the industry
ELECTROSHOCK
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - “ELECTROSHOCK is here to conquer the world and
the impact it caused at the latest eroFame trade fair has proven that we are on the right
way,“ Oscar Heijnen says.

“L
The initial line-up of
ELECTROSHOCK consists of
a rabbit vibrator, a g-spot
vibrator, a butt plug and a
prostate massager

ike most of our new brands, ELECTROSHOCK has completely been
designed, developed and produced
in-house at the Shots headquarters in
the Netherlands Europe. It all started with
market research, followed by pencil and
paper sketches. After that, 3D prints and
of course prototypes followed, to finally
give us 6 perfect designs. Before going into
production, all models passed through a
variety of test panels to get the necessary
feedback. Most current electro products
in the market are pretty hardcore, look
aggressive and can give you a nasty shock
if you are not careful.“ SHOTS has found
an apparent gap in the market whereby the
ELECTROSHOCK products can function
as a normal vibrator or toy, but can convert
into electro-stimulation mode.
In this way the beginning clients can easily
get on board by choosing position 1, of the
possible 5, and slowly work their way up
the stimulation ladder. From beginners to
experienced users, there is always a perfect
mode to enjoy ELECTROSHOCK. The
10-speed vibration mode on the toys can
be individually regulated from the stimulation
modes, giving an astounding 50 different
setting possibilities. The initial line-up consists of a rabbit vibrator, a g-spot vibrator,

a butt plug and a prostate massager which
are rechargeable and have 2 command
buttons. Furthermore there are a battery-powered, remote-controlled, cock ring
with ball strap and electro-massage gloves.
All toys are made of high-grade medical
silicone and waterproof (not to be used in
electro-mode).
The unimpaired design of these toys makes
them an eye-catcher for every client and the
ELECTROSHOCK logo in blue print foil will
light up sales display as well as any internet
page.
For bricks & mortar shops, complimentary
info-graphs and testers are included in the
planogram shipment. For online shops
introduction films, photos and banners are
available.
SHOTS is convinced to, once again, have
a winner in their hands! All the right factors
are there: the concept, the product, the
functions, the packaging, the POS and last,
but by no means least, the very competitive
pricing that allows the electro-stimulation
beginner to step over that threshold!
The ELECTROSHOCK range will be in
stock by mid-November and clients who
haven‘t placed their pre-order yet can
always go to www.shots.nl/www.shotsamerica.nl or contact their account manager.

Satisfyer wins ‘Brand of the year’ award
Bielefeld, Germany - The erotic trade
show eroFame in Germany has been a
fantastic success for Satisfyer, with an
incredible advertising exposure,
introduction of innovative new products
and multiple awards like EAN’s ‘Brand
of the Year’ for Satisfyer, ‘Highest
Potential Product’ for Satisfyer Men”
and Sign Magazine’s ‘Best Innovative
12

New Toy 2017‘ for Satisfyer Pro
Penguin’, the company stated.
At the same time Satisfyer
announced to continue main
sponsoring ensuring massive visibility
at all top trade shows in our industry
like eroFame, Venus, AVN, ADC
Shanghai, same as for new shows
such as Altitude in Las Vegas.
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‘Most Beautiful Vagina Contest‘ winner as
male stroker now at Eropartner
Mangasm
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - When in 2015 the ‚World’s Most Beautiful Vagina Contest‘ was held on vaginacontest.com, millions of people visited the website from 180 countries to vote for the most beautiful vagina in the world.

T

he vaginas of the three winners were printed in 3D to create the most realistic silicon
version of the real one. The shaft is transparent
so men can see the action! The tops are flesh
coloured and feel amazing real. Every stroker
has its unique texture on the inside and is
imprinted deeply in the handle so men can feel
it all the way.
The Mangasm collection also holds a lifetime
silicone stroker that is made to last for years,
even a lifetime. The stroker is made of is made

Mangasm stroker are available
from Eropartner from now on

from 100% non-porous silicone that
cannot be penetrated by bacteria and
is completely odorless. The best part
is, the vulva replicated onto these
stroker was 3d scanned from the
winner of the World’s Most Beautiful
Vagina Contest.

N E W S

Screaming O’s new

Charged CombO Kit #1
All-in-one sex toy kit offers quality and variety at a value price
Los Angeles, USA - Screaming O is proud to announce the debut of the Charged CombO
Kit #1, a complete better-sex kit that brings versatility and value to high quality sexual enhancement. Included in each Charged CombO Kit is a rechargeable Vooom bullet vibrator, a
stretchy, two-sided cock ring and comfortable fingertip sleeve.

Included in each Charged CombO Kit
is a rechargeable Vooom bullet
vibrator, a stretchy, two-sided cock
ring and comfortable fingertip sleeve

B

y combining the Charged CombO
Kit’s quality and adaptability with
an affordable price point, Screaming O
reinforces their commitment to bringing
exceptional sex toys to all consumers. The
Charged CombO Kit’s two easy-to-use
attachments are made of body-safe True
Silicone and designed to hold the included
Vooom bullet vibrator, allowing users to
mix and match to create their own, unique
sexual experiences. The bullet is powered
by ten functions of Vooom vibration, a
rumbling, low-pitch vibration that delivers a deeper sensation than competing
products. Both sides of the CombO cock
ring have “fins” that transfer vibrations
for maximal clitoral stimulation, and the

fingertip sleeve fits over any finger to easily
deliver Vooom® vibrations to any part of
the body. “The Charged CombO Kit #1 gives its users the ability to explore which of
its many uses works best for them,” says
Screaming O Account Executive Conde
Aumann. “You can insert the bullet into
the cock ring to enjoy the vibration with a
partner, or use the finger sleeve, or the bullet alone, to transform your solo sessions.
However you use it, the Charged CombO
is a great kit at a great price.”
Additional features of the Charged
CombO Kit #1 include: 100% waterproof,
comes with USB charge cable, lab-tested,
body-safe True Silicone and ABS plastic,
comes in blue, pink or purple.

Big Teaze Toys: the naughtiest
presents for Christmas
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Give consumers the naughtiest choice in Christmas
presents with the Big Teaze Collection at
SCALA. The brand’s famous I Rub My
Duckie and the new I Rub My Kitty stimulators are naughty gift-choices that will
add the passion to consumers’ holiday
season.
Christmas and the upcoming holiday
season might still be a while away, but
stocking up early on the best gift-choices
saves retailers a lot of last-minute stress
when the holidays do come around. Big
Teaze Toys at SCALA has novelty gift
stock sorted, with dozens of fun, plea20

surable and playful stimulators to choose
from. The Big Teaze Toys range is famous
for its best-selling I Rub My Duckie
design. This cute duck-shaped stimulator makes bath time a whole lot more
exciting, thanks to its thrilling vibrations.
The design comes in a great range of
varieties, including multiple colors and
themed-options including a pirate, a little
devil, a cute cat-shaped stimulator and
a kinky bondage I Rub My Duckie. The
Big Teaze Toys stimulators have amazing
gift-appeal, making them gifts that any
consumer will love to unwrap this holiday
season.
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Successful launch of pjur
SPA range in Russia
EroExpo
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - This year‘s EroExpo was
held in Moscow from October 20-22.

p

jur was represented at the
event by its Russian partner
Erotic Fantasy, who
successfully launched the new
pjur SPA ScenTouch range
at the b2b trade show, which
had its eight’s anniversary this
year. The innovative and delicately fragranced massage lotions
Cherry Dream, Strawberry Summer, Vanilla Seduction and
Melon Breeze as well as the non-perfumed version pjur SPA
ScenTouch Neutral Way do not leave behind a greasy residue
on the skin because they do not contain oil, silicone, fat or
water. Unlike conventional massage products, they also let
the skin breathe. „Visitors were bowled over by the pjur SPA
innovations. Customers were particularly impressed with the
great quality and pleasant fragrances. The presentation was a
complete success,“ explains Andrew Khvostov, CEO of Erotic
Fantasy. pjur has been working with Erotic Fantasy in Russia
for almost ten years now. The joint presentation of the new pjur
SPA products was another great success.

Kiiroo releases secondgeneration Onyx
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - After years
of research and user testing, Kiiroo has
come back with the new and improved
Onyx2 masturbator that encompasses all
of the feedback from the first-generation Onyx users. Onyx2
is equipped with a new and significantly improved motor that
is more powerful and more silent than its predecessor. The
revamp of the exterior of the device is sleek and discreet,
making it the perfect travel companion for a person on the go.
“We have worked hard to perfect the Onyx2, and make it the
best discreet masturbator on the market. Months of testing
and research has brought us here today, and I am proud to be
releasing this device today!” says Toon Timmermans, CEO of
Kiiroo. Onyx2 is the perfect companion to the Pearl2, completing the second-generation Couple Set.

All novelties
from
RedCorner
can be found
online!

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
grosshandel@orion.de
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XR Brands debuts 1st-ever remote-controlled

prostate massager with rotating stimulation

Uniquely contoured ‘Rimsation’ features rotating beads for simultaneous anal massage
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is officially shipping the Rimsation remote-control
prostate massager, the latest pleasure innovation from P-spot brand Prostatic Play.

T

New from XR Brands: the Rimsation
remote-control prostate massager

his rechargeable dual-motor silicone
stimulator is the first of its kind and
features an ergonomically curved prostate
massager with both an internal and external motor, plus rotating beads at its base
for simultaneous anal massage that feels
just like rim job.Rimsation boasts three
speeds and four patterns of powerful
vibration with a comfortably narrow stem
equipped with three rows of rotating
beads. Users can use the convenient
remote to toggle through three rotation
speeds to pick the perfect stimulation
level while enjoying simultaneous prostate and perineum massage, thanks to
Rimsation’s two strategically positioned
motors. Unlike most prostate stimulators,
Rimsation’s external portion extends in a
curved arm-like shape, allowing it to make
contact with a broader surface area as
it massages with precision. “The market
for prostate toys has exploded in the last
couple of years and we developed Prostatic Play specifically to serve this growing

category,” XR Brands General Manager
Rebecca Weinberg said. “It was time for
something new and innovative and we’re
proud of all the power and functionality
that we were able to pack into Rimsation.
Seasoned prostate players will appreciate
the chance to enjoy three different kinds
of anal massage with one toy, and beginners will especially enjoy how user-friendly
it is. Rimsation is the next-level prostate
stimulator that retailers have been waiting
for.” Made with high-grade silicone, Prostatic Play Rimsation features 4.75 inches
of insertable length including a 1.875-inch
wide tip that tapers down to 1.25 inches
at its base. Light-up buttons make for
easy use in dark rooms and the remote
control made adjusting settings after the
toy is inserted a breeze. Rimsation is
rechargeable with a magnetic USB cable
included. The Prostatic Play Rimsation
comes in clear clamshell packaging designed to coordinate with the existing items
in the Prostatic Play range.

Travel sized Ella Lipstick Vibrator from Feelztoys
Ella Lipstick vibrators are sweet, basic
and deliver strong vibrations on two
sides

22

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – Ella Lipstick
vibrators are sweet, basic and deliver strong
vibrations on two sides! With their 12 cm
sturdy dimension women can take these
travel-sized massagers wherever they go.
Perfect for experimenting anytime,
anywhere. Ella Lipstick is available in three
trendy colours and comes in a beautiful
designed box and they have a very
acceptable price level. Ella Lipstick vibrators are water resistant so they can be

cleaned easily under the running tap. There
are no troubles recharging them since they
get powered by 1 x AAA Battery (not
included). Ella Lipstick is splashproof in the
‘on’ mode. Ella Lipstick is perfect for those
who want to try their first vibrator or for
those who want to take their vibrator on
the go. Because of the travel size
dimensions (125mm x 28mm), the vibrator
is easy to store in the purse without anyone
noticing it.
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GIFT-BOXES

HOT’s new arousal drop

0636550 0000

available at SCALA
ERO Flirt Drops
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Now available at
SCALA: the new ERO Flirt Drops by HOT. These
amazing arousal drops will ignite the inner flirt
and are guaranteed to put men and women in the
mood for some sensual, intimate fun.

T

he HOT assortment at SCALA is wellknown for its quality choice in drugstore
essentials. The brand offers various sub-collections spanning over multiple product categories
including lubricants, massage products, supplements and arousal stimulators. The newest
ERO Flirt Drops are a prime example of how
HOT helps get lovers in the mood for sensual
fun, adding the passion to the love life in a playful, non-intimidating and body-safe way.
The ERO Flirt Drops are an arousal supplement
with a plant-based formula. HOT has created
the 30ml formula based on their own extensive
research and experience, meaning it is body-safe, effective and most of all: pleasurable.
The drops are available in two varieties: Butterfly and Happiness, both with the same uplifting
effect. Packaged in a fun and flirty way, the box
looks great in any in-store display and is even
suited for mainstream presentation.

0636541 0000

0636665 0000

ST Rubber wins three
awards at eroFame
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER has
won three awards this year at the eroFame in Hanover. The wholesaler from the Saarland
won an EAN Erotix Award in the ‚Best Product
Line: Male Toys‘ category for MALESATION
and another award for STEAMY SHADES in the
category ‚Soft BDSM Line of the Year‘. They were
also awarded a SIGN Award for ‚Best Glass Collection: JOYRIDE‘. “The entire ST RUBBER team
is very pleased with these three awards, and we
are very much looking forward to the eroFame
2018,” said Werner Tiburtius at the show.

0636525 0000

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
grosshandel@orion.de
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Topco Sales releases print & digital

catalogs in support of best-selling brands
Full-color catalogs now available for CyberSkin, Penthouse, Vulcan & more
Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales has officially released full-color catalogs in support of its
best-selling brands, including CyberSkin, Penthouse, Climax, and Vulcan strokers. Available
in print and digital form with selling features and specs for every SKU, these convenient
catalogs make it easier for customers to keep up with new releases while assuring they
stock the best and most-popular items from their favorite Topco Sales brands.

C

ustomers can access and download
digital versions of each catalog at
https://www.topcosales.com/pages/
topco-digital-catalogs and request print
versions from their preferred representative. In addition to Topco Sales’ best-selling
brands, catalogs highlighting the company’s
2017 Winter and Summer releases and
Private Label Solutions will be available
digitally for fast and easy education. Topco
Sales also has put B2C consumer materials
for new 4M Training Gear, including simple
and effective sexual endurance fitness
routines, online for stores to download and
print as needed. “Topco Sales has upped
its new release game and we’ve finally
caught up putting our newest and top-

selling brands on paper (literally and digitally)
for our customers’ benefit,” Topco Sales
COO Autumn O’Bryan said. “Customers
request print catalogs on the reg, so we
made sure to provide print versions of our
digital catalogs in order to assure everyone
has what they need to learn more about
new products and place orders.”
The complete print catalog lineup includes:
Vulcan, Average Joe, CyberSkin,
Penthouse, Climax/Climax Anal/Climax
Cosmetics, Japanese Silk Love Rope,
Squirtz, 4M (B2B) and
4M (B2C). All print catalogs are available
digitally in addition to: 2017 Winter New
Releases, 2017 Summer New Releases
and Private Label Solutions.

Heating up the foreplay with Shunga’s Warming Oil
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Shunga has
established itself as a go-to name in erotic
drugstore, offering quality wellness
essentials with beautiful, eye-catching
artwork. The oriental-inspired packaging of
Shunga creates an instant brand
experience that will surely draw consumers
in for a closer look at these must-have
products, ranging from nourishing massage
oils and lubes to unique bath products and
enhancer creams. The newest arrival in the
Shunga assortment at SCALA, the
Warming Oil, blends in perfectly with the
already indulgent collection. This quality
formula has a gentle heating effect when it
comes in contact with breath; allowing
24

lovers to drizzle it on the skin and spoil their
partner with soft kisses, right where they
want it. The flavored oil is kissable, meaning
it doesn’t just make the erogenous zones,
but also the taste buds tingle. The product
will leave the skin delicately scented and
irresistible warm, whilst firing up the
passion in the bedroom. The Shunga
Warming Oil is available at SCALA in 10
delicious varieties, including Exotic Fruits,
Caramel Kisses and Intoxicating
Chocolate. Packaged in a beautiful bottle,
it’s an instant eye-catcher in any in-store
display and has massive gift-appeal,
also an additional bonus for the
upcoming holiday season.
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Marc Dorcel takes on EasyToys Collections
EDC Wholesale
Veendam, The Netherlands - Marc Dorcel has taken on EDC Wholesale’s house brand EasyToys. Marc Dorcel, the France-based retailer of DVD, sex toys, lingerie and well-being products, is known for its collection of high-end and luxurious products.

“I

am thrilled that our house brand EasyToys is
part of Marc Dorcel’s collection and very
excited to partner with a company with such a
great track record in the industry and an endless
list of awards Marc Dorcel stands for trendy and
high quality, which perfectly matches the
philosophy of EDC wholesale,” said Andre Visser,
International Sales Director at EDC Wholesale.
Marc Dorcel carries the EasyToys Fetish
Collection and has expanded its collection with
products from the EasyToys Anal and Geisha

Collection. The France retailer offers
the EasyToys products in its online
shop and retail shops.
DORCELSTORE is a trendy store
concept that is fun and elegant. These
supermarkets offer one of the biggest
selections of sexy products with more
than 2500 references in the categories lingerie,
sex toys, body care, games, accessories, DVD.
The target group of DORCELSTORE is couples,
women, and men of all ages.

Your invitation awaits...
aits..
yes!
Just sayy yes!
ALL PRODUCTS FEATURE:
• Luxurious, Satin Finish™ Silicone
• 7 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
• 5 independent speeds for each function
• Security travel lock – hold for
3 seconds to turn on or off
• Complete charge in 2 hours
• Waterproof
• USB Rechargeable
• One-year warranty
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EDC Wholesale returns

overjoyed from eroFame
3 awards for the Dutch company

Veendam, The Netherlands - The EDC Wholesale team returned overjoyed after three successful days at the eroFame Trade Convention in Hanover. “This was our best show ever!”
said Eric Idema (CEO).

EDC Wholesale was more than
satisfied with this year‘s eroFame

“W

e would like to thank all the visitors
for taking the time and effort to
meet with us and to see our new collections.” The company introduced 4 new
collections and many new additions to
the existing brands, with over 300 new
items. Visitors were curious to see the
new developments of the wholesaler and
massively dropped by the EDC Wholesale booth to get to know the new brands
and products. “We appreciate personal
contact with the visitors of eroFame as the
feedback we get on our service is highly
valuable”, said Andre Visser, International
Sales Director. “We received positive feedback to our booth, on the look and feel of
the packaging, presentation and product
assortment of the brands we launched
during the show. This is a great compliment as the team has worked very hard
to put these brands together and really
thought it through.” The wholesaler started
the show by accepting an award for ‘Best
Marketing Campaign 2017’ from Sign Magazine during an award show on Tuesday,
a day prior to the trade show. “Opening
the trade show after receiving this award

Massage wands
by Le WAND
Now available from ORION: Le WAND
massage wands
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Flensburg, Germany - ORION
Wholesale’s product range now includes
trendy and high-vibration massage wands
by Le WAND. These rechargeable massage wands come in the noble colours of
graphite and pearl white, and impress
with their puristic design and especially

really gave us a great buzz”, said Andre
Visser. “We welcomed many visitors to
our booth and it was busy all day, every
day.” On the opening day of the eroFame
show, Eric Idema (CEO) and Andre Visser
received two more awards from EAN for
the company‘s latest house-brand Sinner
Gear ‘Best New Fetish Collection’ and
for the EasyToys Fetish line ‘Best Selling
Collection’. “I am extremely proud to have
received these 3 awards”, said Eric Idema.
“Our team has worked very hard this past
year to develop outstanding house-brands.
The beautiful packaging designs, the
great product quality, and the affordable
pricing is a perfect match for retailers. We
appreciate their trust in us and for offering
our collections to their customers. We will
continue to develop new collections and
add new brands to our assortment in order
to become the next one-stop-shop wholesaler. We value everyone’s feedback on
the products we presented at eroFame, so
far we heard nothing but positive responses on the appearance and quality of the
products. It’s been a great show and we
can’t wait to see the products in-store!”

the intense and exciting 20 vibration
modes coming in 10 speeds. They are
quite comfortable to hold and are perfectly suited for an extensive full body massage as well as punctual stimulation thanks
to the flexible vibration tip and additional
attachments. The massage wands by Le
WAND come in an appealing packaging
including a small travel bag, a textured
attachment and USB cable.
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Pornhub: The official sex toy collection… now available at Eropartner
Turning fantasy into reality
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The number one recognized and largest porn website worldwide has released their own official
sex toy collection.

T

he Pornhub website attracts 80 million daily
visits, with an average visit duration of 10
minutes per visitor. The website is the 22nd
largest website in the whole world, and has
22,4 million registered Pornhub users. Because
fantasy is even better when turned into reality,
Pornhub has developed a range of high quality
sex toys to deliver outstanding sexual
experiences. The collection includes toys and
bondage for men, women and couples. “We
are pleased and excited to have this collection

Pornhub is now
available at Eropartner
Distribution

in our assortment. With over 80
million visitors a day, these
products are a must have for
every retailer” says Mischa
Heins, Sales Manager at
Eropartner Distribution. Ray
Hayes VP of Trade Sales at Ann
Summers says: “We are
absolutely delighted to be partnering and
working with Eropartner bringing the Pornhub
range of toys to the marketplace”

N E W S

Rocks-Off awarded

Manufacturer of the Year
eroFame 2017
Kettering, England - The recently concluded eroFame show, which saw record visitors, was
an overwhelming success for Rocks-Off who were delighted to be awarded with the ‚Sex
Toy Manufacturer of the Year‘ for the 2017 EAN Erotix awards.

O

Sex Toy Manufacturer of the
Year: Rocks-Off

n receiving the prestigious trophy for excellence and innovation Rocks-Off Director Ian Marshall said “We are very
pleased to receive this distinguished award and are proud that
EAN Magazine recognises our commitment to providing new and
innovative products to the industry. Rocks-Off is an established
global brand as we see eroFame as a very important vehicle to
present our products and also to meet with our distributors. This
year’s event was particularly effective for us as we have secured
further customers from across the globe who want to carry our
ranges, which in an aggressive and competitive market is very
encouraging to us. It’s been a great year for Rocks-Off with our
new product launches Summer Of Love, Charmingly Seductive,
Joycicle’s and Ohh! Moji ranges which have all received great
feedback from customer for the products, amazing packing and
till point presentations. The development team have been busy
and 2018 will see some very different products coming out of our
stable together with some further editions to our printed bullet
ranges which we know are going to be super successful.”

The new pjur SPA ScenTouch
available at SCALA

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
WEEKEND LOVERS
STRUBBI.COM

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The
ScenTouch line is the newest addition to the pjur assortment at SCALA.
The collection of massage lotions offers 5 varieties: Cherry
Dream, Strawberry Summer, Vanilla Seduction, Melon Breeze
and the non-perfumed pjur SPA ScenTouch Neutral Way. The
collection is hypoallergenic, vegan, manufactured without animal
testing and free of parabens, making it a body-safe and environmental-friendly choice. The special SPA ScenTouch formula does
not contain oil, silicone, fat or water. Though the product still has
the amazing glide and lubricating effect everyone expect from a
massage lotion, the unique mix of ingredients ensures it does not
leave behind sticky residue and is easy to rinse off. As there is no
oil in the formula, it also means the ScenTouch range will not clog
the pores. To give the product an nourishing effect, it has been
enriched with jojoba and Vitamin E.
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Pipedream Products wins
two Erotix Awards from EAN
‚Best Selling Brand‘ & ‚Best US Manufacturer‘
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream Products was
awarded two prestigious Erotix Awards from the
EAN Magazine during the annual eroFame show in
Hannover, Germany.

P

ipedream took home
the honors for ‚Best
Selling Brand‘ for their
King Cock line and ‚Best
US Manufacturer‘. The
award of ‚Best Selling
Brand‘ is a timely one,
as King Cock has just
unveiled six new sizes
from 5” to 15” and an
entirely new color, tan.
The line, which expanded earlier this year to
include King Cock Vibrating Stiffies, is all made in
the USA in Pipedream Product’s state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility. The facility, which produces
60,000 dildos a week, is one of the most productive and efficient factories in the industry, and one
of the reasons Pipedream took home the honor
of ‚Best US Manufacturer‘.

Satisfyer filed patent applications
have been published
Bielefeld, Germany - On October 11,
the editorial office of EAN received a
press release from EIS GmbH. Below is the original
text. We have not verified the content and scope
of the patent applications, so we can not guarantee the correctness of the information “EIS GmbH
announces that the following patent applications
filed on their behalf have been already published:
– European patent application EP 3 228 297 A1
– US patent application US 2017/0281457 A1
– Canadian patent Application CA 2 943 097 A1
These patent applications stand for to the special
construction of the ‘Satisfyer’ models.”
(Source: EIS GMBH)
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Bathmate collections now at EDC Wholesale
Hydromax
Veendam, The Netherlands - The ultimate hydro pump system from Bathmate is now
available for retailers to order at EDC Wholesale, introducing a series of a new revolutionary
concept in penis development and health.

EDC
EDC Wholesale offers a collection of 13
Hydromax pumps

Wholesale offers a collection
of 13 Hydrotherapy pumps,
generating 35% more suction force
thanks to its unique, newly designed Bellows Pump system, providing better, faster gains. The Bathmate is the world’s first
hydrotherapy pump for maximum penis
enlargement. Used in the bath or shower
and filled with warm water, the Bathmate
will pull and shape the penis creating increased blood circulation and expanding
the penis. The collection also features 5
pump sets, which takes any hydrotherapy workout to a whole new level. It‘s
Bathmate‘s most powerful pump to date
with the same unique globally patented

design and comes with many additions.
A handball pump is included that works
in water for a more extreme pumping
sensation, maximum gains and the benefit of absolute comfort and control. The
set includes a carry case, a measuring
gauge, a cleaning sponge, the Hydromax
pump, a hand ball pump, a comfort insert
pad, a hose attachment, pump lube, a
security lock, a shower strap and a wash
towel. This pump comes in different sizes
to match the penis length of the user.

Mix and match your solid favorites with
CalExotics Hard Vibes
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The Hard
Vibes collection by CalExotics consists of
various of the brands most popular, solid
silhouettes, now in a cohesive, contemporary packaging. The range is divided in four
categories: mini-vibes, Slimline, Power+
and the Signature series, each with their
own unique skills and thrills. The new,
modern branding allows the retailer to mix
and match their favorites in one, visually

striking in-store display; catering to any
specific target audience. The designs are
suited to every entry-level and come at a
very competitive pricing, making the Hard
Vibes collection accessible to all. Highlights
from the collection are the clit stimulation
vibes. These ergonomically formed, slender
wands feature a curved tip for pin-point precise clitoral action. Made of quality materials
and available in a range of vivid colors, Hard
Vibes will brighten up any assortment with
its sleek, non-intimidating appeal.

MINDS OF LOVE is launching a new loveballs set
New: the TrainBalls Gym Set by
MINDS of LOVE
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Wadgassen, Germany - ST Rubber released the TrainBalls Gym Set by MINDS
of LOVE. It contains five stimulation
balls with different weights (30g, 40g,
60g, 85g and 110g). Due to the different
weights, the set is suited for the training
of the pelvic floor musculature. Customers can begin the workout with the

lightest weight and gradually increase the
workout. The balls are easy to remove
by a return strap, hygienic and easy to
clean. Material: phthalate-free silicone
and steel balls in the interior of the balls.
Application instructions are enclosed
with the packaging. Available now at ST
Rubber.
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SCALA is moving! Our new location in Wijchen,
the Netherlands, will be the new hub of all our business
activities from mid-November 2017. Our new presence
in Wijchen will offer the B2B customer:
•
•
•
•
•

A new, back-to-basics Logistics Center
11.000 square meters of warehouse
Faster and more efﬁcient shipments
Improved, neat packaging of orders
UPS parcel shipping services

SCALA in Wijchen will be a one-stop-shop for all your
B2B needs, with over 40 popular brands and thousands
of must-have products to choose from. Our new, easy
to reach location includes a showroom with a special
‘experience center’ allowing for in-house trainings; due
to be completed mid-January 2018.
We are also launching a new, user-friendly SCALA
website to improve our digital presence. The site will
be the online portal to everything SCALA offers and
features:
•
•
•
•
•

Individual brand pages with the latest news
Content in 5 languages: EN, NL, FR, DE and ES
XML stock feeds and webservice for orders
Options for high-res image downloads
Access to our monthly PLAY magazine

We hope you’ll visit us at our new location in Wijchen,
the Netherlands, once our move is completed for a
personal introduction to the new and improved SCALA.
See you soon!

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM
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New: Wet Organics
Trigg Laboratories
Wet Organics is a new
aloe based personal
lubricant specially made
to soothe and moisturize
the most intimate areas

Los Angeles, USA - Trigg Laboratories, makers of Wet Lubricants, is proud to introduce Wet Organics -- a new aloe based
personal lubricant specially made to soothe and moisturize the
most intimate areas.

“W

et Lubricants is thrilled to now offer our velvety, aloe
based, Wet Organics,” says Erica Loring, Vice President of Product Development at Trigg Laboratories. “Water and
silicone based lubes have been all the rage but our new lubricant
offers 100% natural ingredients including certified organic quinoa,
hemp, flax, green tea and oat extracts which are rich with
vitamins and antioxidants-to rejuvenate, improve and awaken
the senses.” Each ingredient has been handpicked for a specific
purpose and measured precisely for the efficacy. One unique
all-natural ingredient is a widely popular anti-aging supplement
from China called, Tremella Fuciformis extract which are powerful
polysaccharides extracted from Chinese Snow Mushrooms. The
tiny particles retain almost 500 times their weight in water, helping
to prevent the breakdown of the skin’s micro blood vessels, and
keeping an optimal blood flow throughout the skin. ECOCERT
all-natural Gluconolactone gives Wet Organics its silky feel as it
is often used in moisturizers, hair conditioners, body lotions and
body butter, supplying superior skin-conditioning properties to
soften, replenish, and soothe the most intimate areas. Wet Organics is already available in Europe at Rimba.

Three awards for pjur

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
SEXY BIRTHDAY SURPRISES
FOR HER
STRUBBI.COM

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The pjur group
won three awards at eroFame in Hannover in
recognition of its outstanding achievements
over the course of this year. The Luxembourg-based company was presented an
EAN Erotix Award in the ‚Best New Product Line – Body Care‘
category for the new pjur SPA ScenTouch and its five innovative
massage lotions. It also received another award in the ‚Customer
Safety‘ category. In addition to this, the company received a
SIGN Award as ‚Best Lubricant Company of the Year‘ for the
second year in a row. „We are delighted with these three
awards,“ explained Alexander Giebel at the trade show. „Our
product safety campaign is very important to us, and so it‘s great
to see how well it is being received by the media and our
customers. Being crowned best lubricant company of the year
for the second time is, of course, a great testament to all of our
hard work.“ Every year eroFame recognises the world’s best
companies in the erotic industry for their achievements.
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The Cowgirl teams with Kiiroo
Offering a remote, completely cordless control
New York, USA/ Amsterdam, The Netherlands - COTR is paving the way for long-distance couples and sexually active singles to explore the pleasures of digital intimacy with its
newest brand, The Cowgirl

T

oon Timmermans, CEO of Kiiroo, said,
“Kiiroo is constantly searching for new
technologies that fit our brand’s standards
of innovation. The Cowgirl encompasses
technology that only a handful of products
on the market have. We are happy that
we have combined forces to make this
device interactive and give our users a
unique, interactive experience.” Exemplifying the intersection of technology and
human interest, Kiiroo has developed a
unique technology that enables users to
be intimate from a distance. The Cowgirl
can be controlled remotely from anywhere
in the world by connecting to the device
through the FeelConnect smartphone
app. “We’re thrilled to introduce The
Cowgirl as the first-ever truly interactive
sex machine featuring Kiiroo’s innovative
technology,” COTR founder and CEO
Alicia Sinclair said. “The Cowgirl isn’t only
perfect for solo play but is also the ideal
for couples that want to be intimately
connected even with thousands of miles
in between them.” The Cowgirl has been
optimized for tipping webcam performers,
enabling fans to connect and remotely

The Swan Wand Mini
at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The Swan
Wand Mini - now available at SCALA –
offers pink, petite and powerful pleasure in
one compact, non-intimidating silhouette.
This adorable wand might look innocent,
but it’s packing a whole lot of naughty vibes.
Swan has already established itself as a
go-to name for high-end, feminine pleasure
providers. The Swan collection is filled with
elegant designs that don’t just look ama34

control the premium sex machine through
the Kiiroo’s interactive FeelConnect/FeelPerformer app and tip as they watch the
sexy action. Kiiroo’s FeelMe website also
features interactive content that will make
The Cowgirl mimic the sensations of the
sexual acts being shown in the video.
Future improvements include the ability
to record interactive webcam sessions —
meaning that the performer can record
the video and it will automatically subtitle
at the same time for interactive playback
for customers. Kiiroo also is working
on offering remote independent control
of The Cowgirl’s vibration and rotation
functions. Users can also enjoy complete
cordless control from their smartphone
by downloading The Cowgirl app, which
allows for remote control from up to 30
feet away. The Cowgirl is made from
luxury materials that ensure superior
comfort as well as functionality. Its one-ofa-kind saddle-style seat features padding
for added comfort, and the base of the
machine features silicone bumpers to prevent scratching of surfaces and to make it
slip-proof.

zing, but also feel fantastic. The fantastic
Swan Mini has all the quality features of
Swan, merged in one, slender and compact
silhouette. This sleek mini massager is
coated in virtually seamless silicone that
feels smooth and luxurious to the skin. The
adorable Mini Wand is curved to perfection and offers sensational pin-point clitoral
stimulation. The non-intimidating design is
USB-rechargeable and comes in a luxurious
packaging that can also be used as a
keepsake box for storage.
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XR Brands now shipping updated iFuk

VR Stroker with new porn content

Update includes new comfortable headset & porn scenes feat. popular starlets
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is now shipping the improved iFuk VR Stroker from
Lovebotz, one of the best-selling virtual reality-inspired sex toys on the market. Now updated
with new free porn scenes and a more comfortable headset, the iFuk VR Stroker’s tech upgrades puts users in control of the action and lets them enjoy more realistic erotic VR experiences
in real time.

Lovebotz is presenting an
updated version of their
bestseller iFuk VR Stroker

M

ost exciting is the iFuk VR Stroker’s
updated app, which features new free
content starring actual porn stars –
including multiple AVN Award winner Lisa
Ann! – in real porn scenes that are directly
linked to the stroker’s internal mechanisms.
High-tech masturbation fans now can
access new VR and interactive content in
an array of scenarios and enjoy realistic
POV action as if their favorite porn stars
were there in the flesh. The freshest scenes
include adult starlets Lisa Ann, Blondie
Fesser, Indica Cannabliss, Brooklyn Foxx,
Aso Nozomi, and Victoria Chase.
Designed by sex machine impresario
Lovebotz, iFuk VR’s auto-stroker is
equipped with soft realistic material and
sensors that react in real time to what’s
playing on screen, giving users a truly lifelike
erotic experience. Users can enjoy almost
any sex position or erotic act imaginable
thanks to iFuk VR’s updated app and propel
the masturbation experience to a new
high-tech level. The new user-friendly
headset features a flip down tray designed
to hold almost any smartphone, leaving the

Pure Lilac Vibes
Flensburg, Germany - The sex toy label with
the Yin and Yang symbol – symbolising a
man and a woman forming an erotic unity.
A unity that can be even more intimate and
intense thanks to YOU2TOYS. High-quality
products and sophisticated functions are
a given – and at great prices as well. The
‚Pure Lilac Vibes‘ from YOU2TOYS are the
new addition to the assortment and are

The 'Pure Lilac Vibes‘
are made out of
skin-friendly silicone
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user’s hands free for more pleasurable uses.
“iFuk was already Lovebotz’s best-selling
VR masturbation system but users wanted
something even more realistic – and this
new update more than delivers!” XR Brands
General Manager Rebecca Weinberg said.
“The iFuk VR Stroker creates an especially
unique user experience that transports fans
into a space where some of the world’s
sexiest women are available at their
command, all with an app that literally
programs the fantasy! Lovebotz has
embraced this tech in a way that is
incredibly exciting and has made it
extremely user-friendly.” The iFuk VR Stroker
features simple push button controls that
allow users to quickly and easily switch up
the view, position and action on screen,
while the stroker’s internal sensors will
assure that users feel every move. The new
system is compatible with Android OS 4.3
and above and iOS 8.0 and above and
charges easily via USB. The stroker also
comes with a cap for easy travel and
storage. The headset fits phones up to 6
inches and stretches to fit most heads.

now available at ORION Wholesale. The
vibrators are made out of skin-friendly
silicone and are in passionate purple colour.
Their puristic design and powerful motors,
which each have 10 vibration modes, will
convince customers. They can be
recharged with the included USB cable.
The ‚Pure Lilac Vibes‘ are delivered in
promotional packaging with a description
of the product in nine languages.
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Spotlight on pjur SPA: eroFame 2017
Successful presentation of new pjur SPA ScenTouch range and focus on pjur safety campaign
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - This year, pjur‘s bright trademark
yellow wasn‘t the only color dominating the company’s stand.
A new hue was also on show: The rich turquoise blue of its new
pjur SPA ScenTouch range.

I
pjur was very satisfied with
this year‘s eroFame

n addition to showcasing the new products, pjur put the spotlight firmly on its safety campaign. The company also won three
awards: An EAN Erotix Award in the ‚Best New Product Line Body Care‘ category for its new product range, an award in the
‚Customer’s Safety‘ category and, once again, a SIGN Award as
the ‚Best Lubricant Company of the Year‘. pjur has taken a completely new approach with the new pjur SPA ScenTouch range:
massage lotions that allow the skin to breathe. It’s no wonder
that so many visitors to eroFame came to take a closer look. After all, the five new products Cherry Dream, Strawberry Summer,
Vanilla Seduction, Melon Breeze and the non-perfumed option
pjur SPA ScenTouch Neutral Way are real innovations: These
massage lotions do not contain any oil, silicone, fat or water
and so they do not leave behind a greasy film on the skin. Many
visitors were able to try this out for themselves with a relaxing
massage at the pjur stand. In addition to the new products, pjur
also highlighted its safety campaign, which has been running for
several weeks now. pjur is aware that many retailers do not know
if the manufacturers of the products they sell prioritise product
safety, quality management and seals of approval. This topic
generated a lot of interest and pjur was able to raise awareness
of it even more at eroFame.

Eropartner Distribution now
stocks Ohmibod‘s Esca

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
SEXY BIRTHDAY SURPRISES
FOR HIM
STRUBBI.COM

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Esca is a wearable massager that
is Bluetooth enabled which makes it suitable to play together all
over the world. With its ergonomical shape it’s designed to hit the
g-spot and the body-safe silicone make it comfortable to wear.
The shape of the Esca is versatile, so it can be adjusted to own
preferences. The Esca brings different ways to play: Locally with the Bluetooth range up to 8 meter there is a lot of room to
play. Long distance - let the partner control the vibrations via
Wi-Fi and connect via the free app. The LED lights give visual
feedback to the partner and sync with the vibrations.
Interactive - the Esca can be connected to a Kiiroo product so
that partners can experience an interactive journey together while
being in a different room anywhere in the world.
OhMiBod Esca is now available at Eropartner Distribution.
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Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T/F +49 6834 4006-0 / -11 . info@st-rubber.de

50 ml / 1.7 ﬂ.oz
Stimulations Creme WOMAN
mit ätherischen Ölen, die sich
auf Geist und Körper stimulierend
auswirken können.
Stimulation cream WOMAN
with essential oils, which can
arouse soul and body.

STIMULATION SPRAY
50 ml / 1.7 ﬂ.oz
Stimulations Spray WOMAN
kann anregend und erotisch
stimulierend wirken.

WWW.HOT-PV.COM
HOT PRODUCTION

Stimulation spray WOMAN
can stimulate and give erotic
pleasure of the intimate
body areas.

WOMAN
STIMULATION
CREAM + SPRAY

50 ml / 1.7 ﬂ.oz
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STIMULATION CREAM
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FT London robbed at Venus
Sex Toys worth 50.000 euros were stolen
London, England - FT London reported theft of goods at the Venus show in Berlin. Here
is their original Facebook post: “We have just celebrated the successful end of the Venus
exhibition in Berlin to find out a devastating accident at the fairground on Monday.

W
Sex Toys worth 50.000 euros were
stolen from FT London in Berlin

hen we arrived to load the stand and
products into the truck, we saw this
(on the pictures below). It turned out that all
the FT products worth over 50.000 euros
had been stolen! Only the brochures, bags
and two boxes with testers were left. Also,
our award Erotix Awards 2017 was on the
scene which is consoling. When our representative (Marco Tortoni) was away for 5
minutes to meet the police at the entrance,
another four boxes were stolen! This is the
largest recorded theft of sex toys in history.
What is amusing is that not a single
tester went missing during the days of the
exhibition! We can’t understand how the
representative of Venus-Berlin could have
been absent on the fairground on Monday.
Unfortunately, the managers organizing the

fair were not helpful at all. We still have not
received a record from video cameras and
any other help in the course of investigation.
The representative of Venus-Berlin did not
show up at the scene after the accident.
The only thing we managed to receive from
the organizers on the next day is the contacts of the contractor who set up the stand.
Since the sex toys are specific product,
further sale by the thieves is quite difficult.
Please inform us if you receive an offer to
purchase FT goods from an unauthorized
seller (here is the list of our distributors
http://gvibe.com/distributors-worldwide).
This will help the investigation. We will be
grateful if you share this post with your
business partners, so that the situation gets
large publicity.“

Eropartner now stocks System JO
Original H2O and Warm & Buzzy
Zwaagdijk – The Netherlands. System JO
H2O GEL is a water-based personal
lubricant designed to moisturize and
enhance sexual activity - especially solo
play. System JO GEL is formulated using a
purely plant-based glycerin, and is
thickened to offer a brand new way to play.
The thick, pillow-like gel texture offers a
no-drip, lasting glide that stays exactly
where you need it. JO GEL is toy friendly,
compatible with most materials and easy
to clean, it’s one of the thickest formulas in
the range and it partners well with male
masturbators and strokers to provide a
luxuriously wet sensation. System JO
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WARM AND BUZZY is formulated to be
the complete sensation package, with not
one, but two unique sensations. Enjoy a
mild tingle that transitions into a warming
sensation and peaks at a thrilling vibrating/
buzzing. JO WARM & BUZZY is used to
heighten the experience of foreplay like
never before with a topical cream. Simply
apply a little during foreplay, toy play or
solo-play and enjoy the ride! It is waterbased and has an intense flavour with long
lasting cooling sensation and is paraben &
l’arginine free. The cream is enhanced with
coconut oil and shea butter and the
sensations last up to 45 minutes.
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Jimmyjane introduces

LOVE PODS
Coral, Halo, and OM

Chatsworth, USA - Jimmyjane is pleased to introduce an entirely new collection of orbital,
clitoral stimulators: LOVE PODS Rechargeable Vibrators, launched October 3rd.

T

HALO features three
vibrators nestled
within a supple
silicone rim

his trio of vibrators: Coral, Halo, and
OM, introduce ergonomic new shapes,
each with unique revolutionary vibration
options. The LOVE PODs’ shapes are each
inspired by Greek Goddesses and symbols
of feminine desire. CORAL is inspired by
the Shell of Venus and the Goddess herself,
representing desire, excitement and seduction. Intended to arouse excitement, Coral
features two powerful motors that hug the
clitoris. The vibration in Coral will alternate
rolling from one side to the next. Coral can
be used to roll, stroke or hold in place for
varying sensations.
HALO is a salute to Aphrodite, the Greek
Goddess of love and desire. It features three
vibrators nestled within a supple silicone
rim. The revolutionary Cyclonic Technology
is unlike any other vibrator on the market,

sending vibration through the motors, one
by one. This circles the clitoris or nipples
with unparalleled sensations.
OM takes inspiration from the sacred Lotus
flowers, one of the foremost symbols of
beauty and feminine sexuality. With one motor centered at the tip OM provides deep,
rumbling vibration with dynamic oscillation
modes. The rumbling vibration resonates
into the body, as the ridges mimic the crevices between the fingers.
“We are really excited for this innovative new
line,” stated Kristian Broms, VP of Design.
“These products speak to high-level design
that Jimmyjane is known for. They are modern, approachable and feature technology
based on research and design. All three
look beautiful together but we know the
HALO is going to be a fan favorite.”

The new Alexis Texas Tornado is now
ready to order at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Alexis
Texas Tornado is now ready to order at
SCALA. This new release in the Fleshlight
Girls range will take men on an intimate
backdoor adventure, with many thrilling
twist and turns, to a sensational climax.
The Fleshlight Girls range has been a firm
favorite with male consumers for many years. Constantly expanding and evolving, the
collection continues to conquer new terrain
and the latest releases – such as the Alexis
Texas Tornado – are predicted to dominate
masturbator sales this season. The Alexis
Texas Tornado is a realistic masturbator with
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a lifelike anal orifice, modelled on Alexis her
sensual curves. The wild inner texture will
take men on the backdoor ride of their life.
The Tornado sleeve has deep indentations
throughout the twister-like canal. Made of
premium materials and packaged in an
eye-catching way, the Alexis Texas Tornado
will definitely draw in consumers for a
closer look. The Alexis Texas Tornado isn’t
the only new release in the Fleshlight Girls
range that’s now ready to order at SCALA,
other available products include the Teagan
Presley Bulletproof, Katsuni Lotus Garden
and Jenna Haze Lust.
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Coco de Mer Pleasure
Products in Fashion
eroFame 2017
Bath, England - Lovehoney Trade Sales Executive Jade Bawa has reported that the ultra luxurious range of Coco de Mer Pleasure Products were a massive hit at the recent eroFame
Trade Show in Hannover.

S
The Coco de Mer window
display of a Passage du
Désir store in Paris

ales targets for the Lovehoney team
were exceeded as customers queued
up to make sure they were stocked up in
good time for the key selling periods,
Christmas and Valentines, with some
products completely selling out. Interest in
the range was further bolstered by a recent
appearance of the Emmeline Pleasure Wand
in the Fifty Shades Freed trailer. The opulent
wand makes an appearance 43 seconds in
- and the trailer thus far has been viewed
almost 1.5 million times. It has been a
fantastic few months for the Coco de Mer
Brand Trade side. Its fashion and high-end
credentials have also been heightened by a
window display in the luxurious Passage du
Désir in Paris, which sits in between an array
of designer stores. Jade Bawa worked with
Joanna and Patrick at Passage du Désir to
design a decadent and luxurious window to

tie in with Paris Fashion Week (26 Sept - 3
Oct 2017) which featured Coco de Mer’s
signature floral prints and ornate frames.
Jade Bawa, Lovehoney Trade Sales
Executive, says: “One of the best parts of
my job is working on such creative projects
such as this. Patrick and Joanna are a
dream to work with and I’m delighted to be
a part of their success. Coco de Mer is a hit
amongst the fashion set in Paris and we
want everyone to know about the Emmeline
in particular in the run up to the Freed
premiere and its show-stopping
appearance in the trailer. It was fantastic to
be able to tell our valued customers about
everything that we are doing to make sure
that Coco de Mer is a huge hit with people
all around the world. Freed fans, fashion
fans...everyone is covered with this beautiful
and enticing range.”

OVO Lifestyle Toys releases Phase V collection

Each toy in the collection is USB
rechargeable and waterproof, and
made from body-safe silicone
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Pembroke Park, USA - OVO Lifestyle Toys
is happy to announce that their new Phase
V collection of toys is now in stock and
ready to ship. With Phase V, OVO is introducing five very distinctive toys. All five items
have a unique ridged texture that provides
an added sensation and simulates the
feeling of motion. As an added feature, both
the E7 rabbit vibrator and the E8 vibrator
are enveloped in a special SilkSkyn material,
which contours under pressure for a softer
feel. “The toys in the Phase V collection are
unlike anything OVO has come out with before,” said Helle Panzieri, global sales director for OVO Lifestyle Toys. “With the ridged
texture on every item and our trademarked

SilkSkyn™ material on the vibrators, we
know customers and end-users will be
impressed by this collection.” Each toy in
the collection is USB rechargeable and waterproof, and made from body-safe silicone.
In addition to the E7 and E8 vibrators, the
highlight of the group is the Q1 Anal Stimulator, OVO’s first anal toy. Perfectly shaped
to target all the right spots, the Q1 has two
programs and three speed levels powered
by two motors. “We’re extremely excited
about the Phase V items,” said Samantha
Brown, brand ambassador. “The feedback
so far has been great at shows like the Sex
Expo and Erofame, and we can’t wait to
see the results!”
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Valuable awards for ORION Wholesale
eroFame 2017
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has had three successful trade fair days and won
valuable awards at the eroFame 2017 – the international B2B trade fair for the erotic market.
The trade fair took place on the trade fair grounds in Hanover from 11th –13th October 2017.

ORION Wholesale has had three
successful trade fair days and won
valuable awards at the eroFame 2017

O

nce again, ORION Wholesale received
the sought-after EAN Erotix Awards for
the ‚Wholesale Company of the Year‘ and
the ‚Best Overall Collection‘ at this year´s
eroFame in Hanover. The Flensburg
company also received the SIGN Award
again for the ‚Best German Wholesaler
2017‘. ORION Wholesale, with its friendly
and competent team, has been a fair
international and national trade partner for
over 30 years – with high availability, speed,
promotional packaging, neutral promotional
material and a quality tested assortment
with market-leading labels and innovative
products. The Flensburg erotic specialist
presented lots of new and innovative
products at the ORION stand in Hanover.
Among these products were the new
biofeedback sex toys from Joymatic that
can be controlled by squeezing and the

sensational SUCK-O-MAT with its innovative ‚SUCK-O-MAT Hands Free Masturbation
Technology‘. The SUCK-O-MAT is a male
toy par excellence that has been developed
by the product managers at ORION and a
German inventor. Other highlights were the
‚Power Vibes‘ with their strong vibrations,
the realistic ‚Medical Silicone Dildos‘, the fun
sex toys from Sweet Smile and the lifestyle
wellness trends from Javida. However, the
new lingerie lines from trendy labels like
Close2you, Abierta Fina, Cottelli Collection
and Red Corner, and the fetish brands like
Bad Kitty, Black Level, LateX and Zado
were also very popular. The new ‚Plus Size‘
collection for women, which offers outfits up
to 4XL, was also in demand and the
‚Bondage‘ collection from Cottelli Collection
with fancy lacing and functions also had
great surprises as well.

Wonderlust wins prestigious European award
Toronto, Canada - Held each year, the
EroFame B2B convention in Hanover,
Germany draws a massive industry crowd
from around the world, and showcases
the best of the best. With everyone in one
place, it makes a great opportunity for the
EAN team to hand out the 2017 Erotix
Awards. BMS Factory, manufacturers of
the Swan Collection and
PowerBullet, was proud to accept the
‚Best New Product Line (Love Toys)‘
award for its new collection, Wonderlust.
Wonderlust is an exciting collection which
embodies the exhilaration of new places
and new experiences. Wonderlust, an
affordable vibrator range with luxurious
features, is one of the first collections
from BMS Factory to offer the quality
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features regarded with high-end brands
at lower-level prices. Currently
featuring different designs, Harmony,
Serenity, Clarity and Eternity, in various
colours. All styles have a soft, smooth
silicone finish with strong vibrations,
easy to press button controls with LED
indicators, 20 vibration function presets
and a favourite function memory. Each
design is also rechargeable and Harmony,
Serenity and Clarity are water-resistant.
“We’re so honoured to receive this award,
and are really thankful for the support we
receive from our industry peers. We love
what we do and look forward to
continuing to innovate in the future”
says Steve Bannister, President of
BMS Factory.
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Lovehoney is spreading

sexual happiness around the world
Moscow & Vermont

Bath, England - Lovehoney’s Trade Sales Team members Ilona Laboviciute, Kate Hodgson-Egan and Sabrina Earnshaw have just touched down in the UK after successful business
trips to Moscow, Russia and Vermont, USA.

R

epresenting Lovehoney at the Eroexpo show in Moscow, Sales Executive
Ilona was on hand to chat to retailers
from all across Russia and Ukraine
about Lovehoney’s popular brands. Ilona
commented on the success of the show:
“It was great to speak to our existing
customers, those interested in taking our
brands on board and catch up with our
distributor in Russia, Kazanova. There
was lots of interest in our Fifty Shades
Freed Official Pleasure Collection with the
Fifty Shades Freed Pleasure Overload 10
Days of Play Couple’s Gift Set being the
most popular product on our stand. We
also had great feedback on our range of
textured male strokers, BlowYo with retailers excited for their stock to arrive into
their stores over the next coming weeks.
To sum up, a very successful show for
Lovehoney and a huge thank you to
Kazanova for their continued support and
providing entertainment throughout the
day, I loved learning those traditional Russian dance routines!” Across the other
side of the world, US Sales Managers

The Lovehoney Trade Sales
Team has completed some
trips around the world including Moscow (Russia) and
Vermont (USA)

Sabrina and Kate have just completed
the East Coast News Trade Show in Vermont where they had the opportunities to
present Fifty Shades Freed Official Pleasure Collection, Coco de Mer, Broad City,
BlowYo and tokidoki x Lovehoney to
American manufacturers and retailers
at the show. “Customers were really
impressed by our Fifty Shades Freed
collection with many commenting that it
is our best collection yet! In particular, the
Pleasure Overload 10 Days of Play Couple’s Gift Set and Awash with Sensations
Mains Wand really stood out,” said US
Sales Manager Sabrina Earnshaw. “We
also had lots of interest in Broad City - so
many retailers love the brand, the toys
and the POS retailer pack. Kate was a hit
talking about the Broad City Nature’s Pocket on the Velvet Box stores’ Instagram,
giving a demonstration of the product
and talking about where the inspiration
came from. It was great to speak to so
many customers at the show! .Thanks to
everyone who stopped by our booth to
speak with us.”

Shine bright like a star with Cobeco’s
best-selling Star White
Wijchen, The Netherlands– The drugstore
assortment at SCALA spans over a great
variety of products groups, ranging from
lubricants and massage products to more
niche products like delay creams and lightening formulas. Cobeco – a prime name in
erotic wellness – has one of the best-selling
products in the last-named category: Star
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White lightening cream, a product guaranteed to shine in any drugstore assortment.
The Star White lightening cream has a
gentle formula that is suitable for use on
the most sensitive areas. The cream allows
to aesthetically enhance the hot spots in
a safe, non-intimidating way. Packaged in
a fun, contemporary way, the cream is an
instant eye-catcher in any assortment and
offers bright appeal for every consumer,
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We-Vibe launches Gala by We-Vibe
A new dual-motor clitoral vibrator with two flexible pleasure tips
Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe introduces Gala by We-Vibe, a new dual-motor clitorial vibrator
with two flexible pleasure tips. Gala‘s innovative design uses suspended motors,
each encased in silky smooth silicone.

G
Gala by We-Vibe is
a dual-motor clitorial
vibrator with two
flexible pleasure tips

ala works with the We-Connect app for
independent motor control and to allow
a partner to join in the fun. Retailers
worldwide can order now from their
We-Vibe authorized distributor. “With two
uniquely-designed suspended motors,
Gala’s pleasure tips surround erogenous
zones with intense sensations,” says
We-Vibe marketing manager, Stephanie
Keating. “Gala’s compact size and shape
make it easy to hold, and the vibrations are
focused through the pleasure tips to lessen
the impact on your hand.”
Each motor works independently and
together for powerful stimulation. Its
contoured shape is easy to hold and just
the right size for comfortable hand-held
play. Gala’s pleasure tips concentrate the
vibrations through the tips for intense focus.

Gala has ten preset rumbly vibration modes
to choose from, or consumers can create
custom vibes in the We-Connect app. It’s
waterproof and rechargeable; 90 minutes of
charging allows for up to 2 hours of play,
and the low-power alert lets you know
when it’s time to recharge. Gala comes with
a two-year manufacturer‘s warranty. Gala
retails for: 129 / £119 MSRP.
Gala works with the latest features of the
We-Connect app. We-Connect offers
couples a new way to share the vibe.
Partners can now simultaneously control
each other’s We-Vibe products, or one
person can control both. Pair Gala with the
app to control each tip independently,
share control from anywhere, create
custom vibes and play together with other
We-Vibe products.

Profit from the prostate stimulation
trend with CalExotics Kits
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Profit from
the prostate stimulation trend with the His
Prostate Training Kit by CalExotics. This set
included everything needed for a naughty
session of p-spot exploration and offers a
great value-for-money experience suited for
both beginners and advanced players.
SCALA stocks a wide range of CalExotics
Kits, including sets for her, him and couples.
In the Kits collection, CalExotics has bundled some of its most popular products to
offer consumers a full intimate adventure.
CalExotics: “The Kits collection combines
some of our best-selling paired products
and styles into several convenient packages
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that simplify the shopping experience and
offer a great value.”
His Prostate Training Kit includes a 3-piece
set of tapered probes and a multispeed
bullet vibe for intense vibrating action.
The probes have a tapered shaft allowing
for easy insertion, whilst the flared base
allows for comfortable, worry-free play. The
largest probe in the kit features a strong
and supportive enhancement ring attached,
providing even more intimate stimulation.
The included bullet vibe can be used independently or be combined with the O-ring
Probe for another dimension of backdoor
pleasure. The probes in the kit are made of
soft, premium silicone for maximum comfort
and a luxurious anal experience.
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XR Brands expands precedent-setting

CleanStream Enema Collection

Popular enema brand features new modern cleansing systems for an optimal anal experience
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is officially shipping brand new additions to the precedent-setting CleanStream brand, a collection of enema systems and intimate cleansing
products made for the modern consumer.

U
CleanStream products are
competitively priced and packaged
in coordinating blue and white boxes
with a fresh water motif

nrivaled in the category, CleanStream has introduced new silicone and
aluminum cleansing systems and upgrades
to classic units to give anal fans even more
ways to feel confident and prepared for
almost anything. Most famous from CleanStream are its shower-compatible accessories, and the brand has introduced two new
systems made for easy and convenient use:
The Angled Enema Nozzle connects easily
to most shower hose systems to provide
the ultimate cleanse. Featuring a grooved
handle, smooth aluminum body, removable
tip, and an angled shape that follows the
user’s internal curves, the Angled Enema
Nozzle is comfortable to use and easy to
sanitize, as well as compatible with all types
of lubricant. The Premium Silicone Enema
Attachment Set contains two premium
silicone nozzle attachments, each including
a screw-cap for easy hose attachment.
The smaller nozzle is tapered for easy
insertion and comfortable penetration while
the large nozzle features a long shaft and
curved head to provide targeted pleasure
and deep-cleaning, all at the same time.

Also new to CleanStream are three modern
takes on the classic anal douche: the Premium One-Way Valve Anal Douche is compact and discreet with a slim nozzle; the
Premium One-Way Valve Enema Douche
features a curved, removable nozzle that
can be easily unscrewed, flipped around,
and stored inside the bulb; and the Premium One-way Valve Anal Douche Set comes
with three interchangeable tips. All three
douches feature a one-way valve to reduce
backflow and ensure a pleasant experience.
And for fans of medical play, CleanStream
also now offers the 150ml Enema Syringe,
a new alternative shape with a tapered tip
for comfortable and easy insertion. Users
can fill the massive syringe with the perfect
amount of almost any desired liquid and
easily clean afterward using soap and warm
water. Made of ABS plastic, the 150ml Enema Syringe is compatible with all lubricants.
“There’s nothing like CleanStream on the
market and customers love that it’s a fully
merchandised, packaged, and marketable brand dedicated specifically to anal
cleansing,” XR Brands General Manager
Rebecca Weinberg said.

Shaving essentials from Dona by JO
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Dona by JO
doesn’t just offer bath and wellness products, but also stocks some essentials like
the Shaving Gel. This product doesn’t just
provide a smooth shave, but also leaves
the skin indulged with a truly irresistible
fragrance. The Dona by JO assortment at
SCALA covers a wide range of drugstore
categories.The Shaving Gel from the Dona
by JO collection is a mainstream product,
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suited for every type retailer. The formula is
infused with pheromones and aphrodisiacs,
meaning it is irresistible in every single sense! The gel is easy to apply and allows for a
comfortable shave. The Shaving Gel comes
in a trendy packaging and offers a full-brand
experience when combined with other products from the Dona by JO collection. The
product comes in 3 fragrances: Blushing
Berry, Sinful Spring and Tropical Tease.
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JOPEN launches Amour collection
4 products available
Ontario, USA - JOPEN launches its four-piece collection, Amour, a well designed collection
with heart-shaped accents. “The fanfare surrounding Amour is thrilling for all of us here at
JOPEN,” stated Susan Colvin, Founder and CEO of JOPEN.

“O
Each product has an easy to use
heart-shaped controller, offers seven
intense functions of vibration, along
with five independent speeds for each
of the functions

ur distribution and retail partners
have been amazed by the elegance and power of the line, as well as its
affordability. They can’t wait to get their
hands on it!” Covered in luxurious pink
“Satin Finish” Silicone, all four Amour adult
toys are showcased in an artfully designed
envelope shaped box. Each product has
an easy to use heart-shaped controller,
offers seven intense functions of vibration,
along with five independent speeds for
each of the functions. These products are
fully submersible in water, USB rechargeable and have a one-year warranty. The
Amour Remote Bullet is a cordless bullet
coupled with an adorable heart-shaped
controller with a range of 16.5 feet. The

Mini G is a portable size bullet with a pronounced G-spot curve at the tip. It can be
used externally or internally. The Wand has
distinct pleasure ridges. To round out the
remarkable collection is the Dual G Wand,
a dual motor vibrator that is ergonomically
curved. All four sex toys are priced to sell
and were released earlier this month, just
in time for holiday shopping. Robin Stewart, Brand Manager for Jopen, exclaimed
“I am super excited about this gorgeous
product launch! I can’t wait to see our
lovely Amour boxes adorning retail shelves.
They’ll really make a statement because of
how beautifully they can be merchandised!
I know that consumers will love Amour as
much as we do!”

Luvu Brands enters China with Liberator Products
Atlanta, USA - Luvu Brands, Inc., the
manufacturer of Liberator Bedroom
Adventure Gear, announced that its core
Original Label Collection will be selling online
and in specialty retail locations across
China. “Sexual wellness is big business in
China,” says Brett Richardson, Luvu Brands
International Sales Manager “and we’re
excited to share Liberator with an entirely
new and energized international consumer
base with the help of Buccone (China) Ltd.”
Luvu Brands recently signed an exclusive
wholesale distribution deal with Buccone.
The Asia-based firm will serve as the
company’s primary distributor in China for a
number of core Liberator sexual positioning
products and bedroom accessories which
will include the best-selling Wedge/Ramp
Combo, Esse Chaise, and BonBon Sex Toy
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Mount. “We are extremely optimistic about
our international potential,” says
Richardson. “The strategic arrangement
we have with Buccone ensures our entry
into the Chinese market will be as
seamless as possible.”
Established in 1996, Buccone brings top
quality sexual wellness brands into China.
“People are looking for high-quality lifestyle
products and the Liberator brand of sexual
positioning aids are bound to be a huge hit
with Chinese consumers,” says a
representative for Buccone. Liberator
Bedroom Adventure Gear is now selling
their products internationally throughout
Canada, Europe, China, Australia and has
plans on expanding the brand into other
countries including Japan, Taiwan, South
Korea, the Philippines, and Indonesia.
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IN BED WITH ANN SUMMERS

I N T R O D U C I N G T H E V I RT U A L C O L L E C T I O N
NEXT GENERATION SEX TOYS THAT MAKE FANTASY, REALITY...

• Advanced technology designed to combine
intense vibrations with virtual experiences.

• Sync the Virtual Blowbot Turbo Stroker with
compatible sex toys to experience sensations

• Make fantasy a reality and connect to
interactive Porn Hub videos and Webcam

•

stars to feel the stroker respond to the

that mimic what your partner is doing.
Sleek touchpad allows you to speed up the

thrusts and apply realistic, internal pressure.
• Feel everything you see during solo play,

onscreen action with intense sensations.

or use virtual toys together to experience
everything your partner does.

COME ALL YEE
FA I T H F U L
ORDER NOW
IN TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS

THE VIRTUAL BLOWBOT TURBO STROKER

THE PORNHUB RANGE:

MENS

WOMENS

COUPLES

For more information please contact ray_h@annsummers.com

BONDAGE

ANAL

Stockist:

VIRTUAL

N E W S

Industry veteran Carl Prent

joined EDC Wholesale
25 years of experience and industry knowledge

Veendam, The Netherlands – Industry veteran Carl Prent joined the EDC Wholesale sales team.
Prent brings over 25 years of experience and industry knowledge to the young wholesaler.

I
In his new role, Carl Prent will support
retailers in Eastern Europe and the
German-speaking countries

n his new role, he will support retailers in
Eastern Europe and the Germanspeaking countries. “Carl has many years
of experience in the adult industry, he
knows many people as he spent his
career personally visiting retailers
throughout Europe.” Stated Eric Idema
(CEO) “His personal relationship with the
retailers is of high value to our company,
we are very excited Carl wanted to join
EDC Wholesale. His cheerful personality
will be a great asset to the young team,
who can learn a lot from Carl’s experience
and Carl can learn from our modern way
of working.”
Carl Prent will be responsible for visiting
retailers to help grow their business with
EDC Wholesale. He made his debut

already at eroFame. “I think it will be a
challenge to be working at a modern
company and to work with the young
team.” said Carl Prent “The age difference
is sometimes more than 40 years! But I
see it as a positive challenge, the
company is progressive online and on
social media. I have great respect for Eric
and the way he developed the company
from his attic to a major logistic center. He
is an inspiring person, very creative and
always full of ideas. I’m also excited to be
working with Andre Visser (International
Sales Director) again, we have been
colleagues for a long time. I used to
mentor him into the sales and now Andre
gets to teach me about the modern way
of working at EDC Wholesale.”

Petite Sensations Teazer at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New at
SCALA: the Petite Sensations Teazer
by Rocks-Off. This slim anal probe is
perfect for beginners looking to venture
out into the world of anal play with its
non-intimidating silhouette, smooth
silicone touch and thrilling vibrations.
The Petite Sensations Teazer is the
newest addition to the Petite Sensations collection by Rocks-Off at SCALA. Already proven to be a big hit with
consumers, this range of anal pleasure
providers offers trendy toys with a luxurious aesthetic for a very competitive
pricing. Designs include various plugs
and probes, each with its own unique
appeal.
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The newest arrival, the Petite Sensations Teazer, perfectly blends into this
must-have anal collection. The probe
is especially suited for beginners and
entry-level consumers, thanks to its
slimline, tapered silhouette. The design
comes with a removable RO-80mm bullet that can also be used independently:
giving you two toys for the price of one!
The RO-80mm bullet inserts at the base
of the Teazer probe, allowing vibrations
to reach every inch of its smooth silicone surface. Choose between various
vibe settings, easily controlled by a onetouch button. The Petite Sensations
Teazer is now ready to order at SCALA
in the colors purple and black.
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Swan release new Touch

by Swan Collection
eroFame 2017

Toronto, Canada - Over the past few months, Swan has been teasing its new Touch by
Swan collection at various shows around the world.

U
Touch by Swan was
officially launched at
eroFame 2017

sing customer feedback given by
colleagues at each show, Touch by
Swan was officially launched at eroFame
2017. As part of its beautiful booth, Touch
by Swan was also represented in a bold
way using 3 oversized models prominently
placed where everyone could see. Measuring in at approximately 61 cm (or 24”), each
Touch by Swan design was featured and
even had working LED lights to mimic the
real products. Continually innovating with
each collection, Touch by Swan provides

technology never seen before in a vibrator.
Using a touch sensitive swipe panel, it can
be controlled simply by swiping in different
directions. With each design, Touch by
Swan maintains the luxurious features that
Swan has become known for including a
water resistant, 100% silicone, soft touch
finish, rechargeable lithium battery, and
of course, PowerBullet’s famous vibration
technology. Touch by Swan has launched
with 3 designs, Solo, Duo and Trio, offered
in 2 luxurious colours – teal and purple.

Eropartner Distribution now stocks We-Vibe Jive
The wearable vibrator Jive by We-Vibe
is a Bluetooth controlled vibrating egg

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - We-Vibe
Jive is now available at Eropartner
Distribution. The wearable vibrator Jive by
We-Vibe is a Bluetooth controlled
vibrating egg. It is discreet, whisper-quiet
and comfortable to wear under your
clothes during everyday activities like
standing, sitting, walking or lying. The
rumbly vibrations can be controlled
regardless of distance with the free
We-Connect app on a mobile phone.
Both partners can download the

We-Connect app to their smartphones.
Jive is paired to the phone that remains
within Bluetooth range of the vibrator.
Jive has powerful rumbly vibrations that
can be intensified with 10 modes, it is
contoured shaped and made of smooth
body-safe silicone. Convenient and
eco-friendly, Jive is rechargeable and
lasts for up to two hours of play on a
single charge. Jive is 100% waterproof,
making it easy to enjoy anywhere and
simple to clean.

Unihorn and Atomic by Rocks-Oﬀ arrive at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlans - The new Unihorn
and Atomic stimulators by Rocks-Off are
ready to order at SCALA. These colorful
chrome-look novelties have all the right skills
and thrills to rock the world. The Rocks-Off
assortment at SCALA has been extended
with various new pleasure providers, like the
new Summer of Love Bullets and the Petite
Sensations Teazer, and now the arrival of
the new Atomic and Unihorn stimulators.
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Trendy, colorful and pleasurable: they are
instant must-haves in any in-store display.
The Unihorn – a naughty nod to unicorns
– is a sleek, cone-shaped stimulator with
a tapered silhouette. The tip allows for pinpoint precise stimulation. The Atomic has
the same intimate appeal, but a different,
two-tipped silhouette. Perfect for clitoral stimulation, this stimulator engulfs erogenous
zones with powerful vibrations.
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OhMiBod & Kiiroo

team up to ignite a connection
Fuse brings interactive Sex Tech to new heights with ground-breaking bi-directional control
Stratham, USA/ Amsterdam, The Netherlands — Sex tech innovators OhMiBod and Kiiroo
announced the release of a new, jointly developed interactive pleasure product.

K
Fuse is a dual-stimulating,
touch-sensitive vibrator

iiroo and OhMiBod partnered to create
Fuse, a dual-stimulating, touch-sensitive
vibrator. Fuse’s touch controls are the first of
their kind on the market, and give couples
more ways to enjoy connectivity than ever
before. Fuse‘s built-in touch-sensitive
technology allows the user to control other
Kiiroo-connected devices. This bi-directional control allows users to experience
intimate moments remotely. Fuse users can
enjoy numerous ways to play, such as with
a partner or in synchronization with 2D or
VR content. Fuse is the perfect companion
to the recently introduced Fleshlight Launch

powered by Kiiroo. Kiiroo’s CEO, Toon
Timmermans is excited about the new partnership. “Kiiroo and OhMiBod are a match
made in heaven; both companies bring
innovative technology as well as a creative
mind-set to the table.” OhMiBod’s Founder,
Suki Dunham added “Matching Fuse’s
aesthetic design to the launch was such an
incredibly fun process. Bringing these two
sophisticated products together, from both
a design and technological perspective,
was challenging. But when you see the two
products side by side, it’s obvious that there
is a shared design language.”

BlowYo now in stock at Eropartner
BlowYo comes in four different
textures that are developed to give a
variety of sensations

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - BlowYo is
a male stroker that won the award ‘Best
New Male Product’ at the B2B tradeshow
eroFame in Hannover. BlowYo creates the
sensation of oral sex and can be used
for both solo play and oral play with a
partner. BlowYo comes in four different
textures that are developed to give a
variety of sensations and has two firm
rings at the end of the stretchy, twistable

BLACK LEVEL Plus
BLACK LEVEL will be available in the
(European) sizes XL (48/50) to 4XL
(60/62) from now on
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Flensburg, Germany - Sexy fashion in
shiny, seductive vinyl – this shouldn´t be
a problem for curvier women either. Due
to the increase in demand, the best-selling outfits from BLACK LEVEL will be
available in the (European) sizes XL
(48/50) to 4XL (60/62) from now on. The
shiny, washable vinyl outfits from BLACK
LEVEL have been designed exclusively at
ORION´s headquarters. They stand out

sleeve that makes it feel like a real mouth.
Each texture can be adjusted by the user
with the application of pressure to the
outside surface. BlowYo is easy to clean
and dry, and comes with a stylish, plain
black container for discreet storage and
taking on travels. The toys are Phthalate
free and were created using ABS plastic
inserts which were overmolded with a
TPE material, a low Shore Hardness.

from the rest because of their fancy styles
in a sturdy stretchy quality, which makes
sure that the outfits fit perfectly and are
comfortable at the same time. Both fetish
lovers and fashionable club-goers will love
these shiny erotic gems.
The vinyl outfits from BLACK LEVEL Plus
are available in the (European) sizes XL
(48/50) to 4XL (60/62) and are delivered
in environmentally friendly and promotional packaging with a description of the
product in nine languages on it.
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Lovehoney wins at eroFame
‚Best New Male Product‘ and ‚Highest Mainstream Appeal‘
Bath, England - The Lovehoney Trade Sales Team is delighted to announce that they have
added two more awards to their trophy cabinet.

T

Happy award winners: The
Lovehoney Trade Sales Team

hey have won ‚Best New Male Product‘
award for BlowYo and the ‚Highest
Mainstream Appeal‘ award for tokidoki x
Lovehoney at the EAN Erotix Awards which
were held at the EroFame erotic trade show.
The now award-winning BlowYo, is a male
stroker that creates the sensations of oral
sex. Designed with two solid rings at either
end of a super-stretchy, twistable sleeve,
with four different textures inside and it can
be used for solo play or as an addition to
oral play session with a partner. The cult hit
collection of the tokidoki x Lovehoney range
features a selection of curated characters

and icons from the tokidoki universe which
have been incorporated into some of Lovehoney’s products. The range features bullet
vibrators, classic vibrators, wand vibrators,
clitoral vibrators, finger vibrators, love rings
and male strokers. Not forgetting the iconic
Unicorn massage wand.
Neal Slateford, Lovehoney co-founder
said, “We are delighted to have won these
awards, they are a credit to these fantastic brands which have been a hit at the
EroFame show this year with many people
coming to our booth to get further information on these brands.”

The Queen Bee is now available at Eropartner
With the Queen Bee Hot
Octopuss is bringing its patented PulsePlate Technology
to the female market

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - After transforming the male sex toy market with the
world’s first ‘Guybrator’, the pioneering
British brand Hot Octopuss is bringing its
patented PulsePlate Technology to the
female market, offering women the chance
to experience the unique oscillating PulsePlate for themselves.The medically-based,
patented technology behind the Queen Bee
has never before been applied to a female

sex toy. High amplitude oscillations replace
the low amplitude vibrations used in most
female sex toys, to provide an irresistible,
unique sexual experience, described by one
reviewer as ‘an orgasm that seems to last
‘til next Tuesday’ and which the company
believe could offer inorgasmic women a
second chance at getting their rocks off.
The Queen Bee can now be ordered at
Eropartner Distribution.

Giﬅ ideas for the Celebration of Love

The 'Xmas Massage Oil‘ is
one of many erotic gift ideas
from ORION
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Flensburg, Germany - Christmas always
comes so suddenly and that is why ORION
Wholesale is happy to help customers
find a suitable gift – erotic gifts in perfect
packaging! How about high class lingerie
from Abierta Fina, exclusive outfits from Noir
Handmade, lingerie from Cottelli Collection
or lace creations from Close2you?
Very open couples put BDSM products
from Bad Kitty under the Christmas tree.
The high-quality restraints, floggers and
accessories are perfect for games of

dominance and submission – and they are
a great price too. The cheeky and modern
products are also perfect for beginners in
this special world of passion. The very sight
of the attractive packaging will start to whet
customers’ appetites.
However, other special Christmas items like
the ‚Xmas Massage Oil‘ with a Christmas
scent (Apple & Cinnamon and Chocolate &
Marzipan) or lingerie for HIM and HER in a
festive red colour are hot gift favourites for
the Christmas period.
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Secret Kiss + Licker
App control
Pressure wave vibrator
with tongue
Multiple climaxes
New sense of pleasure

G.-Vibrator
App control
G.-stimulation to the
very point
Thickened top
/ǊƥƑîŕūŠĳɚȃȁɱČŞɛ

Prostata
App control
Massager for prostate
and perineum
Double stimulation for men
Bubbling excitation

Little Want
App control
Power pack for quick
experiences
Intense climaxes
OîŠēǋƙĿǕĚūĲȂȅɱČŞ

Rabbit
App control
Vaginal and clitoral
stimulation
Intense climaxes
Soft silky silicone

Power Want
App control
Classic in new design
Intense climaxes
Soft silky silicone

Secret Kiss
App control
Contactless stimulation
Quick and intense
stimulation
Pulsating pressure waves

www.vibratissimo.de

E V E N T

The eroFame success story continues

ex c l us iv e

T h e tra de sh o w delivers o nce mo re in 2017

Shortly after the doors opened for eroFame 2017 on October 11, it was already becoming
obvious that the trade convention had attracted more visitors than in previous years. And there
was a good reason for this great interest: The trade members were treated to the latest
innovations, products, and trends in the adult market. Consequently, all parties involved were
happy with the result, from the producers, wholesalers, and distributors to the retailers from far
and wide. “Once more, we see that we are pursuing the right concept with eroFame,” says
eroFame organizer Wieland Hofmeister. “The great interest on the trade side is great for our
exhibitors, and when they’re happy, we’re happy.” But of course, the organisers are already
thinking ahead, and in order to make sure that eroFame remains successful, a survey was held
among the exhibitors during the show, allowing them to state their opinion on the location of the
trade convention - the results of this survey should be available shortly. As usual, the first two
days of the show were followed by the traditional eroFame Oktoberfest on Thursday evening
before the trade convention officially wound down on Friday afternoon.
66
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Ray Hayes with the Award for 'Most Innovative Marketing Partnership', in
acknowledgment of Ann Summers’ creative collaboration with Pornhub

Kerri Middleton and
Monique Carty (Nexus)

Enjoyed the successful trade show:
Eric Idema (EDC Wholesale) and Huda Lutz (eroFame)

Scott Watkins (Doc Johnson) follows
the magicians’ instructions
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Porn legend Rocco Siffredi
and Randolph Heil (EAN)

E V E N T

„

The team of EDC Wholesale

Our highlight was a 'Österreichische Brotzeit' with
8 customers from China at our booth. We had a lot of
fun with them and they liked our food very much.
Michael Sonner,
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

„

eroFame was an exciting and fruitful show for
Rocks Off this year, not least because we were awarded Sex Toy Manufacturer of the Year, but we also
came back with new customers and opportunities for
the brand. The show saw on-trend launch products
from our ranges, all of which were well received by our
distributors and visitors. We launched Summer of
Love and Charmingly Seductive in July and one of our
distributors remarked that they sell out before the products arrive which was amazing to hear. The compliments we received for our new packaging and till point
presentations were endless. True to our tradition, next
year will also see an exciting new launch for eroFame
which we know will be exceptional.

Drew Duberry (SpareParts Hardware)
and Marina Zaitseva (Bioconcept Baltics)

Klaus Pedersen (MaleEdge), Samir Saraiya
(ThatsPersonal.com), and Matthias Poehl (EAN)

Sorcerer’s apprentice:
Oscar Heijnen (SHOTS)

Getting back some energy after an
exhausting trade show day

Sue Walsh, Rocks Off

Stephan Weise and Pia Junge (Pepper Parties) proudly accept the
award for 'Homeparty Company of the Year'

The 'Bavarian Duo' Huda Lutz (eroFame) and
Werner Tiburtius (ST Rubber)
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„

The 'Best Sales Team' award went to Kristen Denton, Scott Watkins, and Kerin De Francis of Doc Johnson

eroFame 2017, as always, offered us a great
deal of business opportunities. Not only did we
meet our long-term partners to discuss further developments, but - what is even more exciting - we
found a few new companies that we would like to
collaborate with. We would never have the opportunity to do this were it not for eroFame, with its concept, scale, and professionalism. You see, in order
to really get to know each other, we need to meet in
person. Browsing companies’ websites and only
exchanging emails is not enough in my opinion. eroFame proved its pro-business approach and we are
grateful for this.
Robert Strzelecki , PLAYROOM

Monika Makarewicz and Adam Breedon (Godemiche) presented colourful dildos at eroFame

Brian and Suki
Dunham (OhMiBod)
presented their
brand at the
Eropartner stand

Eric Idema and Andre
Visser (EDC
Wholesale) with the
awards for their
private brands Sinner
Gear and EasyToys

Claudia Santoro (Bon Claude Trés Chic)
has added lingerie products to the
Amore Intenso brand
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Kate Hodgson-Egan, Laura Wood, and Jade
Bawa (Lovehoney) with the Awards for the
tokidoki line and the new BlowYo masturbator

E V E N T

„

Dildo darts with Bathmate

Very interesting to see the erotic industry go to a
higher level. The products have more quality and
are innovating, and the packaging designs look
more classy and clean. Also good to see everybody
from the industry again! On the fair, we established
really nice contacts for our Level products. Keep up
the good work.
Erik Schieffer,
DR LIFESTYLE BV

„

Great show, as usual. Good attendance by both
buyers and exhibitors. A must attendance for all in the
industry.
Samir Saraiya, ThatsPersonal.com

As usual, the Oktoberfest party was one of the biggest attractions at eroFame

Two awards for CaExotics – accepted by
Roxana Mendoza, Austin Ferdinand, and
Lupe Martinez

Following two long trade show days, the Eropartner
team let their hair down at the Oktoberfest party

Arno Doll (Vibratissimo)
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„

Enchanted: Oliver Redschlag (JOYDIVISION)

Our highlight this year was seeing a lot of old
friends and meeting some new faces in the industry.
Eric Vonke, Ladies Night Homeparties

„

The highlight for bathmate was seeing so many
existing and new customers. It’s great to catch up with
old friends and present bathmate's new products, and
it’s also great to meet new customers and explain the
bathmate range.
Tim Brown, bathmate

Saskia da Silva (eroFame), Sharon Lakomy
(eroFame), Elsa Viegas (Bijoux Indiscrets),
and Huda Lutz (eroFame)

'Businesswoman of the Year' Trudy
Pijnacker and 'Businessman of the
Year' Walter Kroes

Oscar Heijnen (SHOTS) proudly presents
the two awards his company nabbed

Ladies Night Homeparties won the award for
'B2C Company of the Year'
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Huang Dong and Andy Shi (Nalone)

Asaf Yarkoni (Fun Stuff) and Yoav Elani (Import Master)
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Hype over substance
exclusive

Is reach more important than innovative ideas?

Yes

T

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

One side effect accompanying
the increasing acceptance of
adult products is that more
and more big, wide-reaching
brands get involved in the sex
toy market. For an example,
look no further than the recent
collaboration of Pornhub and
Ann Summers. Obviously, this
is still a very new phenomenon, but one question it will
ultimately raise is whether
quality and innovation are left
by the wayside. Often, it is
small companies that develop
never-before-seen ideas
through experimentation and
unconventional approaches.
So far, the structures of the
market have enabled these
companies to secure a spot in
the assortment of wholesalers
and retailers. But could that
change? Could the reach of a
big name become more
important than innovation?
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o get an idea of the diversity and variety
of the product range in the adult market,
just compare the catalogues and websites of
the various producers. There are lots of
different products, but most producers and
distributors offer the same concepts and
ideas. We have already discussed the
discrepancy between truly new product ideas
and “me too” toys in the context of this
column. More than once, actually.
What’s more, while the consumers are
becoming more aware of – and interested in
- adult products, only few of them really have
a grasp of the range and product variety in
the market. The average consumers, from
college students to senior citizens, will be
able to tell a dildo apart from a vibrator, but
that’s pretty much the whole extent of it.
If you look at these two arguments side by
side, it is easy to see why expanding your
reach is becoming more and more important.
Broadly speaking: If few people know your
product, few people will buy your product.
Sure, this problem is not limited to the adult
industry, but I feel that we have reached a
turning point in this market. While adult
brands attempt to claw their way into the
public consciousness, there are also brands
that go the opposite route. They use
established brands and wide-reaching
platforms as a vehicle for their products. The
Fifty Shades of Grey collection has certainly
been the biggest milestone in that regard,
but sex toy collections that launch under the
banners of PornHub or Cosmopolitan also
demonstrate the popularity of this strategy.
This approach can cause problems for
smaller producers. For instance, what if they

have the better and more innovative
products, but no one really takes notice
because these big brands and crossover
collections are hogging all the public
attention? The market would still grow, sure,
but this growth would be limited to the big
players, while the new and innovative ideas
only reach the connoisseurs and aficionados
(and if they do become successful, there’s
already a big company waiting to present
their version and bag all the sales.) One other
thing you might want to consider: Few
consumers actually have a big stash of sex
toys. Most people get one or two, and if they
go for the big brand with the great range and
the big marketing budget, that’s all they will
be using for a while.
Of course, this (potential) development also
holds an opportunity: These products can
serve as a springboard. They introduce
people to the world of sex toys, and when
they go kaput or get boring, it may well be
that the consumers venture down a bit
deeper into the rabbit hole when shopping
for their next toys. That could be the hour of
the smaller, newer, more innovative producers. Provided people actually find them.
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o question, reach and brand awareness will
only become more important in the market for
adult products. Brands have a big effect on the
consumers’ purchasing decision when they set out
to buy, say, a vibrator. Much more so than was the
case a few years ago. That said, our market still
offers lots of opportunities for smaller companies
and innovative product ideas to carve out a niche
of their own. If you look back at the history of the
adult market, you will find numerous examples of
this; small companies that had a bright idea and
really managed to establish it in the marketplace –
and many of them would be lauded as brands
today. Will this “permeability”, the upward mobility
in the market – the opportunity to rise to the top
with the right idea - change anytime soon? Not
likely. The market needs innovations because that
is what the consumers demand, and whether they
get it from tiny two-man enterprises or a mega
corporation doesn’t really matter in that context.
Many companies that started out small and
stunned the market with an innovative idea, have
grown into big players. Just think of We-Vibe. And
Hot Octopuss, while not being the biggest
company when it comes to its actual size, has also
risen to the top of the industry. The reason for their
success is easy enough to discern: innovation.
What these companies managed to do is expand
their reach by making a name for themselves as a
brand or as inventors in a new product category.
Applying that strategy, small companies can be just
as successful as big ones. Size doesn’t always
play a role, but know-how certainly does. However,g one element we mustn’t forget when opening
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No

this can of worms is distribution. And
when it comes to distribution, size
kind of does matter. The aforementioned collaboration of Pornhub and
Ann Summers makes sense because
the British retail chain has extensive
knowledge when it comes to
distribution in b2c markets and in
the b2b realm. And Lovehoney have
a wide, effective, and successful
distribution network to fall back on
with their big licensing deals,
resulting in collections for brands
such as Motörhead, tokidoki, and,
obviously, Fifty Shades of Grey. If you look back,
you will probably also find many examples of great
innovations and ideas that withered on the vine
because they did not reach the necessary level of
market penetration. Reversely, even the biggest
brands can fail, in spite of having the widest reach,
the most extensive distribution network, the
greatest marketing campaigns – heck, even if they
have a convincing product on their hands. Does
anybody remember the Philips vibrator from 200?
Yeah, thought so.

Randolph Heil,
editor

FI NE TA ET RU VR IE E W

Road Warriors
exclusive

The industry
industry‘ss salesmen hop around the globe in the name of adventure, and happy customers

“I now find travel extremely exciting, and I
can’t disco
discount the personal benefits of being
able to exp
experience other countries and
cultures.”

Wicked Sensual
Care‘s Director of
Marketing Cassie
Parker

This article is contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

“Buy the ticket, take the
ride.” Hunter S. Thompson
wasn‘t exactly talking about
travel - well, at least not in
the physical sense – but that‘s
exactly what happens several
times over when you jump
into a sales gig with a sex toy
company. Many ticket purchases lie ahead, each one with
the possibility to transport
you to any number of similarly
exotic, mind-bending rides (or
not, depending on where your
customers lie). You could wind
up in Amsterdam, Australia, or
South America - or somewhere on the back-roads of
Oklahoma while making your
way to Kansas. Travel never
promises glamour, but adventure, thriving sales, and happy
customers are a guarantee.
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or the pleasure industry‘s road
warriors, plane-hopping is a way
of life, but not everyone started
out as a seasoned explorer.
Some of today‘s most experienced business travelers had
scarcely graced the inside of an airport. “My
travel experience was virtually non-existent
before working in the pleasure products
industry,” says Wicked Sensual Care‘s
Director of Marketing Cassie Parker. A
desktop computer in the Los Angeles area
was Parker‘s first daily home base upon
starting in the industry 6 years ago. “I initially
had an in-office position and was not
traveling at all.
I had traveled to Florida from California
once,” says Parker. The lure of the road is
irresistible for career-builders like Cassie,
who was enticed by growing her business
skills and expanding her world view. “The
travel was definitely an incentive to take up a
sales role,” says Cassie.

When a ne
new face starts popping up at
product tra
trainings and trade shows, one of
two things is usually true: a former pleasure
product ni
nine-to-fiver, like Parker, just got
promoted, or a novice traveler was pulled
from the m
mainstream to tackle the road
warrior life
lifestyle with grace. For Fun Factory‘s
newly-app
newly-appointed Director of North and South
American S
Sales, Luzoralia Corvera, her travel
resume wa
was a one-way ticket to selling
vibrators. ““JimmyJane was my first job in the
industry,” rrecalls Corvera. “I was actually
handpicke
handpicked by the President at JimmyJane,
Robert Rh
Rheaume. We had worked together
previously in the beauty world, [and] I
traveled pretty heavily in my previous jobs, as
well as for pleasure.”
Since joining the Fun Factory team,
Corvera is spending even more time living
out of a suitcase, but this fiery goal-chaser
wouldn‘t have it any other way. For fellow
pleasure industry traveler Brent Aldon,
Director of Sales and Marketing at Aneros,
things fell into place a bit differently.
You might say that Brent didn‘t exactly
choose the sky-high life, but it definitely
chose him after landing his first job
selling sex toys. Those airline miles have
a way of stacking up to a lot of upgrades
before most pleasure sales pros have a
chance to catch their breath. “My travel
schedule was minimal the first 3 months,
but I was shocked to look back at the
amount of travel I have done,” recalls
Aldon. “I traveled over 22 days a month,
traveling to city after city and even a
few countries.”
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It takes a certain resilient
esilient personality to handle
the air-borne life. Airports, with their ability to
ds of the world‘s
gather large crowds
ntitled patrons, aren‘t
crankiest, most entitled
exactly the kinds of places most
sit on a weekly
people prefer to visit
uggage,
basis. Add in lost luggage,
ns, and jet
missed connections,
sing that
lag, and it‘s surprising
anyone would not only
willingly, but joyfullyy choose air
travel as a major career component. With this in mind, businesses
gs for those willing to
have special feelings
make the journey for a flesh-and-blood
handshake. “Not everyone is willing to hit the
he extra mile, or provide the
road as hard, go the
ti marketing
k ti campaigns,
i
extra tools or creative
so
this is an area where you can really shine,” says
Corvera. “If your customers know that you are
dependable and willing to travel to their stores or
events when they need you, they will always call on
you.”
The pleasure industry knows the real value of
travel expenses. Sex toys may have evolved light
years in design and technology, but one old-school
he same: face-to-face beats
tradition remains the
ny day. Travel keeps manufactuvia-smartphone any
rers in touch with their clients, who can‘t hop on a
d leave their brick-and-mortars
plane as easily and
for extended trips. “I think our industry still very
rson meetings because of the
much values in-person
g benefits they provide,”
relationship building
There really is just nothing that
remarks Parker. “There
n, face-to-face meeting with a
beats an in-person,
client. Traveling to see customers builds relationships and business partnerships on the highest
level.”
xtrinsic benefits of simply
Besides the extrinsic
ur client, vibes and lubes are also
showing up for your
resent over a Skype meeting.
rather difficult to present
Those 25 vibration settings or nuances in your
bricant need a tangible demo
dessert-flavored lubricant
leader to convince discerning
and a brand cheerleader
e I’m able to share with
retail buyers. “Once
osophy of our brand, the
customers the philosophy
mulas we make, and have them
nuances in the formulas
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Luzoralia Corvera
- Fun Factory‘s
newly-appointed
Director of North and
South American Sales

Brent Aldon, Director
of Sales and Marketing at Aneros

feel and taste o
our products for themselves, the
alw
reception is always
positive. These are things that
duplic
can’t be duplicated
through email or even phone
conversations,” says Parker.
tr
Business travel
also allows brand ambassadors
repre
and sales representatives
to build their presence
and popularity from the ground up. A pleasure
product‘s first sstep to success lies at the retail
flo staff have their fingers on the
level, where floor
pulse of consu
consumer demand. Confused clerks don‘t
equal sales, as Aldon found out after joining
Aneros. “When I first started with the company, I
was shocked to learn that some of the top sales
people in retail did not understand the concept of
our products,” recalls Aldon. “It was my mission to
ever
make sure everyone
was trained properly, and I
have seen huge [sales] growth after my visits.”
Ed
ti
Educational
training sessions teach adult
boutique clerks how to fit products into customer‘s
lives while making them an active, enthusiastic part
of your brand mission. When a customer wants a
new rabbit vibrator or their first anal toy, they‘ll
have lots of options dangling from the slat walls.
Educate them on your rabbit vibe or butt plug, and
that‘s the one staff will feel most assured in selling.
“[Retail staff] are more knowledgeable and
confident when showing or e
educating the end
product
consumer on our products,”
notes Corvera.
“My customers have sa
said that they enjoy my
trainings and they lo
love the attention to
detail I provide...w
provide...which equals more
sales for both tthe retailer and us.”
When faced
fac with an entire
store of p
pleasure products,
staff are likely to reach for the
toy that connects with a
positive e
experience. Creating
those conne
connections is exactly what
indust road warriors do
pleasure industry
best. And let‘s fac
face it: a visit from a sex
toy company rep is jjust plain fun for
boutique workers and ttraveling ambassadors
alike. “Its a win-win for ev
everybody involved!”
concludes Corvera. If 90% o
of success is simply
showing up, road warriors ar
are the industry‘s
not-so-secret agents in creat
creating a thriving
pleasure business.
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The store that has not

succumbed to tendencies

exclusive

N e w i n Po zn ań, Po l a n d : S e c r e t P l a c e – S h o w r o o m o f t h e S e n s e s

If you’ve ever been to Secret Place
in Warsaw, you will know how
unique this store is. Now,
consumers in Poznán can also
enjoy the one-of-a-kind shopping
experience of Secret Place as a
new store opened in the city’s
centre, and the unique concept and
philosophy is already working its
magic on the consumers. Robert
Strzelecki tells us about the new
store and how Secret Place is the
result of 30 years of developments
in the Polish adult retail trade.

I

n the 1990s, a large number of stores
with erotica emerged in Poland. In fact,
these places were not impressive at all.
Their interior design was usually vulgar,
the range of products was poor and
uninteresting, and the seller (frequently
also the owner) had little to no knowledge of
the market and the products. These times
are long gone but sadly, many stores for
adults have not changed much. Small shops
whose products are hidden away behind a
dark curtain do not attract crowds of
customers. Over time, more and more sex
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shop owners have decided to transfer their
business to the web where everything is
much better. This does not just have to do
with a lack of trust in brick-and-mortar stores
- which cannot win over customers due to
their look - but it is more about the fact that
people find online shopping more convenient
and pleasurable. Especially when they
purchase intimate items. A well-kept online
sex shop may be a thriving business, on
condition that it can keep up with the
competitors. It is not easy; as a matter of
fact, it is more a difficult challenge because
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the erotic market is now almost entirely on the
internet. Most of the large cities in Poland have at
least a few stores of this sort which operate on the
internet only. Even if these companies have a
brick-and-mortar store, it usually only serves as a
head office and warehouse, and is visited solely by
the most interested and the least ashamed
customers.
Despite this clear tendency, there are still
companies that decide to create something new
and get rid of these seemingly deep-rooted
patterns. Secret Place – Showroom of the Senses
(a newly established store in Pozna ) is one such
place. The original Secret Place is popular with
residents of Warsaw and has a wide range of loyal
customers. The new store is located in the centre
of Pozna and has been attracting passers-by by
day and night since the first day of operation.
Where does this interest come from? It is because
Secret Place has nothing to do with stores which
we remember from old films. It is a place which has
never existed before, not in Pozna and nowhere
else in Poland, except for the store in Warsaw.
Why is it that, even though most players in the
market have moved to the web, such places as
Secret Place are still widely popular? The key is
that this store puts an end to all previous associations and stereotypes associated with a ‚sex shop‘.
Customer assistants in Secret Place avoid this
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term on purpose because they know that is
already outdated. A better term is ‚erotic
store‘ or ‚erotic showroom‘ since they are
not associated with something obscene, dirty
or immoral. Secret Place has nothing to do
with such expressions – it is a unique place
which, already at first sight, makes you think
of top-class luxury. As opposed to most
existing stores for adults, windows in Secret
Place are not covered with a thick curtain
and passers-by readily stop and look through
the glass as the elegant interior awakens
their interest. They liken the place more to a
very elegant restaurant, hotel, or even art
gallery. You need to be highly experienced to
notice the nature of this place at first sight.
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Who visits Secret Place? People of all ages,
sexes, and sexual orientations. They have
partners or are singles, often hold responsible positions at work. Nowadays, these
customers do not look for pornography, as it
used to be 25 years ago, but they are aware
of their sexuality and their own needs. These
people are interested in sexuality and wish to
develop it in themselves. Thanks to places
such as Secret Place, they have an opportunity to familiarise themselves with the latest
products on the erotic market and broaden
their knowledge. A well-prepared group of
sellers help them achieve their goal by
providing advice and sharing their own
knowledge about how specific products work
and how to enter the world of adult toys so
as to enjoy a long and amazing adventure,
rather than a short and sometimes painful
experience. A chat about intimate matters
may be embarrassing but by taking an
appropriate approach, being empathetic, and
understanding, it is easy for the sellers to
create a sense of comfort that the customers
need to be able to freely express their
wishes, needs, and preferences. It is the best
way of making satisfying purchases. The
more information they share with the seller,
the easier it is to choose a suitable product
which matches their expectations and
satisfies them.
Secret Places is proof that a store with
erotic products is not an inappropriate place
to visit. Quite the contrary, the showroom in
Pozna proves that - thanks to high standards, in terms of aesthetics as well as the
sellers’ substantive knowledge and good
manners - a brick-and-mortar store can still
be visited by a diverse audience and be even
more prestigious than the ones operating
online.
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“Sex Robots”: Why buy one?
exclusive

M A R K E TI N G M AT T E R S

In his monthly
column, Brian
Gray from
Glasgow-based
consultancy
Lascivious
Marketing offers
his thoughts on all
things marketing…
and perhaps one
or two other
things. This month
he plays Devil’s
Advocate to
the sex robot
detractors.
92

O

scar Wilde famously opined
that he could resist
everything but temptation.
Opinion pieces with
questionable arguments
have the same effect on
me. The British newspaper The Guardian
published an article on Monday 25th
September written by “robotics expert”
Jenny Kleeman, titled “Should we ban sex
robots while we have the chance?” The
sub-heading posits: “AI sex dolls are on their
way, with potentially sinister social consequences. So before they hit the market, we
must ask whether they should.”
Kleeman feels the key issue is “…how
their existence will affect how human beings
interact with each other.” Because these
robots have AI, they’re apparently a
substitute partner, not just “…a mechanism
for giving you an orgasm.” She ponders how
men will interact with women “…who have
the inconvenience of having their own
idiosyncrasies and free will?” She continues:
“If you are used to having sex with ultra-life-like humanoids whenever and however
you want, will you be more likely to expect
complete dominance in your relationships
with other humans?”
At the end, Kleeman finally gets to the
key point in all of this. “Perhaps the most
important question to ask is why there is a

market for sex robots in the first place.”
Bingo.
So why indeed would a man buy an adult
AI sex robot? As a married man, I can’t
imagine comparing a synthetic robot with my
other half, for a gamut of reasons. But as
Kleeman herself has shied away from
proffering any reasons, Yours Truly will
dutifully step up to the plate to highlight a
few possible factors which could drive
demand. Personally, I don’t see any one
isolated factor driving a purchase decision,
but time will tell. In addition, some of these
factors carry more weight than others. One
final consideration: these dolls come with a
hefty price tag so will not be impulse
purchases (marketing graduates reading this
can consider the Consumer Processing
versus Hedonic Experiential models of
consumer decision making).
Before proceeding however, one further
point. While the adult retailing world generally
comprises open-minded people with lots of
common sense, the following may be a
shock to ‘snowflakes’ or those viewing the
world through rose-tinted glasses. Consider
yourself ‘trigger warned’.
Sexual Health: When the World Health
Organisation reports in July 2017 that data
from nearly 80 countries shows that
antibiotic-resistant gonorrhoea is “much
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harder, and sometimes impossible, to treat,” it’s
time to take note. Furthermore, medical professionals refer to a “hidden epidemic” of asymptomatic
STIs. Assuming the sex robot hasn’t been hacked
and reprogrammed to kill its owner (covered in last
month’s column) how much safer can sex be with
a germ- or virus-free robot?
Convenience: Sexual fulfilment can be
achieved any time, day or night, in sync with hectic
lifestyles and/or unsocial work shifts.
Economics: Current divorce rates don’t make
for pretty reading. Among men exists a perception
(true or not) that they often come off worst
financially. When there are serious potential
perceived financial consequences down the road
even for being a model husband, would a robot
be a better financial investment? Furthermore, although discussion of AI sex
robots has largely centred on, well,
the sex, the concept of human-robot unions – yes, marriage – has
been put out there. Predictions
of when human-robot marriages may occur have already
been made. Dr David Levy,
speaking in 2016 at the
second International Congress
on Love and Sex with Robots,
painted a rosy if somewhat
surreal picture of how things
might be. Marriage guidance
counsellors may find themselves
jobless.
“By the time there are no laws to
prevent human-robot marriages, robots will be
patient, kind, protective, loving, trusting, truthful,
persevering, respectful, uncomplaining, complimentary, pleasant to talk to, and sharing your
sense of humour. And the robots of the future will
not be jealous, boastful, arrogant, rude, self-seeking or easily angered, unless of course you want
them to be. So when the law allows it, why not
marry a robot?”
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Put in those rather persuasive terms, for some
it could be a compelling argument. Or, conversely,
one step too far?
Complicated consent: In the UK recently, new
guidelines on sexual consent have been published
by the Director of Public Prosecutions, that
according to one female barrister “take us
well beyond the old saying that “no
means no’.” She stated in the Daily
Mail newspaper: “In Ms Saunders’
brave new world, a rape suspect
may have to show the steps he
took to establish that consent
was ‘fully and freely given’, which
rather inverts that age-old British
tradition: innocent until proven
guilty.”
As an aside, are we now
facing the prospect of signed,
witnessed, consent forms being
handled before a certain stage of an
adult encounter? Or audio visual proof of
not only consent but the encounter itself? Do
normal consenting adults really want this to
become de rigeur for future sexual relations? None
of this would be an issue with a robot.
False rape claims: No justification ever exists
for rape. It is a despicable act. Consequently,
being falsely accused by someone of such a crime
is a horrific experience, devastating to the
accused, and extremely stigmatising. Thankfully,
such claims are relatively rare. But it is no comfort
to any individual man falsely accused that he is a
victim of a very small and relatively isolated
problem. For such victims or those who live in fear
of such a scenario ever arising, AI dolls may be
perceived as a safer alternative when seeking
sexual intimacy.
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Less hassle: Many men are downright
confused. They’re bombarded with messages
about having to be a ‘nice guy’, yet it’s the
dominant ‘bad boy’ who fills – and often satisfies
- female desires. Read the back cover blurb
of hot erotic fiction novels: what’s the
common theme regarding the male
protagonists? Two neuroscientists took it even further with
the advent of ‘big data’:
the shocking reality is
there for everyone to
read in the book ‘A
Billion Wicked
Thoughts’. Men are
repeatedly told not
to objectify women,
yet thirty minutes of
browsing Instagram
would make many
people believe the
application was
designed for that sole
purpose. And it’s
women uploading
pictures of themselves
who are firmly driving the
bus.
In the face of this growing
disparity between how men are told
they need to behave with women, yet
seeing for themselves the exact opposite
occurring, potential buyers may well consider
robots to be a far less confusing and ambiguous
option.
The “un-beautiful” people”: Wouldn’t it be great
if the Disney-esque, rom-com narrative about there
being someone for everyone was true? Well, it
isn’t. Sorry. What about men who for whatever
reason(s) can’t find a partner? Perhaps those
whose appearance, or “idiosyncrasies and free
will” are not ticking the boxes of potential partners.
Match.com’s big ad strapline is “love your
imperfections”. That’s great: but what if nobody
else does? Are such men to be denied the right to
experience the closest thing to sexual pleasure
with a person if there is an absence of partners?
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So, off the bat, that’s seven potential factors
that could influence demand for AI sex robots.
Kleeman worries about an AI robot inhabited
future. She asks whether the existence of AI robots
is going to lead to increased misogyny or
(non-consensual) dominance. I think she’s not only
looking at this from the wrong angle, but she’s also
behind the times. The horse has already bolted.
There are men who have objectively
considered relationships and decided
they’re not worth pursuing. Psychologist Helen Fisher’s 2013 book
“Men on Strike” makes for
interesting reading. The
following year, the
‘Sexodus’ was brought
to our attention:
swathes of men giving
up on women at early
stages of their lives.
Japan’s “herbivore”
phenomenon also
makes for grim
reading.
Both marketers
and relationship
counsellors espouse
mutual happiness
between both parties:
one individual should never
be happy at the expense of
the other. Just as some men
might walk away from a car
showroom or hifi store if the products
available don’t satisfy his wants or needs,
they’re applying the same cost/benefit analysis
to male-female relations and subsequently
withdrawing from this particular marketplace.
Kleeman and other writers should perhaps be
less worried about the perceived (and rather
alarmist) risk of increased misogyny from the
introduction of AI robots and more concerned
about the ire incurred from fellow women. Women
who realise men can be masculine without being
misogynistic. Women who are increasingly being
outright rejected due to the effects of agenda-driven campaigns that appear hell-bent on challenging evolutionary biology.
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In fact, we are already seeing such
agendas come under scrutiny. “Women vs
Feminism: Why We All Need Liberating from
the Gender Wars” written by Dr Joanna
Williams from the University of Kent
highlights a number of issues which have
come to dominate modern European culture.
These are now being challenged. Furthermore, The Future of Sex website cites some
very interesting YouGov research results
(coincidentally, conducted at
exactly the same time as
Kleeman’s article was published) concerning the current
attitudes of US adults to sex
robots.
Marketers identify objections to
products or services and counter
these accordingly. Kleeman
wonders whether women will suffer
from the introduction of AI sex
robots. Perhaps she should ask
what can be done to improve
male-female relations and remove
the pain points. The gauntlet for
Kleeman et al has been laid down:
make the sex robots (or any male-female
substitute) a less attractive option. There’s a
key caveat however: banning the robots
while not changing the existing ‘proposition’
(and its perceived perils and pitfalls) won’t
suffice. Potential robot buyers aren’t going to
return to the dating pool with renewed smiles
and joie de vivre if this is the case.
In conclusion, how should the adult
retailing industry react to the furore? Firstly,
regarding the big picture, it’s important to
keep a sense of perspective. Don’t get
swept up by false hysteria or questionable
narratives being pushed. Do monitor the
sociological and legal environments when it
comes to conducting your company PESTEL
Analysis, but don’t allow it to distract you
from your day to day business operations.
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Secondly, this is an
industry which is geared
towards delivering lots of
smiles and other physical
sensations. It should therefore
lead by example and
continue to serve its
diverse customer base
without prejudice,
misogyny or misandry, to
the best of its collective
ability. With diversity comes inclusion,
and if somebody wishes to
purchase and use an adult AI sex
doll for a number of potentially
acceptable reasons, it would be
hypocritical to oppose this.
Thirdly, any properly functioning
market has a consumer base exercising
choice in how they spend their money. For
companies who do wish to sell AI sex
robots, good luck. Be clear about the
positives, highlighting the benefits effectively
but sensitively. Identify likely objections and
counter them accordingly, calmly and
sensibly. Create effective content marketing
to inform and educate key audiences. And
remember: the market will soon enough
decide if you’ll be successful or not.
Finally, on a personal note, I can’t
imagine lining up to buy an AI sex robot.
Likewise, there are adult products advertised
in this very magazine which don’t apply or
appeal to me. But ‘live and let live’ is a hard
mantra for anyone to fault. And as long as all
products are used with the relevant consent
and are within the letter of the law, I’ll
embrace the market and all its wonderful
wares, whether personally consumed or not.
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com, found on Twitter @LasciviousMktng or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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eroFame 2017 part 2

„

Our highlights must have been the numerous
compliments we received from our customers
with regards to the new and innovative releases!
Also, our service (with a smile) got ten out of ten!
The last few years, I have been working a lot
overseas. getting Shots America off the ground,
which leaves little time to travel together with my
European Sales Managers, visiting customers.
When you meet all these industry friends in a
short three-day time frame, and you get such
overwhelming compliments, you know that you
are (still) on the right track! It gives us - and me a lot of energy and strength to become an even
better company, and receiving the award 'Company of the Year' for the seventh time in a row
says it all, I guess.
Oscar Heijnen, SHOTS
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„

Our highlight was wining the
unexpected award for 'Most Innovative Company', together
with the fact that we did not
have a single slow moment at
our booth…literally!
Adam Lewis, Hot Octopuss

Raymond Houtenbos and Briana
Honz Watkins (Pipedream) with
the team of sexshop.dk
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„

The HOT management team celebrates after having won two Awards

Our highlight of eroFame 2017 was the constant confirmation the dodil received as the
first truly ground-breaking adult toy invention in many
years, but also to meet in person many of those who
have supported us from the very beginning.
Peter Gustavsson, dodil

„

The highlight was being able to meet new customers from different countries which has already resulted in new accounts. And being able to speak
French (my second language)!
Kim Airs, Channel 1 Releasing

Winning the big one: womanizer is
'Product Line of the Year' and
Johannes Plettenberg (CEO of
Womanizer Group Management
GmbH) accepted the award

Full house: The Oktoberfest party has
become an integral part of eroFame

Cluster Buster: The new Power Box from Mystim was
voted 'Best New Electrostim Product' by EAN – Christoph
Hofmann raises the award in triumph

Cobeco Pharma won the EAN Award
for 'Best Private Label Services'

Wieland Hofmeister (eroFame)
with stepdaughter Sophie and daughter Sharon

Ashton Egner and Frank Kok (Kiiroo)
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„

Why so serious?

We won an award! Best New Product Line - JO Jellies!! Woehoeeeeee, proud!
Sandra van Looij, System JO

„

Our show was very successful. I didn’t even have to
do a tour of the show. Our highlight: to win the Sexual
Wellness Company of the Year 2017 award from EAN.
Everything was and went great for Shunga at eroFame.
Except our flight back home... thanks to KLM.
Jean-Pierre Hamelin, Shunga

„

What was our highlight of eroFame 2017? Huda!!!!!

Lavi Yedid, NS Novelties
Happy award winner:
Alexander Giebel (pjur group)

Happy winners: Sven Jacobsen and Hauke
Christiansen (Orion Wholesale)

The later the hour, the greater the party

Have every reason to be satisfied with eroFame 2017:
Wieland Hofmeister and Huda Lutz (eroFame)
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Adrian Schneider and Werner Tiburtius
(ST Rubber) will have to make room on the
mantlepiece for two more awards: 'Best Product
Line: Male Toys' for MALESATION and 'Soft
BDSM Line of the Year' for STEAMY SHADES
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„

Thumbs up for a great Oktoberfest party

What was our highlight of eroFame 2017? This
is a difficult question as there are so many highlights
at eroFame every year. This time, the feedback to
our pjur SPA series was overwhelming and we are
more than happy about the EAN Erotix Award for
this new product line. Of course, the traditional Oktoberfest with all our friends, partners, and customers from the industry was a highlight, too. It is
great to see that the number of eroFame visitors
grows every year. We at pjur really love this trade
fair and already look forward to next year.
Michael Bart, pjur group

„

For us it was wonderful to meet (again) our suppliers and customers in person and the nights out
were a great way to get to know them in another
way and in a relaxed ambiance. The conversations
we had were inspiring. And it was an honour to receive three awards – two for best distributor and
one for best customer service - which we are very
proud of!

Dean Elliott and Michelle Marcus bring Sliquid to Europe

Geraldine Bakker, Eropartner

Happy faces at Creative Conceptions

Patrick Pruvot and the team of French
store chain Passage du Désir were
crowned 'Retailer of the Year'
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Lavi Yedid (NS Novelties) in action
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„

Becky Anniuk and Sandra van Looij (System JO)

eroFame 2017 was an incredibly successful show,
with record-breaking visitor numbers, and enthusiasm
for our innovative products: Satisfyer MEN, Satisfyer
Pro Plus Vibration, Satisfyer Pro 4 Couples, Satisfyer
Pro G-Spot Rabbit and partner plus remote, and a
massive advertising campaign for Satisfyer Men products. We were also delighted to receive two awards
for 'Highest Potential Product - Satisfyer MEN' and
'Brand of the Year – Satisfyer'.
Jerome Bensimon, Satisfyer/ partner

The European premiere of Zalo –
with Lindsay Hunt and Leo Wu

Juan Ziena (Fleshlight) accepts the 'Best Male Product'
award for Fleshlight Turbo

Looking forward to the Oktoberfest
Eye catcher: the Kama Sutra stand

The guests of the Oktoberfest party were
treated to Bavarian delicacies and free beer
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Nigel Powell (Give Pleasure Products) presents
the new #Selfie masturbation cream
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„

Kisses for the winner: Jack Romanski (FT London)

Our highlight was the special ORION team atmosphere, which has been transferred to the entire booth
and was even felt by our customers. Also noticeable
was a great number of new as well as satisfied existing customers, which we see as confirmation of our
hard work.

„

Hauke Christiansen, ORION
The biggest highlight for Leg Avenue was the
amount of quality clients who visited our booth.
We’ve met a lot of clients who have big potential
and it was a good opportunity to hear more about
them and their businesses. We’ve gained lots of positive feedback, everyone loved the photography of
our holiday collection, it’s more sensual than erotic
and that seems to be an upcoming trend in the industry.
Joyce Mallo, Leg Avenue Europe

All smiles: Nick Orlandino (Pipedream) takes home the award for 'Best
US Manufacturer' and the 'Best Selling Brand' award for King Cock

Steve Bannister (BSM Factory) brought
the new touch by Swan line to Hanover

Rob Reimer and Kim Airs (Channel 1 Releasing)

The team of sexshop.dk learn
about new products at the Secret Play stand

Nomi Tang brought
numerous new products to Hanover
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What I truly love about this is

that everybody benefits from our services.

exclusive

Gabriëlle Looman offers product reviews

Why I Love This Toy or in
short, WILTT (www.gowiltt.
com) - that is the name of
Gabriëlle Looman and Jeroen
den Bok’s company which
offers a very special service:
honest and target audience
specific product reviews. How
does that work, who are their
clients, and how do they make
sure that the product tests
are honest and independent?
Let’s find out in our EAN
interview.

How did you get the idea to sell product
reviews?
Gabriëlle Looman: When I met my current
business partner, Jeroen den Bok, it became
obvious we shared the same passion for the
industry and our clients. However, we also
flirted with the idea of helping the endconsumer. We simply asked ourselves how we
could achieve both goals. This question led to
our plan to offer companies a unique service:
an honest review written by women who best
fit their target group. The presence of a review
has proven to boost sales as it provides the
end-consumer with valuable information before
buying the product.
Would you mind taking us through the
process? What happens once a producer turns
to you to employ your services?
Gabriëlle: We need only 3 things from a client:
the desired number of reviews, the websites
where the reviews need to be placed and a
description of the exact target group. Once we
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have this information, we kick off the
campaign, activate our community of women
and make it happen. One of coolest things we
offer during a campaign is an online dashboard
with real-time updates on the results of the
campaign. There, the client can see how many
reviews have been written, what the overall
sentiment is, and what the average word
count is.
Who are your clients? Who can benefit from
your services?
Gabriëlle: What I truly love about this is that
everybody benefits from our services: We
currently have a pilot lined up with Doc
Johnson, are working on a campaign with
We-Vibe, and exploring a cooperations with
Kondomeriet and Eprix. So everybody, from a
well-renowned brand to an online retailer, can
benefit from our services. But don’t forget the
end consumer. The reviews offer valuable
information that a consumer needs to decide
whether or not to buy the product. The more
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L O O M A N

Gabriëlle Looman
provides a service
to both, the industry
and the consumers

„W E D O N ’ T I N F L U E N C E
T H E R E V I E W E R S’
S E N T I M E N T BY G I V I N G
T H E M M O N E Y, P R O D U C T S ,
O R A N Y OTH E R
I N C E N TI V E . ”
Gabriëlle Looman

information is available, the bigger the chances that
they will hit the buy button.
Your services are centered around a pool of product
reviewers. How did you create this pool? How many,
and what types of reviewers are we talking about
here?
Gabriëlle: The magic actually happens when we
kick-off a campaign and I do think this is the most
important part of the process. By asking the right
questions in our community, which we partially find
online, we will select the right who that fit that specific
campaign and product. However, there are no
restrictions such as age, type, or maximum of women
in our community. Due to the diversity of erotic
products, we require different target groups, ages,
and numbers of women.
How do your reviewers rate the products? Are there
certain requirements these products have to meet,
i.e. is there some sort of quality control?
Gabriëlle: Most products that are up for testing are
higher in price and threshold to buy. When online
reviews are available on that specific product, it is
more likely that the end consumer will buy it. In
relation to rating a product: Our reviewers simply
write about their personal experiences with an erotic
product. From receiving a toy, unpacking it, feeling
the material, presence of a manual and of course
their own experience when using the toy.
How do you make sure your services remain
independent and unbiased?
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Gabriëlle: That is the most-asked question and the
answer is simple: We don’t influence the reviewers’
sentiment by giving them money, products, or any
other incentive. In all our communications, we clearly
state the reviewers can experience the product in
exchange for their honest opinion. We always
disclose upfront that they cannot keep the product.
We also do not promote the client‘s’ product. We
merely offer the opportunity to experience the
product. This prevents us from influencing the
reviewers’ expectations from the start.
If the reviewers can’t keep the products, what other
incentive is there for them to do these reviews?
Gabriëlle: There are three reasons why women in
our community want to participate: Some of them are
curious about their sensuality and how they can get
more out of their sex life; some of them want to help
others make the best choice for a sex toy through
their honest experience with the toy; and some of
them feel they are real experts and think their opinion
is valuable and want a platform to share their
thoughts on the toys.

I N T E R V I E W

IT’S OUR MISSION

„TH E P R E S E N C E O F A

TO H E L P YO U G R O W

R E V I E W H A S P R O V E N TO
BOOST SALES AS IT
P R O V I D E S TH E
E N D  C O N S U M E R W I TH
VA L U A B L E I N FO R M ATI O N
B E FO R E B U Y I N G TH E
P R O D U C T. ”
Gabriëlle Looman

Suppose one of your clients complains because their
products got a bad review from one of your testers.
How do you deal with that kind of backlash?
Gabriëlle: This can and will happen. That’s a good
thing though, as a negative review usually gives
valuable information to both the producer and the
consumers. Will it happen often? Probably not. Firstly,
we partner up with brands that have a great reputation
in the field. Their products are renowned for their
quality. And secondly, we select women who fit the
exact target group. So if we do a campaign for an anal
toy, women who are not into this won’t be part of the
group of reviewers. This ensures that reviews are
balanced, even when the experience is not good.
How important are product reviews on the internet?
How strongly do they influence the consumers’
purchasing decision?
Gabriëlle: It’s the number one thing consumers look
for before they make their purchase. Everybody reads
reviews before actually hitting the ‚buy button‘. A good
example would be a hotel for your holiday: You go
online to find the best hotel, compare prices, and then
read through the reviews. You probably select the one
with the best and/or most reviews available and only
then decide to book the hotel. Things are no different
with adult toys.
Oftentimes, you find bought reviews on the web, or
fake reviews that are basically just a copy of the official
product description... Is there a credibility problem with
online reviews?
Gabriëlle: Academic research shows that only a very
small amount of reviews are fake or bought and
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almost all in a certain industry: books and
restaurants. When it comes to reviews about
products from big brands, the companies behind
these brands can’t take the risk of buying reviews or
writing them themselves. Other academic research
shows that consumers are very good in
understanding which review is real and which is fake.
We don’t believe there is a credibility issue with online
reviews at this moment.
Has your previous experience in the adult industry
helped you realise these ideas and get your company
WILTT BV going?
Gabriëlle: When I started working at Beate Uhse, I
was an outsider without any knowledge of the adult
industry and was offered the opportunity to build
great relationships. My clients and manufacturers
taught me the ins and outs and gave me their trust to
grow their business together. Even now, I’m still truly
grateful for this trust and the awesome projects we
ran together.
When the idea arose for an online review
company, I saw a fantastic opportunity to remain in
this industry and continue my work ethic: help
customers grow their business. An added bonus is
that we are now also helping the end consumers, a
win-win in my opinion.
I can also state that I wouldn’t have taken the
leap if the idea had fallen on deaf ears. I did discuss
the concept with several clients and renowned
manufacturers and they all responded with the same
enthusiasm. That enthusiasm, coupled with some
proposed future collaborations, resulted in the start of
WiLTT BV.
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Our model is focussed on making connections

to the target consumer in the most holistic way.
exclusive

P r e s e n ti n g th e Do c Jo h nso n sex to y vending ma ch inee

You won’t win over new customers by just waiting for them to find
you. No, you have to be where the consumers are, you need to
engage them, and having a clever idea to get their attention won’t
hurt either. Doc Johnson had such a clever idea when they came
up with the “Pop Up Pleasure Machine”, a vending machine for
sex toys. The pink vending machine immediately catches the eye,
as could be seen when it recently had its first public appearance
at a vernissage in Los Angeles. Now, it is going on tour across the
United States. As Erica Braverman, the Marketing Executive of
Doc Johnson, explains the goal of the campaign is not really to get
people to buy sex toys from a vending machine. In our interview,
Erica and Social Media Manager Thao Dipolito tell us about the
real purpose of the campaign – and about the tricky endeavour of
reaching new consumers as an adult company.
Erica Braverman, Doc Johnson
Marketing Executive

„

What is the „P
„Pop Up Pleasure Machine“?

Braverman: Doc Johnson has just
Erica
a Braverma
released
Pop Up Pleasure Machine, a
releas
sed its Po
technicolour
techn
nicolour traveling sex toy vending machine
(desi
igned as an Instagram-worthy pop art
(designed
insta
allati
installation)
that celebrates taking control of
one’
’s own pleasure in a tongue-in-cheek and
one’s
une
unexpected way. The ‘Pop-Up Pleasure
M
Machine‘ has already popped up at two events
in Los Angeles, and will continue its multi-city
tour to on-trend events and venues going
into 2018.
The Pop Up Pleasure Machine currently
includes a handpicked assortment of items
with something for everyone, including: two
high-design vibrators, a set of rainbow-colored
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plugs from Doc Johnson’s American POP!
line, a stylish black unisex hat featuring the
signature Doc Johnson retro cursive logo,
and a pop-art inspired shirt (featuring our
comic-book-style heroine with a tear in her eye
and a speech bubble that simply states: „My
Batteries Died!“).
The result is something that is intentionally
disruptive and eye catching.
Is this machine meant to actually sell products
or is its purpose to create awareness for the
Doc Johnson brand?
Erica Braverman: The Pop Up
Pleasure Machine is really not about the sale
of individual products, but is more so a unique
and interesting way to connect with a new
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aud
audience—
while also sparking conversation and
ge
generating excitement for pleasure products in
g
general. We also don’t see this as solely a B2C
campaign. We recognise the need for building a
stronger emotional and personal connection with our
audiences, not only to build brand awareness and
connect with the end consumer, but also to drive
demand and boost sales for our distributors and retail
partners.
We also consider our focus on the consumer
to be a win-win for everyone-- if we didn’t keep the
end consumer in mind, they’d have no reason to
use our distributor and retail partners over another,
which would lead to commoditisation. People can tell
when you’re looking at them as nothing more than a
cash cow; and we might not have $1 million to drop
on a marketing campaign, but our brand would be
diminishing in value if we didn’t keep our focus on the
human element.
Why did you start contemplating the possibility of
sex toy vending machines? What was the spark that
brought the „Pop Up Pleasure Machine“ to life?
Erica Braverman: 2017 has been one of our
biggest years for multi-category growth-- our efforts
in marketing energised the brand and brought the
confidence for us to go ahead and be bolder. This
year is at a different level in terms of where we hope
to take the brand and where our activations are
going. We started with digital: social media
marketing, PR, reaching influencers, things like that.
And then we said, all right. It‘s time to take the next
step and do an experiential campaign.
When you think about 2017 being a year of
putting more eyeballs on the brand and guest
acquisition, I’m actually really excited aboutt our ability
in a really relevant, nimble way to put millions of
eyeballs on the brand.
Only by pushing the boundaries will we know
how far we can go.
How did people respond to the machine when you
set it up?
Erica Braverman: The campaign has only
recently started rolling out; but even at our first launch
event, we were blown away by the response, and
we gained some valuable insights as well. I think
there’s still a lingering perception in our industry that
mainstream crowds will be shocked or put off by the
sight of some of our more realistic products—but at
the launch event, we saw crowds of people lining up,
back to back all night, with lines out the door, to take
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photos inside our 200-dildo photo booth.
kes a statement about how far
That definitely makes
fting consumer attitudes
we’ve come in terms of shifting
towards sex toys, with younger people leading the
ptimism towards
charge, and this lends even more optimism
oriented
our recent forays into more mainstream-oriented
marketing.
We really couldn’t be more excited about the
early responses we’ve seen to the Pop Up Pleasure
Machine, and can’t wait for more people to
experience it in their own cities.
How does this fit into Doc Johnson‘s marketing?
Ho
How important is it to get creative to reach the
publi
public?
Erica B
Braverman: The marketing mix is certainly
changing
changing, and Doc Johnson isn’t afraid to evolve.
This campa
campaign was the first time we have done
anything like tthis, and the investment we’ve made is
still comparativ
comparatively lower when you look at traditional
events cam
campaigns. But our aim was not to create a
traditio
traditional events campaign—we wanted to create
a
an experience that was out of the ordinary. With
our vibrator-dispensing vending machine, we know
people will tend to be naturally be more engaged
than they would be with a standard communication.
Our model is focussed on making connections to
rget consum
the target
consumer in the most holistic way. And,
within that, we‘re g
going to take some things that we
know work. And we
we‘re going to take some things that
we‘re still trying out. We’ll take our learnings from our
activity this year, and will be using social in a different
and more dynamic w
way. You’ll see lots of engaging
experience-led ideas around the Doc Johnson which
will dominate for a goo
good quarter.

I N T E R V I E W

The vending
machine is currently
presented across the
ted States
United

The more things become digital, the more
important the personal element becomes, and the
more some kind of brand experience, some sort of
living embodiment of brand values is important – for
u
us and any other brand.
Ho
How do you choose where to set up the machine?
Wh
Where will the machine go next? Will we also see it
in Eu
Europe?
Erica Braverman: For the Pop Up Pleasure
Mach
Machine
Tour, Doc Johnson chose on-trend,
aut
authentic
venues that were culturally relevant to its
target audience. Popping up in these places would
create an element of surprise and delight, that would
t.
then carry down to both the brand and the product.
nd
We also aimed for venues with a local flair and
fan base, rather than going for chains.
We can’t reveal what we have in store for our
next activatio
e will be very
activations yet, but I think everyone
excited when they
th see what we have
e in the works in
the next few mont
months.
Right now, the tour is currently
ntly limited to the
United State
States. But maybe in the next year or so, we‘ll
take the tour
to international.
Manyy ways
w
ating awareness
of advertising and creating
have
h
a not
no been available for erotic products
ducts in the
past. For example, Facebook didn‘t allow erotic
content on their platform. Are you seeing a change
hange
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The Pop Up Pleasure
Machine in
n action

in this regard? Is it getting easier for you to connect
with potential customers?
Thao Dipolito: “Although certain platforms may ha
have
some restrictions we have found that there are ways
we can structure successful social promotions while
respecting the policies and rules of these
latforms. Doc Johnson highly values digital
platforms.
marketing a
and
g
places a great
deal
impor
of importance
on
social media. From my
ev
previous
experience
with building social
media for brands
such as Playboy TV
and Playboy Radio, I
learned you just have
to be strategic on how
you schedule and
structure your posts
especially if that may
be perceived as adult
content. Once we
figured that out we
were able to grow the
Facebook pages from
2,000 new followers
a week to 75,000
followers a week each
organically. Growing
social media for Doc
Johnson is exciting because allows me to think
outside the box.”
The “Pop Up Pleasure Machine“ campaign is
designed to reach millennials in particular. What is
needed to ar
arouse the interest of this target audience?
Braverm
Erica Braverman:
Our target consumer with this
campaign is really a
an individual who has what we
say is the ‘millennial min
mindset’—people who share the
value of connection and wh
who want things delivered in
refreshing ways.
mindse tend to have a
People with a millennial mindset
great interest in temporary experiences with a lasting
impression—and this has led to great ssuccess with
companies like Airbnb, as well as a h
huge response
from millennials with things like po
pop-up shops.
In any industry, you‘ve got to get the next
generation’s participation to drive long-term growth.
With the Pop Up Pleasure Machine, we want to
alrea established Doc Johnson
remain true to the already
fre
brand, but put a fresh,
modern spin on it.
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eroFame 2018 will take place in Hanover
exclusive

Exhibitors survery shows majority against relocation

Organisers of the international
b2b erotic trade show eroFame made this decision after
examining the current exhibitor poll towards a possible
location change. Therefore,
the majority of respondents –
among nearly all of the leading
companies of the erotic industry – acknowledged Hanover
as their favoured location.
As part of optimizing eroFame, the committee met with
organisers of Venus Fair Berlin
for confidential exploratory
talks last summer, exploring
options for simultaneously
scheduling both trade shows
at the same fairground. In addition, Hamburg was considered as an alternative location.
Before coming to a final conclusion, eroFame’s committee
decided on interviewing all
current exhibitors and several
other regular customers in a
widely-arranged campaign.
People could vote online or
via personal conversations
during eroFame 2017. 108
companies voted for the
destination in Hanover, 39
companies for Berlin and 21
companies for Hamburg as alternative spots. Spontaneous
talks with several visitors of
eroFame highlighted a similar
tendency.
In the following interview
Wieland Hofmeister, organiser
of eroFame, comments on this
topic in detail.
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„

Mr. Hofmeister, congratulations on a
price/value ratio for a trade show of this cagreat and successful eroFame 2017 in
libre in any European metropolis – I’d even
advance. Before getting into the review
go so far as to say that you won’t
of this year’s fair we would like to pay
find it anywhere, not without
attention to the most currently discussed
making the whole affair much,
issue. The location of eroFame has been
much more expensive. The
the subject of debate for years.
current location of eroFame is topAs a result, you took the
notch, fitting the concept of the
initiative and asked
show and meeting
the exhibitors to
the expectations
give Hanover
the organisers, the
the thumbs-up or
exhibitors, and the
the thumbs-down.
visitors have.
What results did your survey
As part of the exployield?
ratory talks with
Wieland Hofmeister: The
Venus fair, regarding
result is that, for the time
the idea of arranging
being, eroFame will continue
both trade shows at
to take place in Hanover. Also,
the same time and
eroFame will not collaborate
sharing the same
or merge with other trade
fairground in Berlin,
shows in the foreseeable
we also visited all
future. eroFame is a well-escontemplable locatablished, professional b2b
tions. The results
trade show for the adult
were – to put it mildly
market, with a special image
and literally – subthat sets it apart from other
optimal. We would
trade shows, and therefore,
have had to decide
it will continue to be its own
on several small hanProud of another successful trade convention:
ga from which some
thing.
gars,
eroFame organisers Wieland Hofmeister and
Huda Lutz
eve missed daylight
eroFame is funded through
even
a in others were in a
stand rents and fees, which
and
means that the exhibitors are
memorably bad shape.
basically paying for the show – and the show
This aspect alone would have been enough for a
is expensive. There are no additional proceeds
decision against a fair in Berlin – it is our duty not
through ticket sales to visitors, so things like that
to take any steps backwards, also not in terms
don’t factor into the equation. And we do not inof location.
tend to cut down on the services our visitors and
As I mentioned before, eroFame strongly reflects
exhibitors have come to expect from eroFame.
the erotic lifestyle trend, which is undoubtedly
We will continue to offer free food and drink and
laden with potential. Therefore, we don’t want to
a free party to the participants of eroFame.
move the show into the vicinity of an event that
You’d be hard-pressed to find a comparable
emphasises the porn aspect of the industry, the
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way the Venus b2c show in Berlin does – admittedly with great success. Trade shows of that
nature cater to a very different audience; they
are more for male consumers, not for the trade
members who come to eroFame
to find products for their store.
Our exhibitors know this, which
is another reason why the
majority of them are in favour of
organising eroFame in Hanover.
By the way, there are also
many big trade members who
support this location for its geographic position; it’s almost exactly
in the centre of Germany, which
highly accommodates the national retail,
and people from the neighbouring,
northern European countries can reach it easily by
car.
And to point this out once more: Hanover is home
to the world’s biggest fairgrounds which, in turn, play
host to many big international events – so having the
opportunity to have eroFame here is pretty special... this
doesn’t mean that we are carving eroFame in Hanover
in stone, we are constantly balancing our options in
everyone’s interest – also towards Berlin. Not we but
our exhibitors and visitors decide on where and how
eroFame is taking place.
Were you relieved when it became clear that the
number of visitors at this year’s show was considerably
bigger than at previous eroFames?
Wieland Hofmeister: Everybody who is keeping an
eye on the market knows that the brick and mortar
trade is in decline, and as a logical consequence, the
retailer community will inevitably become smaller. We
were also worried that the Venus show in Berlin might
have an impact on the eroFame visitor numbers since
both shows took place at the same time this year –
which had to do with contractually stipulated dates for
eroFame, by the way; it was by no means a political
manoeuvre, as some seem to think.
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As it turned out, neither of these factors had
an impact on eroFame, and yes, we are very
happy about the number of visitors this year.
And as for the “considerably bigger” audience,
that you mention in your question, that
may be overdoing it a bit. It is a great
thing for our exhibitors that we can still
chalk up new visitor records, and
it is also great that we can still see
slight increases year after year.
So maybe you can understand my
confusion and, quite frankly, my irritation when I hear claims that were spread
during the show, falsely stating that we
had fewer visitors than the previous year.
Forgive me if I am being a bit emotional, but
this is really frustrating. Of course, we are not a
consumer event where thousands upon thousands
of people fill the aisles, and the eroFame visitors are
spread across a show floor of 15,000 square metres,
so it may not look as impressive, but we can say with a
clear conscience that eroFame is a well-attended b2b
show, arguably even the best-attended event of its kind
– worldwide.
Do you have some ‚bare figures‘ for us? How many
exhibitors were at eroFame? And how many visitors?
Wieland Hofmeister: With more than 2,800 visitors,
we have reached a new record result – a figure which
is also backed up by eis.de. They were one of the
exhibitors, and they handed out “Satisfyer bags” to
the visitors at the entrance, and in all, they shared out
roughly 3,300 promotional gifts. On the exhibitor side,
we had representatives from about 190 brands at the
show, making for a grand total of almost 4,800 people
who populated Hall 27 over the course of the show.
Given the visitor numbers and the many positive comments from the exhibitors, you must clearly consider
eroFame 2017 a success, right?
Wieland Hofmeister: Definitely. I’d like to seize this
opportunity to thank everybody involved in eroFame,
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also on behalf of the whole advisory board and all of my
colleagues. Thanks to everyone who helped turn this
show into what it is today. Obviously, that goes for both,
the exhibitors AND the visitors, who make this show
economically viable and give it that unique, positive feel.
Our industry is unique – and I think I am speaking for
many people when I say that I really enjoy being a part
of this special community!
The success of eroFame can always be boiled down to
the quality of the exhibiting companies, the quality of the
trade visitors, and the international appeal of the trade
convention. These three criteria are the foundation upon
which eroFame is built, and they seem pretty stable. So,
is the eroFame concept crisis-proof?
Wieland Hofmeister: We hope so, but we are aware
that future developments in the market can also change the nature and trajectory of a trade fair. eroFame
is no exception. We would be ill-advised to idly rest
on our laurels. So in the future, we are going to
be listening even closer to the voices within our
industry, and we are going to try to incorporate
them more strongly in our show. To that end, we
are going to add an “eroFame task force” to the advisory board, allowing experienced and influential
industry members to contribute to, and shape
the future of eroFame.
eroFame always reflects the current developments in the market. Which trends did
you notice this year?
Wieland Hofmeister: We hear that retailers
focussing on “women and couples” as their target
audience were particularly impressed with the products
that were presented in that category. They believe that
these groups, i.e. women and couples, will remain the
top-value customers for our industry. Also, the overall
trend is to move further away from the porn image and
make erotic lifestyle the focal point. This development
is obviously a perfect match for the eroFame concept,
making our show the ideal platform for such products,
as mentioned before.
What were this year’s highlights?
Wieland Hofmeister: Seeing all the happy, satisfied
faces of our exhibitors and visitors. Experiencing the
friendliness among the protagonists of our industry. And
a personal highlight for me was that our go-to guys
from Hannover Messe, the company in charge of the
fairgrounds, told us that eroFame is their favourite show!
Apparently, we are all remarkably affable and know how
to behave…
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But where there’s light, there’s shadow. One negative
has to be having company reps (many from Asia) at
the show who present their products without renting a
stand, and having visitors whose only goal is to grab as
many free products as possible. Are there any steps an
organiser can take to counter such things?
Wieland Hofmeister: You are right, that clearly is a
negative thing. It seems we were a bit overwhelmed
this year since the measures we implemented were
not effective enough – in spite of bag checks, personal
requests, and admonitions. Some people behaved in
ways we never would have expected, and as a result,
we were not prepared for some of the situations that
occurred. In the interest of our exhibitors, we will have to
put our foot down and put a stop to such activities. I am
confident that we will have found an effective remedy by
the time the next eroFame comes around.
It is
also a fact that companies try to use eroFame
as a platform for selling their products
without renting a stand (and many of them
aren’t from Asia). This is rude and highly
unfair to the paying exhibitors, after all, the
show wouldn’t even be possible without these
exhibitors and their contribution. Companies offering their products at the show
without authorization are barred from the
premises, it even says so in the house rules,
and unfortunately, we were once again forced to expel a
handful of people from the premises this year.
What lessons have the show organisers learned
this year, and how will these insights shape the trade
convention throughout the next few years?
Wieland Hofmeister: We learned that the organisers
and the advisory board need to be even more attentive
of the exhibitors’ and visitors’ wishes. We need to be
more inclusive. As I mentioned, we have already taken a
big step in that direction by adding the eroFame expert
panel to the advisory board. I, for one, am convinced
that this will be a great improvement for everybody
involved. And there is one other lesson we intend to
incorporate in upcoming shows: eroFame is a serious,
well-ordered business event for professional trade
members and producers. But of course, everybody
attending this event also wants to have some fun,
relax, and let their hair down. That’s what our famous
eroFame Oktoberfest is for – but maybe the Oktoberfest
alone is not enough anymore to appropriately celebrate
the glamour and greatness of our industry. Consequently, we’ll try to step up our game in that regard, so look
forward to a few surprises at next year’s eroFame ...
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ZouZou is still the only luxury erotic
boutique in Rome and in Italy.
exclusive

ZouZou celebrate their ten-year anniversary

The erotic boutique ZouZou can be found the historic centre of
Rome, right near Piazza Navona – where it has been for the past
ten years. And the erotic store, that was founded by Tiziana Russo
and her cousin a decade ago, is still very much a pioneer of the
brick and mortar trade, in Italy and beyond. EAN wanted to know
more about the business philosophy that is at the core of ZouZou
and thus asked co-founder and manager Tiziana Russo for an
interview.

„

Congratulations on the 10th anniversary!
How did you celebrate 10 years in business?
Tiziana Russo: Thank you! We had a
fantastic party on January 27th. It was a
great night full of love and happiness.
And on this special occasion, we also
launched our new online store www.
zouzoustore.com
What made you want to open a
brick and mortar erotic store in the
heart of Rome ten years ago?
Tiziana: Well, I think it was
fate. The idea emerged during
a weekend in Berlin, when, for
the first time in my life, I entered
a sex shop where lots of women
were doing their shopping in such
a natural way in a nice and colourful
place. I was positively surprised and
I thought that in Rome a place like
that was really missing …one year later
I, together with my cousin Alessandra,
opened ZouZou Sensual Entertainment.

Tiziana Russo,
co-founder and
manager of von
ZouZou Sensual
Entertainment

What can you tell us about the location of
your store?
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Tiziana: It’s a special place. We were looking
for a discreet location in the historical centre
of Rome besides one of the more crowded
streets and we found this place in a building
from the fifteenth century, right near Piazza
Navona.
Do you have a lot of competition in Rome?
How many brick and mortar erotic shops
are there? Are those erotic boutiques or sex
shops?
Tiziana: Actually, I don’t think we have many
competitors in town. ZouZou is still the only
luxury erotic boutique in Rome and in Italy. Of
course, there are sex shops and love stores
and it happens that we share clients. But
ZouZou is unique!
What philosophy do you pursue with your
business? What makes your boutique so
unique?
Tiziana: It’s the experience our customers
get in the store. ZouZou is not only a place
for luxury erotic shopping, couples and
singles can also make appointments for an
entertaining evening where participants can
discuss different subjects related to sex and
sexual well-being, guided by our sexologist.
We are a female team of four, each one with
a specific attitude, united in our mission to
empower men and women to experience
greater sexual pleasure.
How would you describe the ambience of
your boutique? What‘s the first thing a customer sees when she or he enters your shop?
Tiziana: Our boutique is more like a boudoir,
a place to discover little by little, where some
of the objects only reveal their function when
you look more carefully. ZouZou is a sophisticated and cosy boutique, where smells
exalt the senses and fantasies are stimulated
by the beauty and design of the displayed
products.
There are old school sex shops, big erotic
shops that look more like supermarkets, love
shops, erotic shops dedicated to women,
and erotic boutiques like yours - what is the
difference between all these concepts? What
exactly is an erotic boutique?
Tiziana: What makes the difference is the
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exclusivity of certain products that you cannot find
in other stores. For example, we are among the
few stores in Europe where you can buy Betony
Vernon’s Paradise Found collection. An erotic
boutique is an elegant place where people can also
shop privately by appointment. The presentation of
the products also represents a big difference. For
example, in our boutique, the products are laid out
beautifully on an antique trumeau or on the shelf of
a handmade bookcase, everything is accurate and
creates an intimate environment.
This makes the shopping experience
more pleasant for our customers.
Can you give us an overview of your product range? What are your best sellers? How important are
brands in your assortment?
Tiziana: In our boutique, you can find luxury
lingerie and loungewear, erotic jewellery, sex toys,
perfumes, and BDSM accessories. We are working
with several brands from the industry, with whom
we have created great long-term collaborations.
The products that sell
the best are lingerie and
sex toys.
Which criteria determine
what kinds of products
you purchase?
Tiziana: The quality, the
design, the innovation,
and the uniqueness.
We are constantly doing
research and keeping
an eye open to discover
new brands and new
products that will make
a difference for our
customers from all over
the world.

„ZOUZOU HAS A STRONG
B R A N D R E P U TAT I O N
WHICH MEANS A GOOD
AND CAREFUL
S E L E C TI O N O F TH E B E S T
YO U C A N F I N D I N T H E
E R OTI C M A R K E T. ”
Ti z i a n a R u s s o

What role does the
sales staff play in your boutique?
Tiziana: Absolutely decisive. A mix of discretion and sensitivity is a must have attitude for us.
Sometimes, you play the role of a therapist, and
it’s an amazing feeling to help people overcome
barriers and live a more fulfilling sex life.
Who are your customers? Who do you want to
cater to with ZouZou? Are couples your biggest
target group?
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Tiziana: Our customers are
mostly women between 30 and
55 years. For two reasons. Firstly,
because we focused on women
when we opened 10 years ago,
we wanted to be different from
male-oriented, hidden sex shops.
Secondly, because women are
more curious and open to explore
new ways of making love…
Couples are also a big part of our
customer base and since we are
based in Rome, of course, we
have a lot of international customers as well.

What is the decisive factor that
drives the purchasing decision of
your customers? The price of the
product? Advice? The functionality of the product?
The brand? The design?
Tiziana: A bit of all but it depends on the customer. Some customers are savvy and know
exactly what they want without even asking for
help; others, meanwhile, love to trust us and it is
marvellous when they come back happily. ZouZou
has a strong brand reputation which means a good
and careful selection of the best you can find in the
erotic market. We work with international brands
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Zouzou is
situated near
Piazza Navona,
away from the
bustle but still in
the heart
of Rome

but we love to work with Italian artisans as well to
create tailored exclusive pieces.
Your customers can choose from a number of
special activities such as ‚Burlesque Bachelorette Parties‘, ‚Private Shopping‘ and ‚ZouZou à la
carte‘. What‘s that all about?
Tiziana: These are services we offer to our customers so that they can choose different ways of
entering this fantastic world of eroticism. ZouZou à la Carte is a sensorial experience, a journey
through our product range, which takes place at
the customers’ place. The Bachelorette Parties are
centred on the future bride as she will learn how to
striptease, Burlesque-style. And Private Shopping
is the best way to buy and live an intimate experience with your lover in a dedicated space.
You run a brick and mortar shop, an online shop
and you organise home parties - what is the most
important sales channel for you?
Tiziana: Still the brick and mortar shop. The
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experience people enjoy during
shopping is part of the game!

„ZOUZOU IS A

10 years is a long time - how
has the erotic market in Italy
S O P H I S TI C AT E D A N D
changed during this period?
C O S Y B O U TI Q U E . ”
Tiziana: It has changed quite
a lot, becoming mainstream
Ti z i a n a R u s s o
and accessible to (almost)
everyone. Through the years,
we have noticed how some of
the customers just discovered
a new world, new possibilities, while others simply
indulge their own fantasies without being ashamed
anymore… but still, there is a long way to go. We
like to think that with our store, we contribute to
breaking taboos and overcoming prejudice in Italy.
How has your boutique changed in the past ten
years? Was there a change in your clientele? How
have trends such as 50 Shades of Gray influenced
your business?
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Inside the
boutique

Tiziana: For sure, at the very beginning, the 50
Shades of Gray hype increased sales of ben wa
balls and all the BDSM accessories. Now it seems
to have less of an effect on our customers. Instead, we have dedicated a corner in our store to
Millennials - that is going to be an important target
group for us for 2018. Plus, we are extending our
product range by introducing a wider range of male
products as well.
What is the situation in the Italian erotic market
today? Are the Italians open when it comes to love
toys and erotic?
Tiziana: As I mentioned before, Italian women are
more open to explore new ways of pleasure and
can be big spenders when they think ‚he’s the right
one‘. What has changed is the male approach.
They’ve always considered a vibrator a kind of
competitor, something to be afraid of. In these past
10 years, we’ve worked along with the market to
change this mentality. Men are now more open to
buy sex toys for couple use and for themselves.
Male anal sex toys are becoming quite popular
even among heterosexual customers.
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„W E L I K E TO T H I N K TH AT
W I TH O U R S TO R E , W E
C O N T R I B U T E TO
B R E A K I N G TA B O O S A N D
OVERCOMING PREJUDICE
I N I TA LY. ”
Ti z i a n a R u s s o

Do Italians buy their love toys
online or do they prefer the
brick and mortar shops?
Tiziana: In our case, they
prefer the brick and mortar
shop even if the online
segment is growing fast in
Italy as well. We believe that,
first of all, going to the shop
adds the experience of buying
directly. Also, it provides you
with the possibility to talk with
trained staff, the possibility to
see and touch the product and
last but not least, to talk about
sex without feeling guilty in
a safe place!

What are your plans for the future?
Tiziana: Our customers are constantly asking us
if there are other ZouZou stores in other cities, so
I think that after 10 years’ we have the know-how
and the experience to take the next step forward
and finally meet this customer request!
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eroFame 2017 part 3
Oliver Redschlag (JOYDIVISION) and Alexander Giebel (pjur group)

„

„

Kama Sutra’s stand at eroFame was visited by diverse (potential) clients who were very enthusiastic about the new
packaging and, of course, the
Oil of Love. They all had the opportunity to feel, smell, and taste
Kama Sutra’s products and that
was very successful. The new
concept for the Oil of Love has
been received particularly well.
Everyone loved the idea of creating desserts with the delicious
flavours this range has to offer.
Overall, it was a very good fair
because it gave us the opportunity to inform, and learn from,
our clients.

The fair was good for us. We won the EAN
Award for 'Best Product Design Concept'- which
is awesome. Also, we presented some new products: the Gplug Twist, Gplug Bioskin, Geisha
Balls Magnetic, and the Gvibe MINI Gold Edition.
The Gvibe MINI Gold with 24K pure gold is a limited edition with only 1000 pieces!
Laura Peters, FT London

Joyce Mallo, Kama Sutra Europe
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„

Glenn Wilde (ABS Holdings) is in his element

What was my highlight of eroFame? There
was nothing really 100% new with regard to products or product lines. But there is a growing
trend toward health and bio products which is
probably a promising way to finally turn the adult
market mainstream (at last!). Just my impression.
Patrick Pruvot, Passage du Désir

Well deserved: Hot Octopuss – here: company
founder Adam Lewis – receives the award for
'Most Innovative Company'
The awards for 'Most Sustainable Product Line' and 'Best Assortments: Consumables' go to HOT

A visitor from Brazil: Paulo Arêdes

Bathmate take the 'Male Brand of the Year' Award home to Great Britain
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„

My highlight was the show itself. For us at Swiss Navy, the
traffic at our booth was consistently high, and not just looking,
they were buying. Our brand recognition and excitement demonstrated by prospective clients was at an all-time high. I must
thank our excellent distribution partners and the eroFame team
for the opportunity to convey the Swiss Navy message to the
professional community we serve.

'There it is!' Frank Hartings
(18+ ErotikStore)
happily presents the
Award in the 'Best
Store Concept'
category

Randal Withers, Swiss Navy

Overview of all the winners
On Thursday, 12th October, the EAN and eLINE team awarded the Erotix Awards on the eroFame 2017. The prestigious
trophy for excellence and innovation in the adult industry was handed over a total of 52 times.

Lifetime Achievement Award
Susan Colvin, CalExotics

Businesswoman of the Year
Trudy Pijnacker, SCALA

Businessman of the Year
Walter Kroes, SCALA

Company of the Year
SHOTS

Distributor of the Year
Eropartner

Wholesale Company of the Year
Orion Wholesale

Sexual Wellness Company of the Year

Shunga Erotic Art

Fetish Company of the Year
XR Brands

Most Innovative Company
Hot Octopuss

Sex Toy Manufacturer of the Year
Rocks-Off

Best European Manufacturer
JOYDIVISION

Best US Manufacturer
Pipedream Products

Retailer of the Year
Passage du Désir

Best Store Concept
18+ ErotikStore

Homeparty Company of the Year
PepperParties

B2C Company of the Year
Ladies Night Homeparties

Best Sales Team
Doc Johnson

Brand of the Year
Satisfyer

Best Selling Brand
King Cock, Pipedream Products

Best Branding
Mister B

Fetish Brand of the Year
Kink by Doc Johnson, Doc Johnson
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The JOYDIVISION team
received awards for
'Best European
Manufacturer' and
'Best Lubricant'

Male Brand of the Year
Bathmate

Newcomer Brand of the Year
VOU, Amorelie

Best Brands Assortment
ABS Holdings

Product Line of the Year
womanizer

Most Innovative Product Line
Jill, SHOTS

Best Product Design Concept
FT London

Best Luxury Product Line
Callie (Jopen), CalExotics

Best Product Line: Male Toys
MALESATION, S&T Rubber

Soft BDSM Line of the Year
STEAMY SHADES, S&T Rubber

Best Selling Collection
EasyToys Fetish Collection,
EDC Wholesale

Best Lubricant
BIOglide, JOYDIVISION

Best Massage Products
Exsens

Best Male Product
Fleshlight Turbo, Fleshlight

Best Sex Tech Products
KIIROO

Best Erotic Wearable
Jive by We-Vibe,
Standard Innovation Corporation

Best New Product Line: Love Toys
Wonderlust, BMS Factory

Best New Product Line: Lubricants
Jellies, System JO

Best New Product Line:
Body Care & Wellness
ScenTouch, pjur

Best New Fetish Collection
Sinner Gear, EDC Wholesale

Most Sustainable Product Line
BIO,
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

Highest Mainstream Appeal
tokidoki x Lovehoney, Lovehoney

Highest Potential Product
Satisfyer Men

Best New Male Product
BlowYo, Lovehoney

Best New Electrostim Product
Cluster Buster , Mystim GmbH

Customer's Safety Award
pjur

Best Customer Care
Eropartner

Best Overall Collection
Orion Wholesale

Best Assortment: Consumables
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

Best Private Label Services
Cobeco Pharma

Most Innovative Marketing Partnership

Ann Summers / Pornhub

Outstanding Services to the Industry
Inventing & Promoting Penis Fitness,
MaleEdge & Jes-Extender
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„

The Eropartner team celebrate their wins in the
'Distributor of the Year' and 'Best Customer Care' categories

For us, the highlight of eroFame 2017 was
being able to connect with our customers all
in one place. Since we are based in Japan, it
is geographically very difficult for us to maintain regular contact with all of our partners
across Europe, so having this one event every
year really helps us connect with everyone in
the industry at the same time.
Jo Walda, TENGA Co., Ltd.

The team of Dark Secrets
at the Oktoberfest party

Sunny Rodgers and Molly Murphy
(Diamond Products)

The magicians conjure up two Awards for pjur

Toon Timmermans (Kiiroo) with the Award
for 'Best Sex Tech Products'

Soumyadip Rakshit and
Max Rekarte (MysteryVibe)
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„

Drinking to a successful eroFame 2017

For us, the definitive highlight of eroFame was
the opportunity to present SCALA in its new, exciting form! New was the key word in our presentation, and eroFame was the perfect stage to introduce guests to our new team, new vision, and new
releases; our booth was only filled with the newest
additions to the SCALA assortment. We hope the
eroFame audience got excited about the reloaded
SCALA and our team looks forward to welcoming
everyone at our new location in Wijchen, the Netherlands, soon!
Yvet Kuiper, SCALA

„

eroFame provides an excellent platform in this
territory and can be seen as a ceremony for European brands, distributors, and buyers. We’ve also
successfully established contact with numerous
clients to develop new business opportunities after
this event.

Customer dialogue at the Cobeco stand

Undoubtedly one of the most unusual products
at this year’s eroFame: Dodil

Ujin Hsu, oivita

Adam Lewis and
April Lampert (Hot Octopuss)

Romance Brands focuses on licensing
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Nicole McCree and Lynn Swanson (Classic Erotica)
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There was massive interest in the range.
E v e ryb
r y b o dy
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sive
ive

Looking for something that really stuck out of the massive
range of interesting new products at eroFame is not an easy

„ I H AV E N E V E R

task, and probably not a fair one, either. But if there was
something that turned an excessive number of heads
at this year’s show, it was undoubtedly the Pornhub

W I TN E S S E D A N Y TH I N G
L I K E I T. S I M P LY

Collection. Ray Hayes, Vice President of Trade Sales
at Ann Summers, tells us more about the products,
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the feedback from the trade, and future plans for the

MY VOICE!”

collection.

R AY H AY E S

Ray Hayes, Ann
Summer‘s VP of
Trade Sales
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Do you feel that the trade members aware of
this potential?
Ray: Oh, absolutely and when the marketing
support explained even more so.
Pornhub is a giant marketing and promotion
machine, but does this effect extend
beyond the internet? Can brick and
mortar retailers also benefit from this kind
of promotion?
Ray: Indeed, it can as it is a way of driving
footfall into bricks and mortar stores (and
many have their own website) The store
locator will be of massive support.
Female-friendly products and couples‘ toys
are still a big focus of our industry. But the
Pornhub brand does not really fit in with
these trends, does it?
Ray: It actually does as ‚couples‘ fits all
types of couples. The Interactive toys are a
prime example.
The next item on the agenda is launching the
Pornhub Virtual Collection. What can you tell us
about this project?
Ray: As touched on above, this is the future
and the response was one of amazement. The
toys were met with great approval and visitors
to the stand loved them. There are always
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all retailers. This I can vouch for by the incredible
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Are there plans to work with other distributors
as well?
Ray: In a word, Yes. That said, we are not looking to
be stocked by everyone. The market is only so big
and too many distributors just
dilutes the business. The enquiries at the show to
be a distributor was flattering as people realise the
opportunity.
What type of support can the trade
members (brick and mortar and online) expect in
terms o POS materials, product training, etc.?
Ray: We have FSDUs, retailer display
packs, display units, trade marketing
support, videos…
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Zumio was designed with a powerfully
exclusive

Sometimes, less is more, as Zumio proves in a most impressive way

„

The Zumio team
at eroFame, in the
middle: Geraldine
Bakker of Eropartner

When did the idea for Zumio emerge
and how long did it take to get from
there to the finished product?
Veronica Farmer: There’s a well
know saying by the ancient
Greek philosopher Plato
that ‚necessity is the
mother of invention‘.
In the Zumio
case, a mother
is the mother of
invention! The idea
for Zumio was born
out of frustration when a
very busy single mother with
several young children and limited
spare time wanted a way to achieve
orgasm quickly and quietly. The toys
she tried—mostly designed by men—
used irritating vibration, didn’t allow her to
effectively control the sensation, and were
too big to pinpoint specific sensory areas.
In the absence of an effective toy, she was
relegated to using her fingertip for manual
masturbation. She reached out to Zumio
over two years ago to see if there was some
way to take the tried and true circular fingertip motion to a new level. Female designers
at Zumio eagerly accepted the challenge!

‚Join the Pleasure
Revolution‘ – that is the
slogan of Canadian company
Zumio Inc. If you look at the
unique features of their product, which goes by the same
name and had its premiere at
eroFame last month, where
it turned quite a few heads,
well, then you’ll see that this
slogan is quite fitting. Zumio
is unique, and it sticks out
of the crowd of comparable
products because it does
not vibrate in the traditional
sense. Instead, it is based
on innovative technology
that creates a special kind
of stimulation. Want to know
more? Veronica Farmer, Chief
Experience Officer at Zumio,
Inc. tells us about the product
and its qualities in our EAN
interview.

You are no strangers to the sex toy market.
What trends and developments have you observed in this segment in the past few years,
and how have they influenced Zumio?
Veronica: What we have observed specifically in the vibrating sex toy market is a
focus on power and programming. More
powerful motors, dual motors, smart phone
apps, a mind-boggling array of stylistic
shapes and colours, and a lot of new brands
that enter the market with wide product
lineup right out of the gate. Zumio does
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not subscribe to this ‚more is better‘ trend
and instead takes a ‚less is more‘ approach
believing that the ultimate in sophistication
is simplicity. We prefer to do ‚world’s first‘
products that blend the science of pleasure
with innovative design and solid engineering,
products that focus on the desired outcome.
Zumio is not a traditional vibrator, seeing how
it does not vibrate. So what exactly is Zumio?
Veronica: There is no shortage of vibrators
on the market so simply introducing one
more variant of this century old technology
in a new shape or colour was uninteresting to us. Vibrators have always just spun
a weight on a motor shaft and the motion
shakes everything they touch including
hands, arms, and large areas of the vaginal
and pelvic area. Vibrators can be spiced up
with various speeds and programmes, but
they all still basically work the same way, they
shake. Zumio incorporates a more precise
and sweeping circular motion that replicates
the movement of a fingertip. This required
rethinking the method of action and resulted
in the development of our patented oscillation technology.
How hard was it to create and implement
your special Spiro TIP technology that simulates the circling movements of a fingertip?
Veronica: The tip design came with substantial engineering iterations on length, weight,
and size. Eventually we developed a tip that
would allow us to create motion in a wide circular path with the size, power and intensity
we needed but without the need for a huge
motor or battery. Numerous refinements,
extensive testing and a colour study thrown
in, and we ended up with our first product,
Zumio!
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pleasurable orgasm as the driving force.

Another unique feature of Zumio is how it can be
used due to the slender handle. What can you tell us
about that?
Veronica: We initially tried a tennis ball shaped
housing with soft curves to hold and control
a vibrating plastic finger. We discovered
during testing that you need to hold the
product like an artist’s brush as this
points your hand and fingers in the
right direction and keeps your arm
in a natural relaxed position. Since
we weren’t constrained in form factor
to house a big motor and battery, we were
able to focus on ergonomics and comfort in
the hand as well as being unobtrusive during couple
play and penetrative sex. The handle was purposely
elongated during the design process to further enable this. The lack of vibration allows users to easily
hold the handle in their fingertips without the iron grip
required for many vibes.
Could you give us some information about the
packaging concept?
Veronica: The packaging concept is part of the
overall Zumio experience. When you buy a quality
product you expect a quality unboxing experience. No one keeps their iPhone in the original box
however you’d be very disappointed if it just came
in a flimsy, shrink-wrapped package. We want our
customers to feel good about their Zumio product
starting with the visual aspect of the outer sleeve,
the luxurious designer inner box, the ‚wow‘ factor of
opening the box to see their shiny new Zumio nesting
in a protective foam insert, and finally pulling out the
Quick Start, User Guide, USB cable and silk sachet.
The packaging goal is to convey the message that
‚you have made a great purchase!‘
And what about the pricing for Zumio?
Veronica: When you introduce a fundamentally
new technology to the market, setting the price is
challenging as there are no comparisons to positi-
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on against. Zumio is a highly engineered product that could easily be premium
priced. We decided instead to introduce
Zumio at a price that positions it as mid-range
in the luxury product category. We tested the
pricing with several of our key retail and distribution partners as well as consumers prior
to finalising and were confident this price
would be attractive and generate the
desired business results.

In Europe, Zumio is
available exclusively
from Eropartner

Zumio underwent numerous, extensive
tests. What results did you and your product
testers arrive at?
Veronica: The invention of Zumio did not happen
overnight, but rather was a rigorous iterative
process, interlaced with exciting discoveries,
numerous challenges, and let’s face it, LOTS of
fun! Starting from the initial, technology-oriented
patent, our design team went through numerous
concepts, sketches, renderings and prototypes to
ensure that the Zumio product did not just perform
technically, but that it would also deliver an overall,
wonderful experience! Engineers, industrial designers, UI and electronics experts worked together
on the project, but most importantly, end users
were always involved in the design process and
decision making. Having enthusiastic, thorough
user feedback was key to the design success. We
were never short of willing testers! The most common description we heard back from test groups
was that an Zumio was ‚different‘. Some found
it ‚deep‘, ‚intense‘, ‚totally satisfying‘, ‚effective‘,
‚rapid‘, others described it as ‚highly targeted‘ and
‚precise‘. No one described it as boring, bland or
similar.
In your opinion, what makes a product a success?
Which criteria are vital? Design? Functionality?
Materials? Technology?
Veronica: For a product to be successful it must
possess a wide variety of characteristics. It must
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generate curiosity, be distinctive, intelligent and
thoughtful, be of high quality in every respect,
environment and body safe and exude value, but
most of all, the EXPERIENCE it delivers must be
tangible and memorable. Zumio was designed with
a powerfully pleasurable orgasm as the driving
force. Technology, design, functionality and material selection were all subservient to the desired
experience.

What target audience are you aiming for with
Zumio, and what does that group want and expect
from an adult product?
Veronica: Our target audience want to enhance
their lives by maximising their sexual pleasure.
They understand that adult products can play an
important part in achieving this and are playful and
adventurous enough to try new things. When they
purchase a product, they have high expectations
that it will add to their overall enjoyment. When
a product actually exceeds their expectations, it
becomes their ‚go-to‘ toy. That’s our goal, to be
their go-to product because Zumio delivers on its
brand promise.

Zumio, womanizer, satisfyer… are these products ushering in a new era in which conventional
vibrators are no longer the main focal point of the
market?
Veronica: Yes, we believe so. Vibrators have been
a mainstay in this industry from the beginning.
Amazingly, vibrator technology has stood the test
of time better than technology in virtually all other
industries. Eventually however, all technology gets
supplanted by newer disruptive technology. Zumio
is proud to be a pioneer in this transition.
The unusual design certainly sticks out from amid
all the regular vibrators. But isn’t the design also
holding back some customers at the same time
because it doesn’t look like it’s meant for intimate
use?
Veronica: We are constantly told how unique and
different Zumio looks compared to other products.
Mission accomplished!! We are not in the ‚me too‘
business. The sex toy industry has tirelessly hammered out hundreds of variations on the rabbit, wand,
dildo, bullets and puck shaped stimulators. It is as if
the industry just assumes there is no other way to do
it. We did not believe that these traditional product
shapes and the universal use of vibrating technology
had been optimised for delivering pleasure. We look
different because we HAD to be different to deliver
on our experiential promise - a deep, different, and
core-shaking orgasm! Additionally, if you’re a
retailer, you WANT products to stick out and
look different. The first part of any sale
is to generate curiosity, then once a
knowledgeable sales associate
explains it to a customer then
curiosity converts to interest.
Once they actually hold, turn on
and feel the sensation on their fingertips and their imagination kicks in,
then interest turns into action and another
happy customer leaves the shop hurrying
home to try their new Zumio!
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How do you want to position Zumio in the market?
As a revolution in the female-oriented product
segment, or rather as a toy for couples?
Veronica: Zumio is currently positioned as a
clitoral stimulator. This makes it a female-oriented
product by default and we do believe it brings an
entirely new and exciting experience to the female
segment. However, in our test groups, we had an
equal number use Zumio for solo as well as for
couple play. As Zumio’s popularity and customer
base is growing, we now hear quite frequently from
male users about how they have used it solo and
with partners on many erogenous zones on their
body with highly pleasurable results. Zumio is not
restricted by design to application on the clitoris
only and is able to deliver highly precise
stimulation to targeted external areas on
the entire body. Its versatility is just
coming into view and we believe
it will become the favourite toy for
female or male solo use as well as for
partners of any type.

Zumio doesn’t
vibrate, it oscillates

What are your expectations regarding Zumio?
Aren’t you afraid that the product could get lost
in the mass of other new releases?
Veronica: Any time you bring a product to
the market you run the risk of getting
lost in the flurry of ‚new‘ releases.
Most new products get lost in the
mass of other releases because they
aren’t really new products at all. They
are simply variants of other products and
lack truly unique capabilities. Consequently,
they can’t generate the buzz sufficient to rise
above the noise level. Zumio is a fundamentally
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new technology that delivers a fundamentally unique experience. We have significant
depth in our marketing team and know how
to position, promote, and differentiate and
are already enjoying excellent attention
by reviewers, bloggers and press as
well as our fast-growing distribution and retail partners.
Eropartner is your exclusive distribution partner for the European market. Why
did you pick this company? And why an
exclusive agreement?
Veronica: While Zumio may be a
new company and brand in the
market, our team have extensive
experience in design, engineering
and commercialising of a wide range
of products, adult and mainstream. As a
result, we have had past working relationships with virtually all of the adult distribution
companies in the world including Eropartner.
Eropartner have a history of bringing innovative new products and brands on board
and have an excellent reputation within the
market. They immediately recognised the
potential of the Zumio product and presented a marketing and sales plan for Europe
that met our objectives for good market
coverage, brand protection, price parity, and
a willingness to work with other distributors
where practical to ensure Zumio was made
available to the entire region.

Sales-promoting materials
are available for
both, brick and
mortar and online
retailers

we can play a small part in this for this group
of individuals we would be thrilled.
Do you offer sales promoting materials for
the trade?
Veronica: We provide our distribution and
retail partners with a large library of digital
assets, product images, poster artwork,
instructional videos, award photos, reviews,
blogs and approved website content, via
a private, partners only link. We also have
Point of Sale kits for brick and mortar stores
to ensure Zumio is consistently and attractively displayed, a consumer video that can
be looped on an in-store display, and a Sales
Training Guide and supporting instructional
video for sales associates to ensure Zumio’s
key selling features are explained completely and that they know how to physically
demonstrate the product.
Will Zumio remain your sole focus for the
foreseeable future or are there already plans
for new versions or a wholly new toy?
Veronica: Zumio is based on a patented
technology that lends itself to a broad range
of development and design. Zumio is just the
first of many anticipated new products focused on the adult pleasure industry. We will
announce the next addition to the product
line-up very shortly.

Can you see Zumio being sold via mainstream channels as well as the traditional
channels of the adult market?
Veronica: Zumio is discrete
enough in design that we believe it has cross-over potential
to be on the shelf and
sold by progressive thinking
retailers in the mainstream
channel. We are also being approached by numerous sexual therapists
who see Zumio as an effective option
for patients looking for a product that is
able to pinpoint their pleasure zones without
unduly vibrating the entire region or being
intimidating to use. We are excited about this
sexual health angle as we believe everyone
deserves more pleasure in their lives and if

Zumio offers precise
stimulation
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We have been one of the companies that really
for these products.
exclusive
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„

Christoph Hofmann,
CEO of Mystim GmbH

New team members, new products – a lot has
happened at Mystim GmbH over the course of
the past months. Company CEO Christoph
Hofmann tells us more about the personnel
changes, the product innovations, and the
company’s strategy for continued growth in
our EAN interview.
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There have been some personnel changes at Mystim. Among other things, you added new members to the sales team. What
can you tell us about the new faces, and
which duties will they perform at Mystim?
Christoph Hofmann: We have added several new members to the team. We have seen
continuous growth throughout the past two
years, and for a long time we felt, we could –
or had to – shoulder the increasing workload
with the existing team. As a result, Jessica
and I did a lot of things ourselves. Also, we
had a child three years ago, and while we
are incredibly proud parents, that meant that
Jessi wasn’t going to do as much at the
company as she did before. In the end, some
of the things that I used to take care of didn’t
get as much attention for a while – things
like the development of new product ideas.
Realising that this wasn’t going to work in the
long run, we added new people to the team.
The first new face to join Mystim was Katja,
our graphic artist, who came onboard about
a year ago. She had done campaigns for big
companies such as Marlboro and other major
players before, and getting her on the team
was an absolute stroke of luck for us.
Since April of this year, we also count Dirk
Vongries among our staff. He is our commercial manager, although ‚development aide‘
might be the more accurate job description.
Dirk is a lateral entrant who didn’t have any
prior experience in our industry. However,
we’ve been friends for many years, that’s
how the connection to Mystim originated.
Dirk is a clever strategist who has lots of experience in sales and in marketing, and apart
from being involved in these departments, he
helps keep Mystim on our successful course
and lay the groundwork for even bigger
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fostered e-stim, creating more mainstream recognition

growth in the future.
In order to realise this kind of growth, it’s very
important to be, and remain to be, innovative. This
also means that we need to present new products
to the market on a regular basis and to improve
and optimise existing products. To that end, we
also hired a new product designer this year, and
we’ve splurged on several 3D printers to facilitate
the development of new products. Moreover, we
also have new people in production and a new guy
in assembly.
Last but not least, we are proud to announce that
Leigh Dedhar joined the Mystim team in October.
Leigh previously worked for Standard Innovations,
the We-Vibe company, and he played an important
role in opening up new markets such as Japan
for the brand while also supervising accounts in
England, the USA, etc. At Mystim, Leigh will be
focussing on the English-speaking markets. That
said, we want our sales team to grow even further,
and we are currently looking for a sales employee
to take care of the European, Eastern European,
and Russian markets. We also intend to staff up
in other departments over the course of the next
twelve months.
Is adding new people to the sales team part of a
larger expansion strategy?
Christoph: Yes and no. Of course, we do want to
keep growing as a company, and we are making
all the necessary preparations. Naturally, that also
means having a strong sales team. However, we
also want to provide better service to our existing
customers, so adding new people was not purely
motivated by expansion plans.
In which markets do you see growth opportunities
for Mystim?
Christoph: That’s the beauty of being electro
sex experts. Our products are still niche products
in most markets, but their popularity has been
increasing with each passing year. So as we leave
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this niche behind, there are great opportunities
for growth in all markets. But obviously, there are
regions we haven’t really tapped, for instance Asia.
Was the construction of your new building a prerequisite for this expansion?
Christoph: Yes, it was, indeed. We were spread
across several locations, which obviously wasn’t
perfect. For instance, we had to get the raw
product to the production facility, then from there
to assembly, and then back for shipping. That cost
a lot of time and nerves, and not only because
there were three different locations ... but also
because each one of them was basically bursting
at the seams. We had to get new machines, but
we didn’t have space to set them up. Hiring new
people back then would have presented us with a
similar problem. With our new building, we have all
the space we need, everything is very modern, very
inviting, so the team really enjoy being there. And
again, having the additional space was prerequisite
for adding new members to the team.
What expectations do the new team members
have to meet? Is it hard to find qualified personnel
as an adult company?
Christoph: Yes, it is. Our industry is still shrouded
in many preconceptions and clichés, which makes
finding good people even harder. Actually, one of
our new employees explained in his interview that
his career counsellor had advised against him applying for a job with us, saying that it would be very
difficult to get a job in a ‚normal‘ industry once you
have a stint in the adult market in your resume.
Also, we had our fair share of negative experiences, and we have become quite demanding and
critical when it comes to new employees. If we’re
not sure that someone is right for a position, we’d
rather keep that position open a little longer instead of hiring the wrong guy.
Of course, the hard facts need to be right – the
qualifications and requirements, for instance expe-
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rience in the corresponding field, language skills,
etc., but we also want to be sure that the new
guy fits in with the team. We can only be successful if we all pull together,
and that’s much easier when
everybody gets along well.
There are also news
on the product side,
as could be seen at
eroFame. How many new
products did you present at
the show?
Christoph: In the Mystim
brand, we presented
a total of eight new
products, among them
three dildos, three geisha balls, with or without
vibration, and of course,
our latest innovation, the
Mystim Cluster Buster. Eight products sounds
like quite a lot, I know, but to tell you the truth,
there are several other products we are currently
working on that will reach market maturity within
the next few months.
There is also a new addition to our second brand,
Petits Joujoux by Mystim. Our popular massage
candles are now also available in a smaller size,
35ml. We offer them in five-packs, and there are
two convenient table top displays to boot. The response to these new products was highly positive
at both of the two big trade shows, eroFame and
Venus.
Mystim’s Cluster Buster immediately sticks out
from the other new products. Would you mind
telling us more about the product and its unique
qualities?
Christoph: The Mystim Cluster Buster is our
new electrosex device / our new power box, and
there are several factors that set it apart from
the competition, the most obvious one being its
beautiful, elegant, modern, minimalist design. By
comparison many of the products by our competitors look like DJ mixing consoles or model railroad
transformers. The Cluster Buster includes a remote
control and an unlimited number of receivers – the
Mystim Sultry Subs – that can be controlled via
this remote, meaning you can control a vast array
of toys with just one device. No cords, no cables.
Also, you can group your toys into a total of eight
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channels, i.e. eight different programmes and
intensities.
Additionally, the device offers twelve pre-programmed electro sex programmes and five muscle
stimulation programmes which are a guarantor of
effective pelvic floor training. The device itself, as
well as the receivers, runs on a lithium-ion battery,
it has a button-lock feature to prevent accidental mode changes, and it comes with backlight
buttons and an illuminated display. On top of that,
it also boasts a very special feature, the Shock
Button. Activate it, and the Mystim Cluster Buster
will send a signal of maximum intensity to the corresponding receiver.

Cluster Buster is
Mystim’s new
Power Box

How long did the development of the Cluster
Buster take, and what challenges did you have to
overcome along the way?
Christoph: We worked on the Cluster Buster for
more than a year. In this special case, we kept
having new ideas when programming the board,
so we kept changing and optimising the product.
The small details also tend to take up a lot of time.
In the case of the Cluster Buster, we spent quite a
while looking for the perfect battery. But in the end,
we found it, and now, the product has a standby
period of up to 12 months, so taking the additional
time definitely paid off.
You have already announced that you intend to
increase your production output. What can the
market look forward to?
Christoph: We are already working on several
new projects that we are going to present over the
course of the next twelve months, including a few
ideas that are so revolutionary that I am basically
bursting with pride, and I wish I could tell you all
about it right now. But of course, we’ll keep these
new projects a secret for the time being until we’re
ready to present them to the world. If you want
to stay up to date on these product innovations, I
recommend subscribing to our newsletter (you can
cancel the subscription at any time).
How do you decide which product ideas you develop and when they are ready for the market?
Christoph: The ‚which ideas‘ part is quickly
explained: If the idea for the product is the result
of customer feedback or demand, there is usually
only one question, and that’s if we can realise such
a project or not. If the concept was born out of an
in-house brainstorming session, we present the
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idea and some rough
sketches to the
team to gauge
their interest.
If the response
to the product is
mostly positive, we
stick with the idea,
developing a more
concrete concept.
And the ‚when
do we launch
it‘ part? Well,
making a long story
short: as quickly as
possible. We never
artificially delay a product launch to
have it coincide with events or trade
shows. But we have very high standards
when it comes to the quality of our products.
Mystim has a great reputation because our
retailers and consumers know that they get
top quality and that they won’t be having any
problems with our products. We wouldn’t
want to risk that reputation because of
some rush job. We work on our products for
as long as it takes, we optimise
them until we are happy with the
result. At times, this dedication
to detail makes it seem as
though we were slow, but

The Petits Joujoux by Mystim massage
candles are now also available in a
smaller 35ml size
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we firmly believe that in the long run, this
approach works best for our brand.
The competition never sleeps, and now,
there are even distributors and wholesalers
who present their own e-stim products. How
do you assess the current situation in the
market?
Christoph: We’re a bit torn regarding this
matter. On the one hand, this trend shows
that we’ve been on the right track all these
years. Electro sex has been misjudged as a
niche far too long - this category holds so
much potential. We have been one of the
companies that really fostered and furthered
e-stim, creating more mainstream recognition for these products. So we can’t really
complain when others jump on the bandwagon. On the other hand, it would have been
nice if we could’ve just continued doing our
thing free of competitive pressure.
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Kamorii is vastly

diﬀerent from other sex books and websites.
exclusive

8 6 g u i d e s , m o r e t h a n 5 5 0 p o s i t i o n s : Ka m o r i i . c o m i s t h e E l D o r a d o f o r g o o d s e x

„

Quickly, slowly, tantra, kama

The mission of Kamorii is to improve the
quality of intimate relationships and increase
sexual pleasure and fun all over the world. How
will Kamorii achieve this goal?
Julia Akers: Kamorii takes its members on a
journey of sexual exploration. There are literally
1000‘s of sexual techniques and positions out
there and we make them easy to learn at the
touch of a smartphone. Kamorii has 86 fully
illustrated guides covering a wide range of
methods and techniques. This gives couples the
opportunity to bring more variety into their sex
lives, giving them the chance to discover different
ways to enjoy sexual pleasure. This in turn will
inject sex life longevity and fun into their
relationships. Kamorii also encourages openness
and communication between sexual partners to
truly learn how to give and receive sexual
pleasure. This practice also deepens bonding
and increases intimacy; the core of any happy
relationship. Our Sex Position Player was
specifically designed as a fun tool for couples to
enjoy together. The enjoyment a couple can have
from trying out new positions is endless; Kamorii
has over 550 positions to try and over 110 sex

sutra, BDSM, alone, with a
partner … good sex can take
many forms. Literally hundreds books and dissertations
have been written about the
subject, but still, there are
countless half-truths out there
– especially on the internet.
Doing away with these is one
of the main goals the makers
of Kamorii want to achieve.
The site serves as a guide
for anybody who wants to
know more and delve deeper
into the various aspects of
sexuality. To learn how Julia
Akers and her team intend
to achieve their goals, EAN
invited the founder of Kamorii
for an interview.
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Julia Akers is one
of the founders of Kamorii

position sequences to play.
Before we talk more about the guides and the
unique features of Kamorii.com, could you give
us some information about your team?
Julia Akers: Kamorii has a core team of 3
sexpert writers, 4 illustrators and 2 web
developers. The core writing team is made up of
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myself, a sexual technique researcher, Kerri Cust, a
a Liyer, a London
Canadian tantric sex coach, and Maya
mercial lawyer for
based dominatrix. I worked as a commercial
reneur and
10 years prior to becoming an entrepreneur
rri has worked in
embarking on the Kamorii journey. Kerri
Thailand for 5 years as a tantra coach specialising in
ya has spent the
introducing tantric sex to couples. Maya
d individuals enter
last 10 years helping both couples and
sual environment.
the world of kink in a safe and consensual
o sexual
This team also provides a new angle to
knowledge as most other sex guides are written
bers with a
by men. This provides our male members
rare insight into female pleasure from a female
tional team
perspective. Our artists are an international
of professional concept illustrators.
ooks, and videos
There are already a lot of websites, books,
out there that offer sex tips. Why did you choose to
pic, and how
launch a website dedicated to this topic,
ewhere?
is it different from what is available elsewhere?
nt from other
Julia Akers: Kamorii is vastly different
wed most
sex books and websites. I have reviewed
sex guide materials and have always been left
rather disappointed. There is often a lack of „how to“
advice; the range of topics is generally limited and the
quality of the artwork/photography is low. The few sex
guide websites out there are quite old fashioned and
were developed by brands dating back to the 70s and
80s which focus mainly on selling products. These are
also very low-quality websites with outdated web
design. Sex guide books are slightly better, but we
know that mobile devices are key for accessing
knowledge for most people; particularly the younger
generations. The one website we do love is OMGYes.
com which is ultra-modern and beautifully presented,
but this is focussed on female masturbation and
aimed at women. It really was time for a comprehensive modern sex guide to appear on the web using
modern web design practices and high-quality
artwork. The team at Kamorii views sex as a beautiful
and important subject and we have tried to give it the
treatment it deserves.
How would you describe the target audience for
Kamorii?
Julia Akers: Our target audience is anyone who is
interested in learning more about sexual techniques
who seek to inject variety and fun into their love lives.
The key demographics Kamorii aims to help are long
term couples whose sex lives have become less
exciting; new couples seeking to try our new
techniques; people who wish to learn more about
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An example from the
Kamorii Kama Sutra
guide

delivering sexual pleasure to women; women who want
tips on pleasuring men and more ways of pleasuring
themselves; and those people who would like to explore
tantric sex and BDSM. Kamorii also seeks to support
those couples who wish to reintroduce intimacy into
their relationships.
Which topics are currently available on Kamorii? And
why did you choose those?
Julia Akers: We have curated the largest collection of
sex positions ever compiled and illustrated them to a
high standard; this collection includes the kama sutra.
We then enjoyed placing them into 110+ logical
sequences allowing couples to try numerous positions
easily with our Sex Position Player. We decided to do
this as there is no single resource cataloguing all the
wonderful sex positions and we thought it was
necessary to do this exercise; sex being such a key part
of most people‘s lives.
Kamorii addresses female sexual pleasure which is
a rather neglected topic. A Google search of „vaginal
orgasms“ sadly still returns results such as „Are vaginal
orgasms a myth?“ and „Vaginal orgasm ‚doesn‘t exist‘,
researchers argue“ on the first page of results. The
Kamorii team knows for certain they exist. Battling such
taboos is a central aim for Kamorii. Our Woman User
Guides cover key areas such as all the different types of
female orgasm and how to achieve them, female genital
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massages, using a vibrator on a woman, female
n
genital anatomy, breast play etc. Our Man
User Guide section similarly covers key
e
areas for giving men more sexual pleasure
and encourages women to try different
techniques and positions.
Additional areas are tantric sex and
BDSM which are dealt with from a
beginner‘s perspective. Tantric sex is
often viewed as something special that
only spiritual gurus practice. Books on
this subject are very wordy and cloaked
in spiritual language. Kamorii aims to
show that tantric sex is for everyone and
that it is very easy to incorporate into
one‘s sex life. The popularity of Fifty
Shades of Grey and the increasing
mainstream interest in BDSM sealed the
decision to do an introduction to S&M;
especially as Fifty Shades does not
handle consent or mutuality very well.
Maya has written the web‘s first ever
beginner‘s guide to BDSM, which we
hope will help couples introduce this
exciting area into their sex lives in a safe,
fun and consensual way.
Finally, we cover intimacy and female solo
l ti hi
play. We know that intimacy is critical to allll relationships
ely something that can disappear over
and is unfortunately
eful exercises to help reintroduce and
time. We have useful
maintain intimacyy for a lifetime. Our Woman Solo
men plenty of ideas for solo play; which
section gives women
cussed. This lack of discourse on solo
is a topic little discussed.
prising considering the sex toy industry
play is a little surprising
on.
is worth $15 billion.
Could you give uss an example of one of the guides?
ser learn?
What does the user
e Kamorii team‘s favourite guide is our
Julia Akers: The
Vaginal Orgasm Guide. This is one of our free sample
guides and can be found at kamorii.com/vaginal-ormply this type of guide has never
gasms. Quite simply
uch detail by
been written in such
de will take you
women. Our guide
ntroduction to
through a useful introduction
rgasms,
these amazing orgasms,
including, what a vaginal
hat it is not);
orgasm is (and what
how to recognise one; how to
on with your
open up discussion
em; what is
partner about them;
nal orgasm; and
involved in a vaginal
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how to prepare your woman for one. We
then give full details and guidance on
the four main methods for achieving
on Kamorii sincerely hopes that
one.
th guide leads to more women
this
e
experiencing
this unparalleled
p
pleasure
more often.
Is there an order to the guides?
D you suggest a certain way the
Do
u should use Kamorii?
user
J
Julia
Akers: There is no particular
o
order
to the guides and positions.
W like to view Kamorii as a Pick
We
& Mix Candy Counter of Sexual
D
Delights.
The only section which
h an order is the Kinky Time
has
s
section
and Maya suggests the
best way of approaching her
guides in her introduction.
R
Right
now, Kamorii is only
a
available
in English. Do you have
p
plans
for other languages as well?
Ju Akers: Kamorii has now been
Julia
tran
translated
into four more languages,
namely Spanish (Latin), Spanish
namely,
(P i i l) ItItalian
li and Portuguese. We are
(Provincial),
currently building these language websites as
stand-alone sites on their own domains.
This will allow us to tailor the
sites to those markets and
the members they serve.
These will be live and
accessible this coming
December. Following the launch of
these websites, we will proceed
with translations into Mandarin,
Russian, Japanese, French and
German. The team genuinely aims
for Kamorii to be a global
product and to be of use to
adults everywhere.
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Which role do the illustrations play at
Kamorii? Can you tell us a bit more
about the artists and how they
visualise the concepts and guides?
Ju
Julia Akers: The illustrations are critical for
Kamorii as we want our members to be
able to „look & do“ as much as possible
without having to read long
e
explanations. We understand that people
d
do not have much free time and we want
m
members to be „doing“ more than
„reading“. The process for achieving the
illustrations was an 18-month long
exercise of producing design briefs for
the illustrators and explaining what
each image should represent. We hope
that eac
each explains each position, move or
technique iin the best possible way.
Julia Akers worked as a
commercial lawyer before
founding Kamorii

How much sexual education is still needed in 2017? Do
you think that people are more open and
communicative about their sexuality than in the past?
Julia Akers: Kamorii was inspired by the findings of the
3rd National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles.
These remarkable British surveys are amongst the
largest and most detailed scientific studies of sexual
behaviour in the world. Professor Kaye Wellings, of the
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, who
co-led the study commented, „We need to start
thinking about sex differently – sexual health is not
merely the absence of disease, but the ability to have
pleasurable and safe sexual experiences. Improving the
quality of peoples’ sexual experiences and their
relationships will not just improve the effectiveness of
sexual health programmes, but is also something that is
important in its own right.” In addition, Study Principal
Investigator Professor Dame Anne Johnson (UCL)
stated, „Positive sexual experiences are related to
health and wellbeing throughout the life course, and it’s
time for this to be given wider recognition by health
workers, educators, and society as a whole. We need
to do more to create an environment in which it is easier
for people to discuss sexual well-being as an integral
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part of the conversation we have with people about
our health.”
Kamorii attempts to respond to these highlighted
needs to improve people‘s sexual experiences and their
relationships by providing a comprehensive guide to sex
and sexual techniques. We hope that Kamorii has a
positive impact on our members‘ overall wellbeing
and happiness.
An additional key concern for the team was the
quality of sex education for younger generations who
use the internet regularly. In a 2015 survey by the UK‘s
National Union of Students, they discovered that 60%
of students use porn for sex education. This worried us
deeply as porn is purely camera pleasing material and is
fraught with issues from a sex education perspective.
We hope younger people, who are accustomed to
seeking advice and information on the internet, discover
Kamorii and see the 1000‘s of wonderful techniques
and learn to give and receive sexual pleasure in a
healthier way.
The appearance of OMGYes.com and UK shows
such as Sex Pod, highlight a willingness of people to
discuss and explore sexual techniques and pleasure in
more detail. We certainly believe people are open to
learning more about sex and generating dialogue about
personal preferences with their sexual partners; whether
in short term or longer-term relationships.
Is Kamorii an ongoing project and will there be more
and more guides in the future? Which topic will be next?
Julia Akers: Kamorii is most certainly an ongoing
project and we have more guides being produced at
this moment. Future areas to be covered are
advanced BDSM guides, advanced tantric sex
guides, the power of slow sex and a deeper delve
into male pleasure. Kamorii hopes to have a male
solo pleasure section very soon. We also hope to
deliver guides for the LGBT community and hire
sexperts in this area. Kamorii will continue exploring
sexual pleasure and deliver our members more
wonderful sexual techniques. We are also now
developing mobile apps to make our information
more accessible.
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Brazil is finally getting back on track towards growth
so we are confident that better days are ahead.
exclusive

Pa u l o A r ê d e s o n t h e s t a t u s q u o o f t h e B r a z i l i a n a d u l t m a r k e t

Brazil has been through tough times, and it is not out of the woods yet, but what would the
country be without its boundless optimism, a positive mindset that is also reflected in our
interview with Paulo Arêdes, head of Brazilian company A SÓS, in which we discuss the
current situation in the Brazilian adult market. Among other things, Paulo explains why his
company – which sells sex toys in direct marketing – managed to remain successful throughout the recent crisis.

„

Here in Europe, we are currently hearing a
lot about Venezuela and very little about Brazil.
How is your home country doing?
Paulo Arêdes: Indeed, the most politically
critical scenario in Latin America is Venezuela
and therefore, the spotlight is on them. The
Brazilian situation is far from being a good or
even acceptable situation, but our neighbours
are certainly in complete political and social
chaos.
What are the current problems in Brazil and
how do they affect the adult market and its
growth?
Paulo: On one hand, we have years of hardto-prove corruption being dug up through
serious and reliable investigations like we’ve
never seen here before. On the other hand,
our government‘s widely exposed corruption
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added to the political instability and economy recession obviously caused an overall
downturn in sales, and it wasn’t any different
in the erotic market. Fortunately, Brazilians are
experienced and creative in dealing with crisis,
capable of keeping things going. Brazil is finally
getting back on track towards growth so we
are confident that better days are ahead.
How is your own business doing in light of
these developments?
Paulo: As incredible as it may seem, the crisis
is fertile ground for the direct sales market
(door-to-door). Those who lost their jobs and
others who lost purchasing power come to this
specific universe seeking income. Our company was one of the first to offer direct sales
in the Brazilian erotic market, building a good
reputation throughout all these years, with this
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being a market that is not so saturated compared
to all other market fields. We have become a good
reference for those seeking for an income or extra
income.
So you are surviving and succeeding even in a difficult environment?
Paulo: As I said before, we Brazilians are experienced and creative in dealing with crises and difficulties
- all Brazilian people are. Entrepreneurs create new
products and are always looking for something new
and unique to offer, this is a characteristic of our
company and we believe that to be the main reason
of success.
Let‘s talk about the adult market: Has it changed a lot
in recent years?
Paulo: The biggest change is of cultural nature and
we all know that it moves along at a slow pace, but
it is noticeable that more and more generations are
ridding themselves of taboos, standing up for sexual
diversity, being more tolerant. People are more open
and brave and seek their own sexual wellness and
happiness. The erotic market is evolving but we
know that such changes are only for the best as long
as all niches and consumer profiles get the proper
attention.

In Europe, the adult market has is strongly influenced
by the disruption of the traditional supply chain (manufacturer – wholesaler - retailer). Which internal or
domestic adversities does your market have to face?
Paulo: One current problem in the market is precisely
the political uncertainty that causes the postponement of investments to put our economy on a more
stable footing. But we are also being hit with the
breakdown of the distribution chain, with manufacturers trying to do business directly with retailers. And
last but not least, the biggest adversity we face here
are those who import from
China and distribute directly to
the retailers at extremely low
mark-ups, making it infeasible
„ G R O W TH I S E X P E C T E D
for other importers/distributors
to work with a financially safe
IN BRAZIL IN 2018 SO
mark-up.

What can you tell us about the
trade, the distribution companies, and the manufacturers in
the Brazilian erotic market?
Paulo: During to the economic crisis, from which we are
just beginning to recover, we
noticed that various adventuTH I N G S A R E I M P R O V I N G
rers in the erotic market disapIn our previous interview, you
A R O U N D H E R E , S LO W LY
peared – which is a good thing
mentioned the process of
for the trade in general as well
the market becoming more
B U T C O N TI N U O U S LY. ”
as distributors and manufacmature. Is that process still
turers. Companies which are
going on? Or has it slowed
Pa u l o A r ê d e s
actually willing to do serious
down?
business and aggregate work
Paulo: Fortunately, a sloware overcoming all difficulties –
down is quite unlikely. In fact,
and by that, I mean compait is a one-way road. The
nies with a solid background in our industry, but also
deconstruction of outdated moral standards and
new ones. The whole trade chain - from manufactuthe market becoming more mature is just one of the
rers to retailers – was affected. And in my opinion, the
many positive results of this process.
manufacturers were affected the most because of the
high fixed cost of production. But growth is expected
How strongly is the Brazilian market defined by
in Brazil in 2018 so things are improving around here,
Brazilian products and brands, or is it rather the wellslowly but continuously.
known international brands that get the spotlight?
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Paulo Ar des,
head of A SÓS

I N T E R V I E W

Paulo’s direct
marketing company
sells sex toys

Paulo: In the segment of sensual cosmetics, Brazil
is well-known and an important world reference. We
have unique actives that deliver sensations that we
haven’t find elsewhere and that is why we are well-served with the Brazilian actives and we know how to
make the best of them. With regard to adult toys, there
are some manufacturers here but it would be naïve to
compare their products to the imported toys since we
are still incapable of delivering something similar to the
great quality found in the imported toys – that’s also
one reason why Brazilian consumers prefer imported
toys. Well-known international brands are certainly
wish-listed and/or bought more, and they are being
placed in the Brazilian market by great distributors.
What is going on in the minds of the Brazilian people?
Are taboos, prejudices, and uptight morals still on the
retreat?
Paulo: Yes, and not just when it comes to sex. Overall, taboos, prejudices, and uptight morals are on the
retreat. It takes time to deconstruct uptight morals
that tied generation after generation to taboos and
prejudices. The process has been slow but steady,
with all the ups & downs that come with it.
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Is direct sales / direct marketing still the dominant
distribution channel for adult products in Brazil?
Paulo: Now more than ever. We believe that the
success of the model is due to the low investment
to start the business and the fact that you
immediately generate revenues. Another issue
is that the constant devaluation of the currency
through inflation corrupts the wages of the
workers and they find themselves in need of
seeking extra income to compensate for the losses, and they find that extra income it in
direct sales.
In terms of products, what has influenced demand
in 2017 particularly strongly? Which products are
in high demand?
Paulo: Sensual cosmetics are the great booster of
our market, so several launches have happened in
this segment in 2017. I would say that the ‚pearl
massage‘ that is a big success here was the great
novelty in sensual cosmetics, because it combines
cosmetics with a massage driven by pearls.
Sex Tech is a big topic - also in Brazil?
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As Paulo Ar des, director of A SÓS, explains,
the Brazilian adult market continues to grow
and mature

„BRAZILIANS ARE
EXPERIENCED AND
C R E ATI V E I N D E A L I N G

Paulo: So far, the term itself is not much discussed here. There
are some toys that interact with mobile phones and some
others are using very innovative technology as well. Since these
products are high-end and therefore expensive, they are not
mass marketed here. Anyway, it is fantastic to imagine the
possibilities and twists that this segment can bring to
the market.

W I TH C R I S I S , C A PA B L E O F
KEEPING THINGS GOING.”
Pa u l o A r ê d e s
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You are now entering the market - in a different form - in Europe. What exactly are your plans and what are your expectations?
Paulo: ‚Orgie‘ is born from the association of two Brazilian
companies with Prom Beauty Lda., based in Portugal - one of
the leading cosmetics manufacturer on the Iberian Peninsula.
Together, we have the common goal of contributing to the
European market by diversifying the products and introducing
the actives and sensations that are already successful in Brazil.
We spent one year researching the market to be as assertive as
possible with our line; it was a full-time task and we learned a lot
of valuable thing that add to our solid background in this market.
One of the partners relocated to Portugal to manage the project.
We have always respected all the great players and their brands
in the European market and have always had them as a reference, and with this respect added to our efforts, we are about to
launch Orgie to earn the right to share in this market.
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What exactly is pjur SPA?
Q & A w ith S eba
eb stia n H eib, Pro duct Develo p ment Ma na ger a t p jur

e x c l u s iv e

„

What ingred
ingredients are in pjur SPA products?
oducts?
He pjur SPA ScenTouch
Sebastian Heib:
lotion contain a new formulation
tion that
massage lotions
was developed specifically for sensual
lin with the pjur SknTec quality
massages in line
proc
assurance process.
The formulation is based
c diols,
on a precursor from the class of organic
opti
ive
which was optimized
to retain the positive
mulation
on
properties of a very good massage formulation
eliminatin the drawbacks of other
er
while eliminating
(s
h, the
formulations (such
as oil or fat). As such,
athable
ScenTouch massage lotions are breathable
no clog the skin‘s pores. They
and do not
e
eaving
can be easily
wiped off without leaving
behind any residue, leave the skin
feelin soft and do not stain textiles.
feeling

The new pjur SPA
range doesn‘t
contain oil, fat,
silicone or water,
yet it‘s supposed
to be ideal for
massages. So
what exactly is in
these massage
lotions from pjur?
Sebastian Heib,
Product Development Manager at
pjur, has the
answer to this
question.
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ingr
?
What other ingredients
do they contain?
He The massage lotions contain
Sebastian Heib:
natural vitamin E, which has an anti-aging
effect as it helps the skin stay young and
healthy. Vitamin E is also said to improve
fertility in men and women. In addition to this
the new products contain jojoba, which has
excellent properties and is used in many pjur
products: it moisturizes and cares for skin, for
example, and also improves its elasticity.
Another key feature is that all the ingredients in
these massage lotions are vegan and they
have not been tested on animals. As with all
pjur products, they are also dermatologically
tested and approved.

and spread across different areas. It is easier to
get the right amount of lotion with these
formulations than with personal lubricants and
this makes for an even better massage.
Of course, pjur silicone personal lubricants can
still be used for massages. However, the pjur
ScenTouch range from pjur SPA is the perfect
choice for anyone who wants to add an extra
dimension – fragrance – to an erotic or relaxing
massage and have more control over the
amount they use. However, the pjur SPA
ScenTouch series is not compatible with
condoms, so if a massage leads to something
more intimate, our pjur personal lubricants are
the perfect complement.

How are they different to pjur personal
lubricants? Are they better for massages?
Sebastian Heib: The massage lotions have
been developed exclusively and very specifically for massages. The difference lies in their
viscosity. The massage products are more
viscous and therefore easier to handle and
measure out the right amount. As a result, they
can be more accurately applied to the body

How much lotion do you need for a massage?
Sebastian Heib: This varies from person to
person. It depends on personal preference, the
intensity of the massage and on the area being
massaged. If you apply more, the effects of the
scent and massage itself will last longer. So
pjur SPA offers something for everyone – and
dealers will also benefit hugely from this
innovation.
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eroFame 2017 part 4
Tomas Siuipys presented intimate toupees

„

Everyone who works in this sector knows
how important eroFame is. It is the fair
everyone must attend, because all big companies are there, and it is the perfect opportunity
to meet clients, suppliers, competitors, etc. As
we cover a wide territory from Spain, eroFame
has become our meeting point with all our European clients. Our strongest alliances emerged from past editions of eroFame , so we always attend this fair with the highest
expectations. We also had a new booth, bigger
and with a new, open design and we are very
happy with our client's feedback about it. This
is why it’s worth investing in a show like eroFame.
Patricia Lopez, Fleshlight International
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„

eroFame is a great platform
to showcase new brands and
products. This year, some of our
highlights included showcasing
our new products to some of our
loyal customers, and also being
able to introduce them to potential new customers. A definite
highlight would also be our Erotix
Award - ABS won Best Brands
Assortment - a real celebration
of the incredible brands that we
offer across Europe and the UK.
We had many customers come
to our stand to touch, feel, and
experience our latest products
first hand, which is always a
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An eroFame tradition: the Pipedream Bar

tactile and personal way for people to interact with our brands. We
also loved seeing the latest products on the market first hand - there
are some really exciting products out there at the moment and we
love getting to see these as they hit the market. Our own brands were
a great success this year and a large part of this is due to the fact that
our stand at the show allows customers to get hands-on with products, to feel the materials, and to learn about the amazing quality
that we offer. eroFame is always a great place to exhibit products to
their fullest.
Pavel Zalevskiy, ABS Holdings

These three enjoy the unique atmosphere
of the eroFame Oktoberfest to the fullest

Sjerk Wieffering and Chris Bakker (Eropartner) are under a spell

Hustle and bustle at the Orion stand
Timo Petersen (Orion), Hans-Jürgen Bähr (Orion), Michael Kesselring (CPR GmbH),
and Peter Röhrig (Monopool)
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„

Istvan Keszei introduced the next generation of sex furniture

eroFame 2017 was our most successful show
to date, and that’s the best highlight Global could
hope for! The show opened up new business for us
worldwide, and even with the advance of the internet, it is still invaluable for us to meet with clients
face to face. Global has expanded its range of products mostly for the high street, however, the adult
market is still the biggest part of our business.

„

Jane Dazzle, Global Wholesale Distribution
It is well known that eroFame is an annual key
event of our industry. After a year of methodical research and development, we achieved the goal to
launch our brand ORGIE at its 2017’s edition.
Buyers from Germany, France, Spain, Russia, Hungary, Italy, China, Netherlands, Japan, United Kingdom, Ukraine, Portugal, Switzerland (and more) visited our booth to learn about our cosmetics and the
highlight for us was the extremely positive impact
and response to the Orgie products as
well as the whole branding concept.
We can’t think of a better debut for a
brand than to have good part of the
world gathered at a business-driven
event.

Jive by We-Vibe won the award
for 'Best Erotic Wearable'

The launch of the Orgie brand won’t be forgotten
anytime soon: Marcello Hespanhol and Raquel Shaw
received tons of positive feedback

Raquel Shaw, Orgie

Pure magic at the Rocks-Off stand

The team of ABS Holdings were also
among the happy winners of an EAN Award
– the British wholesaler now officially has
the 'Best Brands Assortment'
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Phillipa König proudly presents the 'Newcomer Brand
of the Year' award for Amorelie’s VOU brand
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The Satisfyer team with Rocco Siffredi and his wife, as they celebrate winning two EAN Awards

It The highlight of eroFame 2017 for Topco
Sales was the overwhelmingly positive response we
received. It's always great to see our customers
and friends abroad, and this year's show seemed to
connect the Topco Sales team with an even broader audience that was eager and excited to connect
and do business. When I compare this year's experience to last year, it becomes even more clear how
far we have come and how much progress we have
made rebuilding the Topco Sales brand.
Autumn O'Bryan, Topco Sales

Shunga was named
'Sexual Wellness Company of the Year'

The magicians at the Cobeco stand – what are they up to now?

'Fetish Company of the Year': XR Brands

Exuberant atmosphere in the Munich Hall
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„

One is whooping with joy, the other still can’t quite believe it Eric Idema and Andre Visser (EDC Wholesale) receive their award

It The highlight of the eroFame 2017 show for
the XR team was definitely being awarded Fetish
Company of the Year. Winning this type of accolade
feels truly amazing; it’s a testament to the hard work
and dedication of such a talented group of individuals.
Rebecca Weinberg,
XR Brands

„

It Two of the most popular collections during eroFame were the Jack Rabbit Signature by CalExotics
and Amour by JOPEN. The world-famous Jack Rabbit
has taken luxury to a whole new level with the Jack
Rabbit Signature collection, available in 3 premium styles. In addition to having seven functions of vibration,
each style has a signature feature; rocking G, thrusting, and rolling pleasure balls. New from JOPEN is a
lovely assortment of four luxury pleasure products
aptly named, AMOUR. Covered in luxurious pink Satin
Finish Silicone, all four AMOUR products truly stand
out. Offering seven intense functions of vibration, pulsation and escalation, along with five incremental
speeds for each of the fun functions, AMOUR is built
to please. This was a must-see for all eroFame attendees.

System JO’s new Jellies line was triumphant in the 'Best New Product Line: Lubricants' category

Susan Colvin, CalExotics

„

It My highlight of the show was meeting so
many wonderful customers from all around the
world. The attendance was really great this year!
Alicia Sinclair, COTR, Inc

MaleEdge & Jes-Extender established a new product category,
'Penis Fitness' – that’s definitely worth an EAN Award
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„

Rocks-Off is 'Sex Toy Manufacturer of the Year': Sham Galoria, Sue Walsh, and Jane Levy with the trophy

It For Mystim, the reunion with many long-time
partners, friends, and companions was the highlight of eroFame. Pretty much all the time, our
team was in action and talked about the new products and future in countless conversations with
our partners in trade and distribution. We were
especially pleased about the positive feedback for
all our new products, especially for the Cluster
Buster, which is the first wireless E-Stim device
and a real world premiere at eroFame.
Christoph Hofmann
Mystim GmbH

BMS Factory’s Wonderlust fended off
strong rivals and ultimately won the award
for 'Best New Product Line: Love Toys'

Exsens and their award

More than 1500 guests attended the eroFame Oktoberfest
Beer and pretzels
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„

Can you give five reasons why 1. FC Köln
won’t be relegated?
Arno Doll: Best club in the world, Hennes the VIII
has never been relegated, best fans in the league,
best beer in the league, best club in the world.
That’s a reason worth mentioning twice.
What was your childhood ambition?
Arno Doll: I wanted to be a vet. But that pretty
much went out the window when I quit school
three months before graduating.
How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Arno Doll: Oliver Gothe, the founder of Condomi
Gothe & Partner GmbH, is a good friend of
mine, and he convinced me to work for his
company Condomi in 1995. Taking that offer
remains one of the best decisions I’ve made in
my entire life.

The people of Cologne are said to be a
very optimistic lot. But is it optimism or
confidence that leads Arno Doll - who is in
charge of marketing and distribution for the
Vibratissimo brand - to the conclusion that
the adult industry is crisis-proof? We find out
in this edition of Monthly Mayhem. But since
our quickfire Q&A is never just about the
industry, we also end up talking about Arno’s
favourite football team, 1. FC Köln, about
dogs, Donald Trump, and about the basic
truth that a little humility never hurt anybody.
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If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing instead?
Arno Doll: Obviously, I wouldn’t be a vet. I
guess, I’d be doing something with a focus on
distribution and marketing. Maybe in the field of
pet products, seeing how I am a big fan of dogs.
Also, that market is equally crisis-proof as the
adult industry.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Arno Doll: Deciding to work for Condomi in
1995.
Where do you see yourself in ten years‘ time?
Arno Doll: Hopefully not at eroFame anymore,
ha, ha. No, seriously, I hope and believe that I will
have reached a stage of my life where I can share
my knowledge and know-how with young,
ambitious companies – from any industry. That’s
probably also why I like the Dragon’s Den TV
show so much …
How do you envision the future of the sex toy
industry?
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Arno Doll
Que sti ons & A n s w e r s

Arno Doll: The industry is absolutely crisis-proof. Time
and again, there are new innovations that cause a major
stir. Every year, we see super-exciting products, and
these past few years, there have been particularly
strong showings. They change up the market, keep
things fresh. Combine that with the continuing
technological advances, and I’d say we don’t have to
worry about the future of the industry – as long as the
consumer remains the biggest winner in the end, which
is a goal we should all pursue.
What is your idea of a perfect work day?
Arno Doll: Fruitful conversations coupled with a healthy
dose of humour. I can’t be deadly serious all the time.
The best deals are made when you are on an easy
footing with your partners. And since I’m from
Cologne, having a good relationship with people is
absolutely essential to me. Us Cologne folk, we need
this convivial, harmonious atmosphere in order to do a
good job.
How do relax after work?
Arno Doll: I go for a walk with our dog and switch my
thoughts to something completely different. Apart from
that, I am a big fan of TV shows.
Who would you consider your role model and why?
Arno Doll: My parents. My mother taught me the value
of empathy and tactfulness, my father taught me the
merits of assertiveness, perseverance, and honesty,
especially at work!
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Arno Doll: Lukas Podolski, the perfect ambassador for
my beloved home town.
Which personal success are you proud of?
Arno Doll: I am proud to be at a point in my life where
I can choose the projects I pursue based on
personal preference and not just because I have to
pay the bills. I get to do things that I really enjoy.
The economic element is secondary. That’s what
I always wanted ...
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What do you particularly like about yourself?
Arno Doll: I live by the values that my parents
impressed on me, and I openly advocate and champion
them.

” W E C O LO G N E FO L K , W E
N E E D TH I S C O N V I V I A L ,
HARMONIOUS
AT M O S P H E R E I N O R D E R
TO DO A GOOD JOB.“
ARNO DOLL

Which vice could you never
forgive?
Arno Doll: Lying and cheating.
We all make mistakes in our lives,
that’s part of the maturing process
– which never ends, by the way.
But you have to own up to your
mistakes. Only then can you be
forgiven.
What song do you sing in the
shower?
Arno Doll: This is actually true:
I never sing in the shower!

Who would you never want to see naked?
Arno Doll: My future in-laws.
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Arno Doll: Australia is at the top of the list, and will
remain there for as long as I can walk.
With whom would you like to go the cinema and what
film would you watch?
Arno Doll: Donald Trump. I would like to find out if he
comes up with all these nonsense ideas himself or
whether it’s his staff of advisors.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Arno Doll: Not everything I did was good, but
there is nothing I regret that much. I think making
wrong decisions is part of what shapes
your personality.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Arno Doll: Less envy, less gossip. Don’t begrudge
other people their success, and take a moment every
day to think about how blessed we actually are ...
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STIMULIERENDES GEL
für ORALES VERGNÜGEN!
Blowjob Gel gibt Ihnen ein erfrischendes Gefühl in verschiedenen
Geschmacksrichtungen.
Verwöhnen
Sie Ihren Partner mit einem intensiven,
stimulierenden oralen Vergnügen.

STIMULATING GEL
for ORAL PLEASURES!
Blowjob Gel gives a refreshing feeling in
different ﬂavors. Pamper your partner with
an intense, stimulating oral pleasure.

ORAL OPTIMIZER
Blowjob Gel 50 ml

WWW.HOT-PV.COM
HOT PRODUCTION

WWW. ERO-HOT.COM

vanilla
Art. No. 77510
strawberry Art. No. 77511
peppermint Art. No. 77512

ero OR AL OPTIMIZER BLOWJOB GEL

vanilla / strawberry / peppermint

50ml

H O T P r o d u c t i o n s & Ve r t r i e b s G m b H
Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
of fice@hot-dl.com // tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

PRIVATE
LABEL
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

15825D
___
€_13,98

€ 11,96
FALCON

15792D
___
€_13,98

€ 11,96
FALCON ALL-STARS

15826D
___
€_13,98

€ 11,96

WARMING

STRAW
BERRY

RAGING STALLION

COOLING

VANILLA

CHOCO

COSMETICS I LUBRICANTS I GELS &CREAMS I HEALTHCARE I OILS I FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
15791D
___
€_13,96

With Cobeco Pharma’s private label you can produce your own
products by selecting your preferred components. You have the free
choice to either update your former product range with new specs, or
you can create a totally new sub-label with some new sensual looks.
We produce and design the products under your label, whereafter
it automatically will be delivered. The new face of erotics is only an
order away!
For more information and inquiries go www.cobeco.nl/privatelabel

€ 11,96
HOT HOUSE

PRODUCT
15542D
___
€_13,98

Producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
sales@cobeco.nl • shop.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25

€ 11,96
NAKED SWORD
KRAHO GmbH Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80
Oberau 6 Fax: +43 5358
4 31 31GmbH
32
KRAHO
6351
Mail: info@gayshop.com
Oberau
6 -Scheffau
6351 Scheffau
- Austria
Austria Web: -wholesale.gayshop.com
Email: info@gayshop.com
Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

The dark
grey secrets
of passion.

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0
F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

www.HOT-PV.com
HOT PRODUCTION

Now Available

grapefruit
seed /kern
extract

BIO
CLEANER
sprays

brand

new

Hygiene at its best!

Mit dem BIO-Gedanken
verbinden wir Reinigung und Pflege,
ein hochwertiger Rohstoff, aus dem
Grapefruit-Kern-Extrakt.
Für alle Lovetoys & Materialien
geeignet. Geruchsneutral.

Hygiene at its best!
We combine cleaning and
maintenance with this organic
idea - a high-quality commodity,
from grapefruit seed extract.
Suited for all love toys and
materials. Odor-neutral.

multi language packaging &
instructions

150 ml /// Art. No. 44191
50 ml /// Art. No. 44190

Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

Revolutionary electro-sex
for all players
Email: info@electrastim.com
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INTIMBEREICH • INTIMATE ZONE
INTIMATE DEPILATION CREAM
HOT Intimate Depilation Cream für ein
schöneres und glatteres Hautgefühl. Sie
entfernt Körperhaare besonders einfach
und sicher.
HOT Intimate Depilation Cream for a nicer
and smoother skin sensation. It removes
body hair particularly easy and safe.

INTIMATE CARE
DEPILATION CREAM
100ml/3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44051
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Michael Lucas` SensaFirm Cock
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Ben Andrews` SensaFirm Cock
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€ 15,96
Spencer Reed SensaFirm Cock
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____
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€ 107,96
Junior Stellano´s Invitation Only
CyberSkin® Ass
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___
€_
149,95

€ 119,96
Jessie Colter´s CyberSkin®
Power Bottom Ass & Cock
KRAHO GmbH Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80
Oberau 6 Fax: +43 5358
4 31 31GmbH
32
KRAHO
6351
Mail: info@gayshop.com
Oberau
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- Austria
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